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YOUNG WILD WEST TRAILING THE REDSKINS
OR,

ARIETTA AND THE ABDUCTED GIRL
By AN OLD SCOUT
CH APTER I .
WHAT THE SMOKE SIGNALS MEANT.

"Injuns, Wild, as sure as guns!"
" That's right, Charlie. That is a smoke signal, which
makes it appear as though there are redskins on the warpath."
" It's a smoke signal, all right, Wild. Kow you jest watch,
an' you'll see it answered."
The speakers were Young Wild West, the well-known Boy
H ero and Champion Deadshot of the ·wPst, and Ch eyenne
Cha rli e, the ex-Government scout and Indian figh"ter .
The scent was in the mountains of f/outhwestern Utah , and
the tim e late in the afternoon of a day in early fall, a few
,ears a go, when there was much less of law and order in the
vast region known as the Wild West than at the present time.
Young Wlld ·west and the scout were standi ng on a slight
eminence of rock looking to the south.
A few vards behind them and In a little hollow w as t heir
camp, where the r est of th e party were assisting in the preparations to camp for the night.
It was generally the custom of \Vild, as our hero was
called for short, to take a look around the surrounding country before nightfall after they had halted for the day, and
when he ascended the highest point with the scout, he was
not at all surprised when a thin column of smoke was seen
rising something like a mile distant.
He knew that it was the Indian signal as well as Charlie,
for though but a boy, he had put In mu ch time in t ra.iling bad
Indians and routing bands of outlaws.
·
He really had made a name fo r himself w hich many a man
old enou g h to be his grandfather would have been proud to
own. and this was all through his skill, daring, coolness a nd
det ermina tion.
Cheyenne Charlie, though several years older t ha n t he boy,
was proud to be led by him, a nd he was never better satisfied
than when he was on a scouting t ri p with Wild.
"Well, Charlie," the young deadshot said, as he nodded
to bis partner, " we never heard anything of an I ndian uprising the last place we stopped at, but it strikes me that
something has gone wrong with them . There certainl y must
be a band below us. and that smoke signal means something.
L ike you, I believe it wJll be answered soon, so we will wait
he re and see."
They kept moving their gaze from one directi on to a nother,
and before five minutes had expired the-y saw a nother thin
column of smoke rising from behind a jagged ridge nearly
fiie miles distant.
" There yer are, Wild!" t he scou t exclaimed, a_s thou.1th he

really was delighted. "Now then, I reckon it won't be long
afore we'll have a scrimmage with redskins. Nothin' suits
me better then that, an' my finger is already itchin' ter pull
a trigger on some of 'em."
"Take it easy, Charlie. It may prove that the redskins who
are signaling to each other are not on the warpath, and that
they are simply hunting in the mountains here. "
"It may be, but I don't think so, ·wild," and the scout shook
his head.
.
'·Well, I hnrdly think so, either, but we can't tell. Anyhow, w~'ll take !t easy until after it gets good and dark, and
then we 11 do a llttle scouting and find out something."
'·'£hat's it," and Charlie gave a vigorou s nod.
They stood there untll the smoke signals sudde nly died out .
They knew just how the Indians made such signals, an d
how e~sy it was to smother out a fire that had bee n kind led of
very hght wood, so the smoke would rise straight in the air,
unless a breeze was blowing.
But it happened that this time not a bit of alr was stirring,
and hence the smoke ascended to a great height before it dissolved and disappeared.
. Wh~n there was no longer any smoke to be seen from either
d1rectlon , the two marked well the place the signals had
shown from , and th en descended the rock and soon joined
their coinpani~us in the hollow below.
·
The compan10ns referred to were Jim Dart, a boy about the
same age as our hero, who, with Cheyenne Charlie, coustltuted his partners ; Anna, th e wife of the scout; Eloise Ga rdner, ,Tim Dart's sweetheart; Ari etta Murdock, the goldenhaired sweetheart of Young Wild West. and two Chinamen
named Hop ·wah and Wing Wah, who were employed in the
capacity of handy man and cook.
So much has been written about Youn g Wild '1'est and his
friends that it is hardly necessa ry to give any further description of them.
Suffice it to say that the Boy Hero and his companions a lways were attired in fancy hunting and riding sui t s of buckskin as they made their horsehack trips through the wildest
regions of the West in search of adven ture and excitement.
"Well, is everything all right, Wild ?" Jim Dart asked. as
the young deadshot came ba ck.
''I reckon so, Jim, " was the cool reply. "But there are
r edskins about."
"Redskins, eh? Not hostil es. though?"
"Well , we can't tell about t hat. Ther e are two b!lnds who
were · signaling to each other a little while a go. They are
about five miles apart. if I judge right."
"Signali ng. eh? \Veil , that means something."
"That's what I think."
" An' that's w hat I t hink, too, Jim," the scout spoke up,
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nodt!lng In a knowing way. "H there was some redskins up
here jest tor huntln', they wouldn't be signalln' to each other
with smoke. You kin bet your life that there's somethln' up,
an' It's for us ter find out what it is."
The girls listened to the conversation without showing any
alarm.
The fact was that Young Wild West's sweetheart had been
born and reared In Wyoming during the troublous times when
the savage Indians were making life miserable for the white
settlers, and she had early learned how to use firearms, while
her courage was unquestioned.
Anna and Eloise had been roughing it quite long enough to
become used to all sorts of danger. so when they heard it was
possible that there were bad Indians about, they had no fear
whatever.
They well knew what Young Wild West and his partners
could do in the way of fighting redskins, and should there
be a scrimmage, they were confident that they would be the
victims.
"How far away ls the nearest band of Indians, Wild?"
AriC'tta asked, as she looked at her dashing young lover and
smiled.
.
"Scarcely more than a mllc, Et," was the reply. "The first
smoke signal showed up directly south of us, and I am sure
it is not more than a mile from here."
"Pretty close by, I should say. Do you think It advisable
for us to kindle a fire?"
'"Well, I r eckon we had better 'l\'ait until after dark. There
ls no need of letting them know there is any one here."
"That means that I',e got ter wait a little longer for my
supper, an' rm mighty hungry," the scout declared, with a
grin. "But it"R all right. W e're goln' ter have some broiled
beflr nwat. an' tber longer I wait for it ther more I kin eat
when I git started."
Charlie is always thinking of his stomach, Wild," the
scout's wife spoke up. with a laugh.
"You're wrong there, gal," Charlie retoljtecI, shaking his
head. "There's lots of times when I don't think about eatln'
at all. But that's when there·s somethin' goin' on ter keep me
from thinkin' about it. I s'pose. 1Vben it glts around meal
times. an' c,erythlng is ruunin' smooth, then Is ther time I
git hungry. But I sartinly do like broiled bear meat, an' every
time I know we're goin' ter have it I do a lot of thinkin'
about it. ~ly! but I kin almost taste a juicy piece now."
He smacked his Ups and shook bis head sadly, as though
he really was sorry that be would have to wait tlll after
darkness set in before be could satisfy bis appetite.
The sun bad not yet disappeared behind the mountain, so
It would be a rather long time to wait.
Young Wild West sat upon a rock and watched tl)e two
Chinamen who were just completing the work of erecting the
two tents the party occupied as a sleeping quarters at night.
He remained In thought for a l!ttle wblle, and then turning
to the scout, he said:
"Charlie, I reckon that since we have decided to wait until
after dark to kindle a fire, we might as well do a little scouting right now. I am well satisfied that we can manage to
creep up close to · the redskins without being seen by them."
"If we can't do It, Wild, there ain't no one livin' what kin!"
Charlie exclaimed, as be nodded his approval at the sugges00
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"Well, cqµie on, then. By the time we get back It might
be pretty close to dark. You can buckle up your belt a little
tighter, and that will stay your appetite, probably."
"Well, I won't be tbinkin' much about eatin' if we git out
on tber hunt for Injuns."
But Charlie pulled bis belt up another bole, just the same.
Then be picked up bis rifle and waited for the young deadshot to start.
"I reckon nothln' will bother you whlle we're gone, Jim,"
our hero said, nodding to Dart. "But you can just as well
keep an occasional watch out. There is no telling but that
some of the redsldns might be prowling about. It is possible
that they may have seen us as we rode o,er the big bill back
there, before coming into the hollow.
"You can bet I'll be on the watch, Wild," was the reply.
"So wlll I , Wild," Arietta spoke up.
"I know you will, Et," and laughingly the boy turned and
ascended the blll again.
Charlie was right after him. and when they reached the
top of the short ascent they turned to the left and went downward toward a wide ravine, which Jed almost directly toward
.the place they bad seen the first column of smoke arise from.
As the distance was but a mile, they did not bother to
•addle their horses.

They knew they could easily walk there In fifteen minutes,
and in case they had to hurry when they came back, lJolh
were good runners, and felt that they could bold their own
with the best of the redskins.
They took good care to shield themselves as much as pos:sible from view as they made their way through the ra,ine.
They kept to the left side of it, and were forced to dodge
about among the rocks and bushes, but made good headway,
nevertheless.
Nearly a mile from the starting point they came upon a
fresh trail.
Immediately both dropped upon their knees ancl began making an examination of the boofprints.
'l'bere were quite a number of them, and when he had
looked them over to his satisfaction, Young Wild ,vest arose,
and nodding to bis partner, said:
"Well, Charlie, It seems that only two or three of the horses
were shod. That means that the most of them were Indian
ponies."
"That's right, Wild. I knowed that ther minute I looked
'em over."
"I should judge there were as many as a doz en horses that
passed this way."
"Just about that many, Wild."
"Well, let's go on. vVe must be up pretty close to th e redskins now."
The trail led up a sloping ascent at the left Ride of the
ravine, and when the two reached the fop of thi;; they found
themselves in a rather thick growth of bu;;hes and brinrs.
But the horses had trod them down pretty well, so it was
not difficult for them to go on.
Stepping very carefully about. for they did not know but
that one or more of the Indians mlgeht be !yin;:- a bout on the
watch, they proceeded on until they came to a big hlack rock
that Young Wild West had noticed when be first saw the
column of smoke arising.
Creeping softly around this, the boy suddenly en me to a
point that overlooked a little hollow.
Right before him was the ashes of a fire, and then he knew
just where the smoke bad come from.
In the hollow a number of Indians wearing their war paint
were grouped, talking in guttural tones, while grazing a short
distance away were their ponies.
As Cbarlle crept to bis side Wild whispered:
"There they are, Charlie. There are just twel,e of them.
too, for I counted them almost as soon as my eyes rested
upon them."
"Jest a dozen, Wild," was the reply. "They're on tber warpath, too, ain't they?"
"It seems so, for they have daubed their faces pretty well
with red and yellow clay, or paint, probably."
"An' most of 'em has got rifles, too."
"Yes, eight of them are armed with rifles."
"I wonder what they kin be up to?"
"Most anything, probably. I suppose they would soon be
after us if they knew we were camped so close by. When a
redskin puts on bis war paint it is a sure fact that be is
ready to scalp all the palefaces be comes across. But of
course be don't do much of it now, though occasionally some
may fall victims to a sudden attack. These fellows are Utes,
Charlie."
"Yes, that's sartin."
"Well, I thought they were very peaceful of late. Something must have happened to set the old smoldering flame of
savagery in full blast again. They are talking in their own
language, and very low, at that, so It is bard for us to make
anything from what they are saying. I reckon we bad better
get a little nearer."
"That's jest what I was goin' ter say, Wild," the scout
whispered.
They both crawled back around the black rock an~ started
cautiously along the fringe of bushes that o,erlooked the
hollow below.
They continued on until they were goln'g down a rather
steep descent, and not until they came to a group of big rocks
that was within fifty feet of the Indians did they pause.
But it was only momentarily then, for Wild saw there was
a good chance to get a little closer.
Pointing to a fallen tree that lay at the edge of the hollow
something like a dozen feet further on, he whispered to bis
companion :
"We must get behind that tree, Charlie. Then we will be
able to bear what they are saying."
"That ougbter be easy enough," was the retort, while the
scout gave a nod of approval. ;
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It really was not an easy thing to do, but both were trained
In woodcraft, and by keeping close to the ground and picking
their way slowly, they managed to get to the fallen tree unobserved.
The fact was that the Indians did not appear to think tllere
was any danger of their being spied upon.
1Vild bad counted the horses and found t here were just
t welve of tl.lem, and this meant that If tl.lere were any of
their number out scouting, tl.ley must be on horseback.
The redskins were pretty well equipped, for they ha.cl plenty
of blnnkets and bags that were no douht filled with provisions
with them .
Wild and Cllarlie listened intently, and as they could und erstand ti.le language of the Utes fairly well, it was not long
before tlley gleaned the information that the small band of
redskius they were watching expected to be joined by another
bantl shortly.
There was some talk about a white man whose name was
Radcliffe, as near as the two listenets could understand.
He was to come with the other baud of Indians, and pay
them a sum of money, though just what for neither W"ild nor
Charlie could discover.
But they had heard quite enough to make them eager to
know what it was all about, so they were quite willing to
wait a while.
They knew it would probably talre the other band of Indians half an hour or more to ride to the spot. But that made
no tlifference.
Both our hero and the scout possessed patience.
'l'bey lay quietly behind the fallen tree in easy positions,
and kept a wat<:h upon the redskins, who quickly scattered, as
thou gh the pow-wow they llad been holding was at an end.
'l'he leader of the band was a tall, muscular fellow, who
wore the gaudy headdress of a chief.
"ot only his face was painted so none of the skin showed at
all, but his breast and arms as well.
He was over six feet in heigh t, and weighed probably a
hundred and eighty pounds, and looked as though he was as
strong as a lion.
·"Wild, I wonder who that galoot is?" Charlie asked, In a
whisper, for he bad been sizing up the chief and had come to
the conclusion that he would make a tough customer in a
hand-to-hand fight.
"I don·t know. Charlie. I am sure I saw him before," Wild
answer ed . "You don·t feel as though you woul d like to have
a sc-rimmage with him, do you?"
"You bet your life I do," was the retort.
"Well, h e looks as though he might be able to handle a
bowie handily."
"I don 't care anything about that. If I couldn't handle
him J wou ld give up business an' go an' settle down on a
ranch. Wild. I'm goin' ter have a chance at that redskin
afore this thing is over."
"All right, Charlie. But don't be in a hurry. .w e are going
to wait till the other band arrives. I am anxious to find out
something about the man they call Radclilf."
The two conversed in such low whispers that they could not
have been hear,! ten feet, for they were so well used to talking that way that it was easy for them.
·
It was not long before the chief said something to one of
the braves, who promptly started up the ascent, and did not
stop until he reach ed the black rock from behind which our
two friends had first observed the Indian camp.
The brave shaded bis eyes with his hand and looked off to
the w est.
Then he suddenly was seen to give a nod, and down b,e
came and joined his companions.
"Tlley ai·e coming, Charlie," Wild Whispered. "Now then,
w e will soon know something more about It."
But _it was a good twenty minutes before they beard the
clatter of hoofs, and then peering over the fallen tree, it was
not long before they saw a band that numbered probably
twenty riding toward the camp.
They were all painted redskins but one, and he was a
rather good-looking white man, attired in the rough costume
of a cowboy.
H e seemed to be the leader, too, for be rode at the bead
and held up his hand for the rest to ha lt, which they promptly
did.
" H ello, Tall Willow!" he called out as he dismounted and
advanced to the chief with extended hand. "How are yer?"
"How, Jack Radcliffe'/" the redskin retorted, as he accepted
the band and gave it a. shake.
"As fin e as a fiddle. Everything is all right. We've got
ther gal hid in a cave, an' I've come over ter settle accounts
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with yer. I told yer I'd give yer half of what I got. I got a
thousand dollars, an' so here's five hpndred for you." ·
As the villain spoke be pulled a buckskin bag from his
trousers pocket and handed it to the chief, who took it
eagerly.
"Charlie," whispered Young Wild West to his companion,
" I reckon we are in luck. It seems that a white girl has been
abducted, and that makes business for us. Jack Radcliffe
may have r eceived a thousand dollars for doing the job, but
you ca n bet all you' re worth that we will soon rescue the
girl."
"As sure as guns we will!" Charlie answered.
They watched and listened a li ttle longer, and then Radcliffe mounted his horse.
"Remember, Tall W!llow, " he said, "you and your braves
have got to help me if the wb it'e girl' s friends come to look
for her. I must land her safely into the bands of the man
who hired me to steal her. I think you bad better bring your
braves and come with me right now."
'.rbe chief seemed quite willing to do this, and when Wihl
and Charlie bean! him give orders to his braves to mount
their ponies they thought it lligh time to get back to the
camp, so they might mount and tak,e the trail.
But they waited long enough to see the entire crowd mount
nncl ride away, and tlley set out on a run for the camp, ·satisfied tlJat they had some lively worlr ah\!ad of them.

CHAPTER II.
THE ABDUCTED GIRL.

It will be necessary for us to follow the white vlllaln who
was called .Tn<-1, Hadcliffe and hls Indian allies.
As they left the spot where the money had been pai"d to
Tall Willow, the Ute chief, they headed almost due west, the
direction in which Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie
bad seen the answer to the signal come from.
In order t o explain why it was that Tall WH!ow had caused
the signal to be sent up, we will briefly state that the rascally
chief had bargained with Radcliffe to abduct the daughter
of n wealthy mine owner, and that he had succeeded.
He had led thirty-one Utes to the near vicinity of t he mining camp ·where the mine owner was stopping with his famil y. and while Radcliffe remained in the background, be had
taken half a dozen of them aucl captured the girl.
But It was not without being discovered, however, and a
pursuit was at once started by the girl's father and some of
his friends.
Radclifl'e rode away with his prize, and the Indians tol.
lowed him for the purpose of covering his retreat.
The result was, however, that the pursuing party gained
upon them, and when they had covered probably twenty-five
miles, and had reached a very wild part of the mountalns,
they had been pressed so hard that the clever Ute chief devised the plan of splitting into two parties, so they would
follow their pursuers.
,Veil acquainted with the lay of the land, as he had been
over it many times in times gone by, Tall W1llow chose a
spot where the gi-ouud was hard and stony, so that the trail
would be lost temporarily, and then with eleven of the braves
he turned sharply to the left to a softer patch of ground and
rode on until the ponies were so tired that they were compelled to halt for a rest.
This had happened early in the night before Young Wild
West and his friends discovered that there were hostile redskins about.
Radcliffe and the Indians with him had continued on all the
night ·and the day that followed it, halting only long enough
to giv'e the horses a rest, while Tall Willow and the rest of the
redskins had also kept on, taking a course that was almost
parallel with the one the others were traveling.
The result was that when Tall Willow reached the spot
where our hero and the scout llad found him, and was satisfied that no pursuers were anywhere near, he decided to light
a fire and send up a smoke signal, so he might let Rad cliffe
and the rest of hi s braves know where be was.
It happened that they were not more than ftve mile!! away,
and thus it was that the parties joined in to one again.
Radcliffe had said that the girl was hidden In a cave, and
he had told the truth.
But of course he did not intend to keep her there very
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The vl~lain had lied to ·the chief when he told him he had
As they all came to a halt, Tall WiUow counted over his
received a thousand dollars. for abducting the girl.
braves.
Then he looked a little surprised, and turning to the white
He had been promised five thousand dollars if he secured
her and carried her to a snug place just over the line into villain, said:
Colorado, and one thousand dollars had been paid to him as
"Jack Radcliffe no leave a brave with the paleface
· a retainer.
·•
maiden?"
Half the latter amount was a big sum to Tall Willow, and
"No, I left her alone, but I was mighty sure that she had
since Radcliffe ,yas well acquainted with him, it was easy no chance ter git away, chief," was the re~ly.
for the chief to agree to do the dirty work in the foul scheme.
"Maybe she get frightened and die."
So far it had succeeded nicely, and Tall Willow began to
"Oh, I reckon nothin' like that has happened. She was
think that the pursuers had even failed to find the trail he putty much scared, of course. But she's comfortable, all
had ta.ken with the eleven braves.
right, an' by this time maybe she's gone ter sleep. I'll soon
If they had come on he would have given them fight, of see. You comel
. · ;t4 me, Tall Willow."
Radcliffe felt • und among the rocks and soon brought to
.course, but would have taken pains to prove that there was
no white girl with him.
.
view a lauterJ:lt, .~lch he quickly ltglite!l by striking a match.
Then' while th~ rest dismounted to take it easy while tbey
The delay this would cause was sure to give Radcliffe a
were waiting, ' h.e led the Ute chief to the face of a craggy
good start toward the Colorado line.
Radcliffe was in the best of humor as he !,'Ode ·along with cliff a short distance away.
Into a niche he went, and then a good-sized cave was disthe ra.scally Utes.
, ·
None of them seemed inclined to ride ver~ fast, so they let covered.
.
the ponies go on at an easy lope, and ·the ground was not
"She's in here, ., chiet," the villain said, in a low tone of
voice. "I'm sartin she had no ,ehance ter git away. Jest give
covered very rapidly.
But at length they neared the spot where the girl was held me a lift with this boulder, .:fin' you'll soon set eyes on her.
a prisoner. and then the rascally white man dropped back She's a beauty, too, but of ~ourse I ain't got nothin' ter do
with her. S}!e's go!~ ter be ther wife of ther man what hired
alongside the Ute chief and said:
•
·' Do you think it would be safe ter stay here till mornin', me ter (lo ther job.• ;;or had we better go right on to-night, Tall Willow?"
·
Tall Willow gave a guttural gr:'Jit, and then._ gave his as., No palefaces come," was the reply, as Tall Willow looked sistante, and a. big boulder was p~d O'Ver.
_,,...
around in the gathering darkness, for by tfiis· time the sun
A scream' ran,g out just the!l_; and Radcllft'e quickly exhad gone down, and night was close at hand.
claimed:
"An' ther horses are putty tired, too, ain't they?"
"Nqpe ,ef that,' gal! You)@ ,lo)ep your mouth'. ~hut, or
"Yes, horses tired. We stay here till morning."
you'll. ~Hled. I told yer tllitfafore."
"All right, then. I'm leavin' a whole lot to you, 'cause you
"Mercy," came a pleading_ voice, "Do let me go, My
know more about sich things than I do. I think we've been father will pay you any ,~mbunt, if you only will. Why have
mighty lucky ter git as far as this without bein' follered. Of you torn me away from my home?"
course we was follered, but they must have lost ther trail."
"You'll
find
out
soon
enough.
You
oughter
know
that
·· Tall Willow heap much smart Injun. He fool plenty· pale- there's a nice-lookin' young man what's dead in love with
faces," and the Indian drew b,is tall form to its fullest and yer, an' who wants yer for his wife. I didn't tell yer afore,
threw out his chest proudly.
_
but I'll tell yer now. Horace Farrel ls ther man what got us
"Yes, I know you're mighty clever, Tall WUtQw. Well, you ter
steal you from your father."
have got your money, au' you kin do with it as you please. I .• "Oh,
oh, oh!" cried the girl, in a:o. agonized voice. "To think
s'pose yo u'll hav:e ter whack up with your braves, though." that he could be such a v!llaln. I despise him more than
"Me buy plenty firewater for the braves. Me keep plenty ever now. But If you have a heart in you, sir, you w!II take
money, too. Injuns want to fight the palefaces and 4lke me back to my father."
scalps. They have big time, maybe, by and by."
"Well, I ain't got much of a heart in me, I reckon," and
"Well, I don't Cl\,te how man·y palefaces they' scalp, .iao long
as you help me out. It might be that I'll git'·-IL little extra Radcliffe laughed hoarsely. "I'm gittln' paid for this job, an'
money if I land ther gal with ther man what wants h~r so that's all there is to it. I don't care whether you like what's
bad. J:f I do I'll make you a present of some more." · • .. ,' · goin' on or not, so yer might as well shet up an' take it easy.
.. Jack Raucliffe heap good paleface. Tall Willow like' him I reckon you could do ·a whole lot worse than ter marry
Horace E'arrel, 'cause as I jest said, he's a nice-lookin' young
very much.
'
"An 1 like you a whole lot too. I wasn't long in findin' yer man, an' he's got as much money as your dad has, I'll bet."
"Pal~face maiden heap much fool," declared Tall Willow.
au' tellin' yer all about It, was I'l I was a little surprised
"That's what I think, chief. But jest have a look at her, "
when I knowed that you had got a band together, an' that
tber braves all bad their war paint on. But that makes it all and so saying the villain held the lantern into the niche where
ther better. I won't never git thet blame of havln' abducted the girl had been imprisoned when the boulder was pushed
before it.
ther gal."
l\Iattie Leonartl was Indeed a very pretty girl, but just now
"Injuns get the blame, but Tall Willow no care."
her hair was disheveled, her face almost as white as chalk,
Radcliffe gave a chuckle. He was really proud of his and her eyes wide and staring.
.
achievement.
She had been put through a terrible fright, and It seemed
What he had told the Ute chief was true, as far as his hav- as though the worst was yet to come. ·
ing been hired by another party to abduct the girl.
No wonder, then, that she pleaded so earnestly to be taken
The other party was a wealthy young mine owner who
•
owned the biggest part of a mining camp In Colorado close back to her father.
to the Utah line.
"Heap ,much fine girl," was the way the Ute chief exIn spite of his riches, this man, whose name was Horace pressed his opinion. "She make very nice squaw for your
Farrel, was a cowardly v!llain who would go to almo!it any friend, Jack."
depth to accomplish a set purpose.
·
"f reckon she will. Farrel sartlnly must be dead in love
He bad repeatec.lly been ref.u sed by the girl,· whose name with her, -o r he wouldn't never go to all this trouble: I've
was Mattie Leonard, but at last he had decided to abduct her always tl)ought that if I wanted ter git ma1Tled, an' ther gal
and force her to consent to be his wife.
'
I wanted didn't want me, I'd git mad at her an' go an' look
If he once got her to his mining camp, he felt that the rest for some other gal. But that ain't ther way with Farrel. He
would be easy, so he made bis plans and found In Jack Rad- didn't make no bones of tellln' me that he was satisfied he
cllffe a willing tool.
couldn't live without Mattie Leonard, an' this Is ther result of
Radcliffe was clever enough however to sublet the con- it. I hop~ he'll be happy when he glts her."
tract and It is easy to guess that he wa.'s elated at the way
-~gh!" grunted Tall W!llow, in a way that meant anything
It had turned out.
·
' ·hfs-4learers might conjecture.
The Indian band was finally brought to a halt by Radcliffe,
"S3:y you have come to take me back to my father!" cried
tor they had now reached the neai· vicinity of the cave.
the girl, pleadingly, as sh1:., dropped upon her knees before the
Radcliffe was almost devoid of pity, or he would never have two scoundrels.
_ ,,;,.,
.
left a young and beautiful girl alone in a dark cave.
"There ain't no use In mfi· sayin' that, gal, so what's ther
But he cared nothing for the terror she might feel, for h(il use?" Radcliffe retorted, sharply. "You may as well make
considered that she was nothing to him, and thus he had ac- up· your mind that you h'ave got ter go straight to Horace
companied the Indians after the smoke signaJ had been seen Farrel. When I've turned· yer over ter him, I'm done· with
u4 answered to join the chief of the band.
· · thls busine111."
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"Is he paying you to do this?" she asked, In a trembling
voice.
· "Well, I reckon so. He's already paid me. Yer see, he
knowed me so well that he kin trust me that much. He give
me a thousand dollars ter do this job, an' I've give ther chief
here half ther amount ter help me out. '.rhat's a big sum of
money for Tall Willow, an' he's satisfied."
"Heap much money," the chief admitted, with a shrug of
his shoulders.
"Now then," went on Radcliffe, trying to speak in a sooth. Ing tone of voice, "If you'll promise that you won·t take on so,
an' will make up your mind to be resigned to your fate, I'll
take yer out of this dark place an' fix a nice spot for yer to
lay down on an' sleep till mornin'. We've made up our minds
that we're goin' ter stay here till daylight, an' then by ther
middle of ther afternoon to-morrow we' H land yer where I've
agreed ter take yer. Are yer goin' ter promise to be good,
gal?"
"Yes, I will promise that, for I don't want to remain in this
horrible dark place any longer," was the reply."
"All right, then; you kin come out. Now remember your
promise. It ain't 'cause I think you'll be heard by any one
if you do holler, but I don't want yer ter do it, that's all."
"My father failed to follow you, then?" the girl q uerled,
as she trembled slightly.
.
"Well, he bad a gang with him, an' they follered us till
they lost ·ther trail. Yer don't s'pose Tall Willow was goin'
ter leave a trail behind him, do yer? H e's too smart for that,
an' that's why I got him ter help me abduct yer. You needn't
worry about your father findin' yer. He might do It after
a while, but when be does you'll be Mrs. Horace Farrel, an'
don't yer _forgit it. M<:1st likely you'll be resigned by that
time, too, an' when your dad does come you'll ask him ter
forgivE! your husband for bavin' yer abducted."
'
"Never!" she cried, in a voice that showed how determined
she was in spite of the fact that she had been terrified ever
since she bad been seized and dragged away from her father.
"Well, I don't care whether yer git over it or not. Come
on now, an' I'll fix up some place where yer kin be by yourself. I'll guarantee yer that none of us w!ll bother yer while
you're asleep. so don't git any sich notion as that in your
head. If yer want somethin' ter eat afore you go ter sleep,
you're welcome ter it."
"I will take a drink of water, if you please, but I ca.n't eat,"
was the r eply.
"You kin have all tber water you want. Maybe you would
like ter have a little cold coffee. We've got some left in ther
can."
"Water will do."
"All right, gal," and so saying, he took: her by the arm and
led her from the cave.
The majority of the Indians were sitting about upon t he
ground, and when they saw the girl being led forward they
took but little notice of her.
Radcliffe was as good as his word as far as fixing up a
spot for her to occupy during the night and giving her a drink
of water.
No doubt he had been cautioned by bis employer to handle
her gently, and see that she was not ill t reated in any way.
But it surely was not very good treatment to confine her
in a dark cave while he went with the Indians to find the
chief and the rest of the band.
However, no such thing ever occurred to Jack Radcliffe,
for, as we have said, he was a beartle.ss scoundrel.
Having decided to remain right where they were, the Indians tied their ponies so they might graze upon the rich
grass that abounded In that vicinity, and then one by one they
lay down upon their blankets to pass the night.
Of course, a sufficient number of them were stationed upon
guard duty, for neither Tall Willow or Radcliffe were quite
sure that they would not be overtaken by the pursuing party
before morning.
But no such thing happened, and when daylight came the
Indians were up and stirring.
Fearing to light a fire lest the smoke might lead the girl's
father and bis friends to them, they made a breakfast or dry
meat and some stale bread that they had with them, washing
it down with water from the rill that trickled from the rocks
near at hand.
"Now then, straight for tber east," said Radcliffe, nodd ing
to Tall Willow, who was getting his horse ready to mount.
"All right, Jack," was the reply. "Me go with you till you
get the girl where you want to take her. Then me take my
braves and go to look for paleface scalps. Me have big fun
before the soldiers come. Me no care if me iet killed. It Is

a long time since me fight the palefaces, and the blood of my
forefathers calls me to do it. The Utes hate the palefaces,
but many of them no want to fight any more. Ugh! Tall
Willow heap much smart; take plenty scalps. Ugh!"
"You're sartlnly a dandy redskin, an' no mistake, " declared
Radcliffe, as he looked at the towering form of the chief.
"You oughter be able ter clean out any two palefaces what
ever lived, if yer got In a hand-ter-hand fight with 'em. I
wouldn't want ter stack up ag'ln yer in a fight with knives,
blamed if I would."
"Tall Willow use knife heap much quick. Strike very
hard."
As he said this the chief jerked a long-bladed bowie from
bis belt and struck at an Imaginary foe.
The white scoundrel stepped back hurriedly, for he must
have thought he might feel the knife unless he got out of the
way.
But the chief only laughed at him, and placed the weapon
back In his belt.
The sun was just rising when the abducted girl was placed
upon the back of a pony and tied so it was impossible for her
to fall ofl' or even get ofl' if she tried.
Then the redskin band and their white friend set out with
her toward the east.
Mattie Leonard was In despair, as might be supposed. but
there was a hope lingering within her that she woulc! be
saved from the fate that had been planned for her.

OHAPTER III.
ON TRIil TRAIL.

When Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie reached the
camp they found Jim and the girls waiting anxiously for
them.
"How did you make out, Wild?" Arletta asked, for she
could tell right away that the young deadshot had been successful In the search.
"Fine, Et," was the reply, and then be quickly related the
discovery he and Charlie had made.
"A captive girl, eh? " Arietta said, shaking her head. "Well,
that is too bad. I can feel for her. Wild, I mean to help rescue her."
"Of course you can help, Et. No doubt you will be of valuable assistance, too. But tbe question Is, what ls the best
thing to do? There are over thirty of the Utes, and they seem
to be a fighting lot. If we could only locate them to-night, If
they remain anywhere around here, we might stand a chance
to rescue the girl by strategy. But the chances are they have
some hiding-place where they mean to camp for the night.
But my opinion ls that they will ride on, and that being the
case, it will be difficult for us to trail them until morning
dawns. I reckon I will take Charlie and go and see if we can
find them."
"Good enough, Wild!" the scout exclaimed, for he had been
waiting -to hear such a remark from the boy.
H aving decided what he was going to do, our hero was not
long in saddling Spitfire, bis sorrel stallion.
Charlie soon had his bay ready, too, and then assuring their
companions that they would not be gone more than an hour
or two, unless they got a chance to save the girl from her
captors, the two rode on through the darkness.
If they had possessed their horses when the Indians left
the hollow with the White villain, It would have been easy for
them to trail them.
But they had gone on .root, as the reader knows, so now
they had to depend as mu& on luck 1.11 anything else to find
where the band was located.
They knew the proper direction to take, however, so they
kept on riding until they thought they were getting a llttlR
too close lo case the redskins were camped anywhere along
the foot of the cliffs.
But it seemed that our hero and the acout had made a little
error In riding along, for they struck a epot that was almost a
mile to the north of that where the Indians were In camp.
Wild thought they had gone a little too far to the so uth. so
this made it all the worse, and when they had searched about
in the opposite direction for nearly an hour without discovering anything of the band, they gave It up a1 a bad job and
decide.a to return to the camp.
"I thought there was hardly any use of. striking out In the
darkness, Charlie," Wlld said, as they were riding back at a
canter. "It
hardly likely they would keep a fire iolng, for
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they must have had their supper long ago. It makes it a j Wild looked keenly at the last speaker.
littl bad for the captive girl, but it can't be helped. We
He sa w that he was a middlc-uged man, and by his dress
won't be able to do anything with her until to-morrow. As he was something above an ordinary miner.
soon as It gets daylight In the morning we must strike out
"I re<:kon I know what you want me to help you do, Mr.
and look for the trall. We will take It from the spot where Leonarcl," he said, for he had remnnhcred the name the man
the two bands met, and then we will follow It until we over- hall Leen called. "A girl bas been abdu<:teu."
take the redskins. I reckon we will find a way to get tl.ie
"Yes, yes," came the eager reply. "How dill you know
girl away from them."
·
tllat, Young 'W ild West?"
"H we don't, It will be ther first time, Wild!" Charlie ex"Well, I happened to find it out just before it got dark toclaimed.
night. I think I can assist you in finding hi>r."
"Yes, that's true enougb. But we have a pretty clever ras"If you only will, Young Wild \Vest, I will make it well
cal to deal with In this game. I refer to Jack Radcliffe, as wortll your while."
they call him."
"Well, see here, Mr. Leonard , I suppose you have been
·'Yes, an' that chief knows a few thlng!I, too, If I ain't mis- hunting a long while for the girl?"
taken," the scout added.
"Yes, and we have been baffled so many times that the men
"\Veil, we know how to handle redskins pretty well, so that have been about ready to give up. Our horses are nearly
part of It ls all right. But the white man is the arch plotter, fagged out, and I suppose it is foolish to go any furtller until
and he ls the one to look out for. We want to get him and daylight comes."
make him a prisoner as soon as we can."
"You have got that just right. Now tllen, our camp Is
'' Or put a bullet through his black heart."
right over the other siue or that ridge of rocks, so I woulll
"Well, we must not do that unless It is done in self-de- advise that you come over there and stop until morning. You
fense."
.
will never be able to catch the retlskins until it gets dayligllt,
"It wlll be 1elf-defense, all right, If he happens ter see us, unless by the merest accident. I advise you to wait."
,you kin bet on that, Wild. That galoot wouldn't stop a sec"Do jest what Young Wild West thinks is best. ;\Ir. Leonond ter shoot one of us if he knowed we was after him."
ard," the man who had been called Rucker spoke up earnestly.
"Quite true. Well, It w!ll be mu ch better to make a pris"I certainly will," was the reply. "Come on, men. \Vt>
oner of him and then turn him over to the authorities some- will go with Young Wild West. I feel very llopeful nuw tllat
where."
my daughter will soon be saved."
"You're ther boss, so what you say goes, Wild."
"You will have her safe and sound before to-morrow night,"
The young deadshot nodded, and the two rode on, talking Wild declared, in his cool and easy way.
as they did so about the prospects for the following day.
"Do you l.iear that, )Ir. Lc>ouard?" Rucker called out, joyWhen they got back to the camp, Arletta knew right away fully. "W'hen that boy says l!e'll do a thing lie always does
that they had been disappointed.
It."
"You couldn't find them, eh, Wild?" she asked.
"You seem to know quite a lot about me, it seems," Wild
"No, Et," was the reply. "We must have got a little off the said, turning to the speaker and smiling. "I can't say that
scent. H they are camped anywhere In the vicinity of the I ever saw you before."
spot where the answer to the smoke signal went up. we must
"No, it ain't likely you remember of havin' sterl me. But
have lost track of It, for we searched for over an hour, and I've seen you two or three times."
could find nothing. Of course there was no chance to find
""\Veil that may be so I don't doubt you in the least."
anything like a trail In the dark."
Wild 'walked aroun~1 to a suitable place for the horseme n
.. That means that we are going to start at daybreak in the to get over the ridge of rocks. ancl ns he did so he had a short
morning, then?"
C0ll\' ersatlon with the man called I-tucker.
'''!'hat's right, Elt."
He learned that he was a for eman in the employ of .Joseph
"All right. You will find us ready when the time comes."
She turned and smlled at Anna and Eloise, who promptly Leonard. who owned a big part of a mining camp that was
located in the mountains to the north of them.
nodded their heads.
It wns from then' tile girl had been kiclnaped, and though
About half an hour after Wild and Charlie returned to the
camp the clatter of hoofs was heard from off to the right. Leonard suspected that a man named Horac-e Farrel was
At first our friends thought the redskins were riding that rei<ponsible for it, he had no evidence to that effect.
However, in case the Indians were not overtaken, the party
way, but when they listened they soon became convinced that
meant to ride on to Farrel's mining camp, and find out
the horses were shod.
"I reckon we had better see who ls coming, boys," the whether or not he knew anything of the abcluction.
The tired horsemen seemed very glad to dismount when
young deadshot said, as he nodded to Charlie and Jim. "They
they got to the camp of our friends.
may pass us If we don't stop them."
When he saw the 1 girls Joseph Leonard shook his head
'J'he boy located the direction the hoofbeats came from, and
sadly.
t~n hurriedly started f rom the camp.
"You make me think about my poor lost daughter," he deHe had barely got upon a high rock from which he might
be able to see quite a distance in the darkness, when a band clared, when he had been introduced to them. "But I suppose
I ought to feel brighter for meeting you, because if we find
of probably a dozen horsemen appeared.
Dark as It was, Wild instantly saw that they were white her It will be so much nicer to I.Jave her among those of her
own sex. I suppose you Intend going right along with the
men.
,
It struck him right away that they must be looking for the party?"
"iCertalnly," Arletta answered. "I expect to assist in resabducted girl, so he did not hesitate to call out at the top of
cuing your daughter, Mr. Leonard. When Wild takes the
his voice:
trail of the redskins you can bet it won't be a very long time
"Hello, hello!"
He was heard, and almost Immediately the horsemen came before we overtake them. Then we will show you how we
act when we undertake a rescue of this kind."
to a halt.
"You surprise me," the mine owner declared, shaking his
"Hello!" some one shouted back In reply.
head. "Do you mean to say that you will take part in a
""\\Tait a minute. strangers, I want to talk to you."
fight?"
''Who are you?" came the query.
'·Young Wild West."
"Oertalnly, If It ls necessary. But I wlll do more than
Then there was a buzzing of excited voices for a few sec- that. I will undertake to save your daughter by strategy, If
onds, after which some one shouted:
there ls no other way to do It. It will not be the first time
"Do you mean ter say that you're Young Wild West, the that I have entered the camp of hostile Indians. We know
boy who is known as the Champion Deadshot of ther West?" just how many of them there are, so there will be no mistake
"Tha.t's just who I am, stranger. I will be right with you made on that score."
In a jiffy."
"Ther 1al knows jest what she's talkin' about, boss,"
So saying. Wild bounded over a ridge of rocks and appeared Rucker spoke up, shaking his head and looking very . wise.
bi>fore thf' horsemen.
,
"I know somewhat about her, too. I've heard a lot more.
• --It' s Young Wild "\Vest, all right," one of them said, as he She kin handle a gun about as well as any man you ever
dismouutf'<l anrt ran to meet our hero. "I've seen him before, seen."
Mr. Leonard. though I don't s'pose he knows who I am."
Leonard nodded, and said no more.
" I am glnd of that, Rucker, for from what I have heard
He was very mu ch worried, and it was not long before he
of Young "\Yild West he can be of valuable help to us, if he ls was sitting upon his blanket In a dejected state.
of a mind to do ao."
Wild cheered him tip f!lightly by his assurance that ever;r0
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1hing would turn out all right, and finally the man lay down to encourage him, I shouldn't have made the least objections.
But if I find out for a fact that Horace Farrel bas put up this
aud dropped off into slumber.
Our hero saw to it that the usual watch was kept during job, I will shoot him the moment it Is proven to me."
""Well, I don't blame you for feeling that way. But we will
the night, and just before daybreak he aroused Wing, the
rescue your daughter first, and find out about it afterward.·•
<·ook, and bade him go ahead and prepare the breakfast.
"I begin to think that you will do as you say, Young Wild
There ·were just eleven of the searching party, and as they
hnd brought nothing with them in the way of provisions, it West."
"I want you to think that way. This Is not the first time
was necessary to find enough at the camp to give them a
we have und ertaken such a task as this. Trailing redskins Is
sq uare meal.
But luckily Cheyenne Charlie had shot a fat young bear right in our line, you know. Of course, we will have to move
a little lively about it this time. That means that the Chinathat weighed nearly two hundred pounds the day before.
The most of the carcass had been brought with them, so men will have to drop back with the pack-horses. Probably
you can spare a couple of your men to accompany them, so in
the re was plenty of meat.
But Young Wild West always saw to It that they had a case anything goes wrong, they won't be alone."
•
" I will fix that, all right," Leonard declared.
irood supply of everyth ing that was needed, ·and it happened
'l'bcn be quickly selected two of the men for the purpose,
that there was more than enough to last the whole party for
and told them that they were to stick to the two Chinamen.
two days in camp at that moment.
"Hadn't the girls better remain with them, too?" be asked
One of the miners who was quite handy at cooking lent his
our hero, as be finished buckling the saddle-girths of bis
assistance, and then Wing got along rapidly.
Coffee was made, and bear steaks were soon broiling over horse.
"No, they will go right along with us. You know what
two or three fires which had been started, so they might hurry
Miss !lfurdock said last night. She is going to assist In the
matters along a little.
A bag of hard biscuits which our friends had with them rescue."
"Well, just as you say. You know better than I do."
:wswered the purpose of breacl that morning.
A fe>w minutes later the whole party were mounted, and
But the meal seemed 1o taste very good to all hands, and
they ate heartily, washing it down with all the coffee they then Wild set out, with Arietta riding at bis side, for the
spot where the two bands of Indians had met the night bewanted.
By the time they had finished it was daylight, and a faint fore.
Once they reached the hollow It was easy for them to take
glow of red and yellow in the east told them that in half an
the trnil.
hour the sun would be up.
"Now then," said Wild. nodding to Arietta. "I am going to
"Now then, Mr. Leonard." said Young Wild West, as he
proceeded to saddle his sorrel stallion, " if you are ready, we gi,e you a chance to show what you can do. Et. You are
1rn ing to aRHist in 1he rescue of tbe abducted girl. Come on.
wm start out and take the trail of the redskins."
"I am only too anxious to go, Young Wild ·west," the man Then• is ;;oiug to be some swift riding done to-day, and don't
retorted, shaking his head sadly. "I only hope you are right you forget it."
As he said this the young deadshot started the sorrel forin saying that you will find my daughter before sunset toward at a swift gallop.
day."
"Well, I feel confident that we will do It, so just keep thinking that we will, and you will feel all the better for it. If it
is a fact that this man, Horace Farrel, is responsible for the
abduction of your daughter, the chances are no harm will
CHAPTER IV.
come to her. l•' rom what Rucker bas told me, be is a discarded lover."
WlL!J°S DARING. ATrEMPT A:J' A BESOUL
"Well. you can't call him exactly that, for I am sure my
daughter never liked him the least bit. But he was a perIf the country bad been anything like level, no doubt Youilg
sistent suitor for her band, and since we have beard nothing
observed the Ind!Jns
from him In over three weeks, after she forbade him to ever Wild W est and bis friends would have
were
speak to her again, it makes it appear to me as though be riding in a direction almost opposite to that which they
might have planned to abduct her, and force her into marry- no~ pursuing.
But there was no possible chance of seeing them, so Young
ing him."
determination to follow the trail.
"Quite reasonable, Mr. Leonard. I reckon you have got it Wild West stuck to bis
He kept the lead, with Arietta riding a close second, and
just 11-bout right. He bas hired the rascally redskins to do
came Charlie, Jim, Anna and Eloise, while
the job for him, and probably that is why they have put their not far behind her
and his men followed.
war paint on. But do you happen to know any one bearing Joseph Leonard
The rest of the party took it along easily, for there was no
the name of Jack Radcliffe?"
of exerting the pack-horses too much, since they could
"Jack Radcliffe" exclaimed the mine owner, with a start, needpossibly
keep up with the riders. anyhow.
for Wild had not mentioned anything about the white man not
Up bill and down dale went the trailers, and at length they
be bad seen with the redskins.
reached the spot where the r edskins had camped during the
"Yes, that's the name."
night.
"Why, that fellow bas hung around our camp a great deal.
"Well," said our hero, as be dismounted and approached
He is a scoundrel, from what I know of him."
the remains of the still smoldering fire. "they haven't been
"Well, be is mixed up in this affair, too. He seems to be gone very long, that's certain. I reckon we will get -them
the one who is in charge of your daughter."
easy before the day is over. Some of them may have pretty
"Do you mean that, Young Wild ·west?" asked Leonard, ex- good horses, and will get a lead, but we will soon catch up
citedly.
with the stragglers. If they put up a fight we will have to
"I certainly do. I didn't tell you all I knew about the af- thin them out, after all. We are after the abducted girl, and
fair, for I thought I would wait and bear what I could from we are going to get her, and that's all there Is to it."
you and your men first Now then, it strikes me that Horace
"That's right, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie spoke up, nodding
Farrel, as you call him, might have engaged Radcliffe to ab- his bead and looking ,ery much determined. We'll trail tber
duct your daughter, and be in turn bas sought the aid of the redskins till they can't go no further. Then most likely there
Utes."
will be a fight. That's jest what I want ter see."
"Quite likely, for I am certain that Radcliffe was on friend"Well. if we can get along without fighting, Charlie, it will
ly terms with Farrel. It Is beginning to clear up a little now, be all the better. I have an Idea that if we should happen to
and I am satisfied that I have made no mistake In thinking locate them when they halt at noon we might creep up and
that Farrel is responsible for what bas happened. You really give them a surprise, so they will have no chance to keep up a
think, then, that be wants to marry your daughter so badly, fight."
that be bas caused her to be abducted, so be might force her
"·Well, jest as you say, Wild. I'm always ready an' wlllin'
to become bis wife?"
ter do what yer want me ter."
"Yes, I think that, for I am well satisfied that be was
The party did not halt very long, for they could easily see
deeply in love with her, though she had not the least liking. which direction the Indians had taken.
much less affection, for him. I never heard anything that
" If we bad only known they were going this way we could
was wrong about Farrel, either. I happen to know that be have cut them off," said Wild. shaking his head. '·But it hapi~ worth considerable money. and that be virtually owns a pens that we can't find out things in ad n1 llt"f'. Thf' onlv way
,11ining camp just over the Utah line in Colorado. He is a to do it was to follow the trni l. They must have passed us
· oung man, too, and if my daughter bad shown a disposition ruile or two to the south.,,.
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"It ls easy to guess that they are going In that direction,"
Leonard spoke up. "No doubt they are heading for Farrel's
camp."
"Well. how far is the camp from here, about, Mr. Leonard? '' Wild asked.
"I don't exactly know, since I am rather mixed up as to
where I am. But I should say It would be hardly possible for
the redskins to get there by nightfall."
"Is it far over the line into Colorado?"
"No, just about over the line, and that's all."
"Well. I reckon they can easily make it before dark, then,
because those blue hills over there lie in Colorado. I have
been in this section of the country before, and know pretty
well '\\·here I am at this moment. But you needn't fear about
,them getting there, for we wlll surely overtake them before
they do."
"I believe you, Young Wild West," the mine owner said,
looking very hopeful. "The more I hear you talk the more
I am convinced that my daughter will soon be rescued."
"She surely will. Mr. Leona rd ," Arietta spoke up.
·' ,Yell, I am glad you are with us, miss, for when we do
get her away from the Indians she will ha,e companions of
her own sex to help bring her back to her normal state of
mind ."
"That is one reason why I Insisted on coming."
"And another reason is that you wanted to help In the
fightin g. if there is any," our hero said. with a laugh.
'' Yes. Wild, " and Arietta laughed lightly, too.
"A wonderful girl," declared the mine owner, turning to
Ru cker. who was looking and listening in an attitude of admiration.
.. Rhe sartinly is, but there ain't nothin' strange about that,
boss. She's Young \\"ild West's gal, an' most likely she has
been taught a whole lot by him. They do say that she never
gits scared no matter what happens. She kin always handle a
gun whene,er there's any occasion ter use It. Them's tber
kind of gals. boss."
"Yes, no doubt. But they are very few, even In this part
of the country." declared the mine owner.
Anna and E loise bad dismounted, and as they came riding
up, Leonard turned to them and said:
"I take it that you are much like l\liss Arietta, ladies. You
seem to be perfectly cool about this thing."
"\\'ell. we have learned considerable since we have been
traYeling about with Wlld,and his partners," Eloise answered,
rather timidly, while she looked at Jim and blushed.
"Them gals is all right, boss!" Rucker exclaimed. "Yez kin
tell by ther looks of 'em that they ain't afraid ter shoot when
ther right time comes. Anyhow, it goes without sayln' that
they know what ter do, or they wouldn't be with Young Wild
West an' bis pards."
"If we are compelled to shoot at the Indians, it will not
be the first time we have done such a thing," the scout's wife
obscn·ed, as she looked rather stern, to show that she meant
what she said.
"\\Tell. I hope that none of you ladles will endanger your
!iYi>s. it' there is a fight," Leonard answered. · "Young Wild
West says there are just thlrty-two of the redskins, and Jack
11:Jctcliffe, the- traitor, makes thirty-three for us to fight. They
outnumber us greatly, but I am going to trust to the Champion Dead~bot of the West to pull us through."
"He'll do it, and don't you forget it!" Arletta exclaimed,
looking admiringly at her dashing young lover, who was then
iu th e act of mounting bis horse.
A II were soon in the saddle, and then they struck out and
followed the trail.
Sati~fif'r1 that the redskins could not be more than five or
six miles ahead of them, Wild did not ride very fast.
He did not want to let Radcliffe and his red allies know
that they were being pursued, and he thought it better to gain
slightly upon them until noon.
Th en no doubt they would halt for a rest.
It 1'.'0Uld be the time then for our friends to make a dash
and gain upon them rapidly.
Tb,.,re was no chance whatever of losing the train, so they
rocle on at a steady gait for nearly two hours.
Th en a bait was called to give the horses a breathing spell,
during which time all dismounted.
Before them lay a broad ravine, and it was through this
the redskins had gone with their fair captive.
The ravin e ran almost due ,west, and as there was a goodsized brook flowing through it, the horses had a chance to
drink .
In a few minutes they were again In the saddle, Wild and
Arietta In the lead.
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Charlie and Anna came next, with Jlm and Elofse following
them closely, while fue rest of the party brought up the rear.
Our friends were now riding in the fashion that they usually did when simply pursuing their way across the prairie
01• over the mountains.
,vild knew very well that there was no chance of running
into an ambush, for there were so many hills and patches of
timber that they could not possibly be seen.
If he had thought there was any danger he would have
caused the girls to take the rear.
They rode along in this fashion until the sun was directly
o,er their heads.
Then Wild looked at his watch and saw It was twelve
o'clock.
He held up his hand for a halt, and then quickly reined in
the sorrel stallion.
"Now then, Mr. Leonard," he said, "we are going to make
a good dash. We will give the horses a five-minutes' breathing spell, and then we want to ride like the wind. The girls
will bring up the rear. Those of your men who are not afraid
to get into a scrimmage all of a sudden can ride with us in the
lead."
" None of us ain't afraid of a scrimmage with ther redskins," called out Rucker, quickly.
"No!" exclaimed Leonard, his eyes :flashing. "I want to be
one of those who are right close to you when the Indians are
sighted."
•
The mine owner unslung hi s ri:fle, and showed his readiness
to fight.
"Very well," Wild answered, with a nod. "I reckon you are
all full of grit. But It may be that we will be able to surprise
the redskins. That's what I want to do, If we possibly can."
A few minutes later they were riding furiously along the
trail, which had now turned slightly to the left.
. In a very short time they came to a spot where the rocks
were jagged and the ground very uneven.
Then It was necessary for them to slacken the pace of
their steeds a little.
But they kept on doggedly, and soon they had covered the
bad stretch of ground, and were riding over an almost level
plateau that was interspersed here and there by groves of
trees and patches of chaparral.
Once across this spot and they gradually began ascending
a rise, but the trail was still as plain as ever, so there was no
cause for them to slacken their speed.
Whe'l they finally got to a very high spot the sharp eyes
of our hero discerned smoke arising from a point probably
five miles distant.
"Great Scott!" he exclaimed, turning to Charlie and Jim,
who were now riding close to him. "The redskins must have
kept at it hard. · I had an idea we were much closer."
"They sartinly have been coverin' ther ground, Wild,"
Oharlle answered, shrugging his ..shoulders. "But look at
that smoke! It's jest about dyin' out. That shows that ther
fire it comes from Is about done with. Most likely they've
finished eatln' their dinner, an' they'll soon be goln' ag'ln. I
reckon we've got ter hurry."
"That's just what we have got to do, Wild," Jim Dart declared.
"Come on, boys," our hero called out. "We are pretty close
to them."
The smoke had disappeared altogether now, and few of
the men had observed It at all.
But they took It for granted that Young Wild West knew
what he was doing, so they answered with a low cheer, and
then on they went at a gallop.
It took some little time to cover the distance to the spot
where Wild had seen the smoke, since the way was very
rugged.
But at length they were so near to It that the boy called a
halt.
Then he dismounted, and bidding them to wait until he returned, he set out on foot to reconnoiter.
The boy advanced very cautiously, and in a few minutes he
climbed upon a rock and found himself looking down upon
the spot where the redskins had halted during the noon hour.
We say bad halted, for they had gone.
There were the ashes of the fire they bad used, but nothing
else remained to show that they had been th ere, save the
hoofprints of their horses.
"Fooled. by jingo!" exclaimed the young deadshot, shaking
bis head and biting hard upon his teeth. "Well, we have got
to get thtm before night, and If it is going to be a running
fight. all right. The abducted girl must be saved, since I
have given my word that she will be. I don't want that vii-
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lain . of a white man to get her to Farrel's camp. We must
clean up the redskins before they get there, and then we will
go over and see Mr. Farrel. That w iJI be the best thing to
do, I think. Any man who would have a girl abducted for
the purpose of forcing Iler to become his wife is a low, mean
scoundrel, and I feel like punishing him for the act. " .
The boy hurriedly made his way back to his waiting companions, and told them that the b irds bad flown.
The face of the mine owner fell.
" I am afraid they will outwit us, Young Wild West," he
declared, shaking his head as though be was getting discouraged again.
"Don't you believe anything like that, Mr. Leonard,." was
the reply. " I told you your daughter would be rescued before
nightfall, and you can depend upon It that she wlll be."
"I have the greatest of faith In you, my boy," was the reply, as he again brightened up.
"Well, don't say anything more about it, but come on. I
suppose it will be a running fight now, so you can be ready
to open up the game when the time comes."
As they rode past the spot where the redskins bad baited,
a ll hands took a look at it and then turned their eyes ahead.
For half an hour they kept on, and then suddenly our hero,
who was watching closely, saw a puff of smoke a hundred
yards ahead.
Instinctively be ducked bis bead, and then the report of a
rifle sounded.
Charlie beard the hum of· the bullet, for it came closer to
him than to Wild.
"Whoopee!" be shouted, as be brought bis rifle to his shoulder. "I reckon tber game bas opened."
Then be dashed madly forward, holding the bridle rein in
bis teeth, and using botll hands to hold his rifle.
Wild quickly reached his side, and regardless of the fact
that they might be shot down from ambush, they dashed forward.
Crang-crang!
Two shots were fired, but the bullets went wlld.
Then the two, who were now well In advance, saw three
Indians riding madly away.
Crang!
The scout was the first to fire, and one of the redskins
threw up his hands and fell from the back of his steed.
Crang!
Wild fired, and another dropped.
The third turned and fired two shots In qui ck succession,
but as before, the bullets did not come anywhere near hitting
the pursuers.
Then Charlie's rifle spoke again, and the third redskin bit
the dust.
"I wonder if there's any more of 'em, Wild?" Cbarl!e asked,
as he slackened the pace of his horse a trifle.
"That Is hard to tell. We will have to find out," was the
reply.
They rode on and took good notice that the three redskins
were done for.
No more were in sight, and Wild decided that they had
dropped behind for the purpose of looking for a pursuit.
This meant that those in advance might have heard the
shots that were fired.
If such was the case, they would be ready for them when
they came up.
F ive minutes later they became satisfied lhat the main band
of the redskins knew they were being pursued, for as they
approached a high cliff a volley of shots rang out, and the
bullets whizzed all around .them.
"To the left," Wild shouted, as be turned the sorrel in that
direction.
The party swung around quickly enough, and succeeded in
getting behind some rocks just as another volley was fired
from the foot of the clifl', which was only a couple of hundred
yards distant.
"Well," said Young Wild West, nodding to the mine owner,
"I reckon we are going to have a tough time of It for a while.
But don't worry, for we are going to win out. The redskins
have taken a good position over there, and no doubt they
mean to bold It. It w!ll never do for us to ride up and attack
them openly, for they would shoot us down in a hurry. Strategy must be used now. Lead your horses In the hollow over
there, and then take your positions behind the rocks here and
keep a watch. I am going to find out just how the scoundrels
are located."
"Let me go with you, Wild," Charlie spoke up, earnestly.
" All right, " was the reply. "I meant to take you, anyhow,
for of course I want you with me on such a mission as· this."
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"Good enough!" exclaimed Charlie, his eyes brightening, for
he was never better pleased than when accompanying the
dashing young deadsbot on a scouting trip where danger surrounded them.
Our hero waited long enough to see that the girls were safe
from being hit by any stray bullets that might be fired in
that direction, and then nodding for Charlie to follow blm, be
turned back in the direction they bad come, and went along .
for a couple of hundred feet.
He had noticed a place where they might easily ascend
to the high ground above.
Once there, be thought they would be able to make their
way around to the top of the cliff, under which the redskins
had taken their position.
,
The two were right in . their element now, for so used to
approaching the camp of an enemy were they that it seemed a
second nature with them to proceed In a cautious manner.
They did not go slowly at that, but stepped along, never
once making a sound that could be beard a dozen feet from
them.
Walking and crouching, they continued on, and when they
came to a spot that was almost bare, they dropped close ·to
the ground and went along snake-fashion.
They encountered briars and thick bus!Jes, _but they did not
mind these, and continued on until at length they found themselves almost directly over the spot where they knew the enemy was in hiding.
The scout looked at our hero and smiled.
"I reckon we done it all right," he whispered.
"That's right, Charlie," was the reply. " Now then, I will
take the risk of looking down. "
He crept cautiously to the edge of the clifr, and looked
downward.
Crouching behind the rocks below were the redskins, while
slightly off to the right in a niche where they were safe from
any bullets that might come that way were Jack Radcliffe
and the abducted girl.
The white scoundrel was sitting upon the ground as though
guarding the prisoner.
Instinctively our hero pushed his rifle over the edge of the
cliff, for at that moment he felt like taking a shot at Radcllffe.
But he quickly changed bis mind, for he was not the sort
01' boy to shoot a man when he had no chance for bis llfe,
even tboug"-he richly deserved such a fate.
"Did yer s1e 'em, Wild?" the scout asked, as the boy drew
his head back.
"Yes, Charlie, take a look for yourself. They are not thinking of any one being up here, that's certain. They are watching sharply in the direction of the rocks where· our friends
are biding."
The scout took a look.
He frown ed darkly when be saw the renegade white man
guarding the fair prisoner.
"Wild. " said he, as he drew back his bead, "don't you think
that galoot down there ougbter have a bullet put through bis
heart?"
"Well, be might deserve it, Charlie, but don't think of doing
such a thing just now. I have an idea that we may be able
to rescue the girl before very long. You go back and get a
co uple of lariats, and tell Jim to see to it that an occasional
shot is fired at the biding redskins. That will keep their attention directed that way. Then I may have a chance to
lower myself down and save the girl."
"But that white scoundrel will have to be killed first, Wlld.
He would see yer for sure."
"That's all right, Charlie. I might be able to surprise him,
and keep him from giving the alarm. I reckon I can do It all
right, if I get half a chance."
"All right, Wild, I'll go right away. It won't take me long
ter git back, 'cause I know I ain't got ter be so very careful
about it. I'll make a short cut, too."
"Well, lookout that you are not seen by the redskins, for 11'
you are they will certainly open fire upon you, and one of the
bullets might reach you."
"I'll see to it that I won't git shot at," Charlie retorted,
confidently.
Then he set out and was soon lost to view.
Wild waited patiently, occasionally taking a look over the
cllff.
Each time he did this be found the altuatlon remained the
same.
The Indians were watching as though their lives depended
upon it, and he could tell plainl.l' that the:v were worried considerabl;y.
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Radcliffe seemed to be taki ng thil'lgS easy, for he was puffIng away at a cigarette.
Now and then Wild saw him talking to the girl, who remained perfectly silent.
Tile face of the latter was very pale, but she seemed to be
rather brave, and this was satisfying to the young deadshot,
for he knew he would st11-nd a much better (; hance of getting
her from her captors if she did not faint or grow frightened.
It was nearly ten minutes before th e scout return ed.
He had with him two lariats, and as Wild saw him approa ching he gave a nod of approval.
It was just at that moment that two shots rang out, and
tlie Inuians were seen to cower behind the rocks.
"Jim lias opened up his game, Wild," the scout said, with
a grim smile. ''Now then, whenever you're ready, you kin
go ahead."
"I'm ready now, Ollar lie," and so saying the young deadshot
seized one of tlie lariats and quickly tied it about his body
under the arm-pits.
H e had already s<>lected the spot he wanted to be lowered
from, and crawling over to it, he gave the word to Charlie,
and then boldly swung himself over.
·c rang-crang-crang !
Three more shots came from the rocks behind which Jim
and the rest of the party were hiding.
Then the Indians fired a volley, but of course hit nothing.
Charlie kept lowering the boy steadily, and wben he thought
he must be nearly at the bottom he leaned over and looked
downward.
At that moment he saw Radcliffe suddenly spring to his
feet.
He knew right away that Wild had been discovered . and
when he saw the villain draw a revolver lie acted quickly.
The feet of Wild were less than six feet from the ground,
and without the least hesitation the scout let him drop.
Orang!
Radcliffe fired, but the bullet went high over ~-,ir hero's
head :111,1 flattened against the rock.

OHAPTE.R V.
WILD A PRISONER.

Though Young Wild West was half expectin g the renegade
would discove1· him , and had a revolver in hi s hand ready for
Instant use, he was a little surprised when Radcliffe suddenly
sprang to his fe et and drew his revolver.
The boy felt that he must shoot him, but just as he wa s
going to fire the rope slackened, and doW11 he came with a
thud.
He heard the shot the renegade fired at him, and he knew
why he had missed.
As quick as a flash he sprang forward an<l dealt the man
a stinging blow between the eyes.
Before Radcliffe .could recover from the assault his revolver
bad been wrenched from his hand.
But the shot had drawn the attention of the India ns that
way instantly, anc1 Wild stood not the least chance of carryIng out his purpose.
With the rope about his body, there was no chance to run
very far, and If Charlie undertook to draw him up he knew
he would form an easy target for the redskins.
He quickly freed himself from the lariat, and then seizing
Radcliffe, who was dazed from the blow he had received, he
held him before him, so the Indians could not shoot at him
without hitting their white ally.
'l'he girl meanwhile had been so startled that she was unable to move or use )ler tongue.
But she quickly recovered, and then a scream escaped her
lips.
'
"Take it easy, miss," Wild said. in his cool and easy }Vay.
"Just pick up the revolver this fellow dropped and hold the
redskins at bay. Get well back Into the niche, and I will
come tbere, too."
Mattie Leonard understood perfectly what she was told, but
she hesitated a moment.
"Hurry up!" " ' ild called out. "Don't you see them coming
closer all the time? They are afraid to shoot for fear of hitting the scoundrel I have before me. but that can't last long."
That was quite enough. The girl quickly picked up Radcliffe's revolver, and then got back into the niche.
The moment she had done this Wild stepped In after her,
pulling his human shield after him.

H e turned his prisoner around so he faced the redskins,
clutching him by 1he collar.
Then pressing the mnzzlP of his gnn ngainsf the back of his
head, the young deadshot exclaimed:
•· Kow thrn. yon stand ri ght when• yon are, or oil' goes the
top of yolll· liearl ! I reckon tlrn t yon will die before I will,
l\Ir: Ha<lcliffe."
"Don't shoot this way!" the frightened vilhtin called out as
he waved a hand at the Indians.
Cra ng-craug !
Two shots rang out f rom acroRs the way. and a couple of
the Indians, who had expose(! them,ielves in an effort to get
close to our hero, dropped to the ground, one of them dying
in,-tantly, and the other with a bullet in his shoulder.
Orang!
Another rifle shot sounded, this time from the top of the
clill'.
Cheyenne Charlie had taken a hand in It, and another of the
raseally Utes fell to the ground.
" ' ikl knew the only chance for him now was for Jim to
lead the men in an attack.
Some of them might get shot in the barga in, but there was
no other way out of it.
"Come on, Jim," be shouted, at the top of his voice. "They
ba ye got me in a tight place."
The distance not being very great, the boy's words w ere
heard, and the next moment Jim and Rucker darted from behind the rocks and began moving swiftly over the ground In
the direction of the redskin stronghold.
'l'hey werP followed by the rest of the men,
Then the Indians opened fire on them.
But it happened that there were sufficient rocks to get behill(l. and the approaching party escapPd injury.
"\Yild could not see them, but so aux ious was he to have a
look that he in,oluntarily lowered the revolver he had been
holding against the renegade's benrl.
Radcliffe must have renliz<>d that he had a chance, for he
suddenly threw himself forward and succeeded in breaking
the boy's grip upon his collar.
'.rile sudden move had the r esult of pulling Wild partly out
of tile' niche, and as quick as a flash a waiting redskin sprang
at him with his rifl e-ba rrel and sent him to tlle ground In a
dazed condition.
An exultant yell followed this, aucl as half of the Indians
TI"ere shooting at those who wPre eucleaYoring to reach their
retreat, others pounced upon the helpless boy and soon disarmed him.
"Go back, Jim," \°i' ilcl shoute<l . for he still bad his senses
sufficiently to enable hi m to gi,e voice to his t houghts. "They
ba,-e got me. Don't risk getting shot. I will get out all
right."
"You'll get out all ri ght. will yer?" cried Jack Radcliffe, his
eyes fla sh ing mnrderously. "l reckon you'll never git away
from this spot alive, kid."
Wild paid no attention to the remark, for he realized that
if Ile were to bandy words with the man just then he might
get shot without having a chance to defend himself.
Meanwhile .lim had beard onr hero's instructions, and be
was beating a retreat.
A few shots were fired at them, bnt the Indians proved to
be ,ery bad marksmen. and ''\'ilcl, who was now standing so
he c-onld peer over the natural breastworks behind which the
redskins had located themselves, saw that bis friends bad got
to covpr again.
Hat.lcllffe saw this, too, and satisfied that the attacking
party wonlcl not dare to venture up any closer, he called upon
thP Indians to keep a sharp watch while he took care of the
pri;;onE'r they had captured.
There was a, malignant gleam In his eyes as he again
turnecl his a ttention to our hero.
"So yer lowered yourself down here thinkin' you could
ketch me nappin', an' git ther ga l away, did yer?" he asked.
"Th~t's ri ght, Radcliffe," was the cool reply.
"How do yer know my name, kid?"
·· Oh, I have heard all about yon. 'l'he girl's father is very
close at hand with enough men to wipe out your gang of redskins. I know all a bout how yo u put up a job to abduct Miss
Leonard and take her to Horace I~anel."
'.rhis astounded the scoundrel, for he co uld not imagine how
the boy could have possibly gained such information.
"You know all about It, you say, kid?" he demanded.
"Don't you see that I do?"
"Well, how did yer find It out?"
"That's my business."
"It is, eh? Who are you, anyhow?"
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"Have you ever heard of Young Wild West?"
"Yes, I've heard of him. You ain't Young Wild West, a re
ycr?"
"That's just who I am, ,Jack Radcliffe. If you know wh en
you are w ell off you will give me my liberty at once, and let
me take the girl with me."
"What! I wouldn't do that if I was goin' ter die tb er next
minute. Young Wild W est, eh? So you're tber kid what's
always meddlin' with other folks' business, are yer? · W ell,
I'd kill yer for that reason if for no other. You may as well
say your prayers, kid, 'cause you ain't got long ter live. I'm
goin' ter shoot yer right here. "
No doubt the scoundrel would have made good bis threat
if Tall Willow, the Ute chief, had not stepped over and interfered.
"No kill paleface boy now, " be said. "Me know him. He
is Young Wild W est, and he kill plenty of Utes a year ago.
Tall Willow want to make him die by torture."
Redcliffe must have seen bow useless it was to argue the
question, for he gave in right away.
"Well, it's only for a little while, Young Wild W est," he
said, shooting a glance of triumph at the helpless boy. "You
have got ter die, anyhow, an' tber chief says it's goin' ter be
a death by torture. I don't know ,but that is ther best, 'cause
sich a young galoot as you are, oughter suffer a whole lot
afore you peg out."
"That' s all right, Radcliffe. I am not afraid of dying. I
know as well as you do that one can' t die but once. I'f my
time bas come, all right. But I hardly think It bas come.
Most likely I'll live to see you die."
"Yer never will, Young Wild West. There ain't enough of
your gang to git us out of here. Jest let 'em come up an'
fight, If they want ter. We'll soon show 'em bow we kin lay
'em low. "
"Well, you haven't been doi ng anyth ing like that yet, as
far as I can see. You have wasted a lot of ammunition,
too."
"Never mind about that. Injuns w ill shoot, whether they
draw a bead on anything or not. But we've got plenty o!
cartridges left, so it won ' t ta ke long when we git at it in
tber right way. But see here, where's tber rope you come
down with?"
"I couldn't t ell you just where it is now."
The fact wac Cheyenne Charlie bad pulled tlre lariat to the
top of the cliff the moment Wild bad freed himself from it.
Radcliff bad evidently been so surprised to see the boy
coming down that he had failed to notice that be was being
lowered from above.
He must have thought that W ild was ' lowering himself
down the rop e.
While a shot had been fired by t he scout f rom t he top of
the cliff, he had not noticed that either, since others were
being fired at about the same time.
Meanwhile the captive girl bad remained In the niche.
She was sitting upon the ground in a state of despair, for
no doubt she fully understood that the rescue which bad been
planned was an utter failure, and that she was r ea lly as bad
off as before.
W !ld was being held by two of the braves a ll this time, and
it was not unt!l the chief spoke to them that they proceeded
to bind his arms behind him.
T hen be was forced to sit upon t he ground, w hile two of
the redskins stood guard over him.
T he rest were on the watch for the attacking party.
Btit R adcliffe squatted in the n iche before the girl, as
though it was bis sole duty to see t ha t she bad no possible
chance of making her escape.
Our hero now felt quite easy, for be knew ver y well that
Char lie a nd Jim were even then working to fi nd a means of
saving him.
"Radcliffe, " he said, suddenly, a s be turned to the renegade, "bow long do you think you can hold this place?"
"It won't take long ter clean out your gang, kid," was the
reply.
"You think so, eh?"
"I know it."
"Well, we wlll see about that. I wonder when t he chief
purpoees to burn me at the stake ?"
"If he's goln' ter do it, be ougbter do it right now." ·
"Well, wby don't be, then? "
"I don't know, but if you're so anxious about it I'll ask
him."
'
The villain arose, and then called out :
"He:y- there, chief! Come over h ere. Young W ild W es t is
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anxious t er peg out, It seem1. Go &heacl and burn him
alive."
"No," retorted T a ll W lllow, a1 he came forward aad halted
within a few feet of them. " Paleface ao die Jet. That too
easy. Wait till we shoot the palefaces."
H a lf an hour passed.
Then Wild began to grow slightly ani:lou1.
H e thought by this time Oharlle and Jim 1hould have devised some mea ns to make a n attempt to re1eue him.
But be was used to waiting, so he remained quiet, and did
not let on that he was at all worried a1 to what the outcome
of it would be.
Occasionally he t urned and spoke a word &f eacouragement
to t he girl.
She bad become q uite calm n'Ow, and thta waa very ple&.11·
Ing t o our hero.
·'Miss," said he, a tew min utes later, " you needn't fear that
you will not be rescued. Something w lll happen pretty 1100n,
and when It does, I want you to be ready to act. D011.'t get
frighten ed a bit."
"Sbet up, Young Wild West," growled Ra dcliffe. " You kin
encourage ther gal all you like. but she knows aa well as you
do that th ere ain't uo possible chance of her gittln' away
from here. She' s goin' ter be took to ther man what's goln'
ter ma kc her his wife, an' that's all there Is t er it."
"She is, eh? Well, you jest wait. I reckon the man who
wants to make her his wife and bas done such a dastardly
act in orde r to bring it about, will get his medicine all right ."
Radcliff la ughed, but it was a forced la ugh, a s Wild knew.
The minu te;; flitted by, and when nea rly an hour had
elapsed sin ce Wild had been caught by Radcliffe a nd bis allies. a heavy report sounded at t he toot of the clltr near them,
and a dense smoke arose.
OH.APTER VI.
ABIETI'A' S DABI NG.

Cheyenne Charlie was very much excited when he 11aw
what happened to Young Wild West.
One thing a bout Charlie was that be lacked judgment, and
, iuce he bad been . with our hero be had depended a lmost enti rely upon him for suggestions.
He leaned over the cliff, however , and held bis rifle In
readiness to shoot Radcliffe in case he attempted t o carry out
bis threat to kill the boy.
The longer be waited the more calm be became.
But be could not resist the temptation to take one shot at
the redskins below.
When be fiually saw the Ute chief interfere, and beard
what be said, he grew quite cool, and with a satisfied nod be
crept back from the cliff, and then sat down to think what
he should do.
As the reader knows , be bad drawn, up the la riat, a nd as
he looked at it he shook his bead sadly a nd m uttered:
"I reckon I can't ma ke no use of that jest now. It wouldn't
do for me ter think of lowerin' myself down there. not in
ther daylight. Well, it seem s that tber redskins ain't goin'
ter do nothin' ter Wild until they git ther rest of us cleaned
up. That means that they ain't goin' ter do nothlu' to him at
all, then."
He heard Wild shouting to Jim both times, and when be
noted that the attacking party had got safely back behind the
ro cks , be decided to go to them and hold a con sultation w ith
Dart.
Leaving tbe lariat lying upon the ground at the top of the
cliff, he turned and made bis way around, taking good care
to keep out of sight of any of the redskins, and fi na lly joined
his companions.
They were all very anxious. of course, and eager to learn
,inst what bad happened to Wild.
Charlie told them all about it. and in conclusion he added:
"I thought it was a little ri ,: l, y fo r him ter be lowered down
there, but yer know what Wild is. When he makes up hll!I
mind t er do anything. be want s t<>r do it. Everything wou ld
have been a ll right if that galoot they (·all Radcliffe had n't
been settin' there ter watch ther gal. He seen W lld afore
he got to ther ground, a u' wh en I seen be was goin' t er fire a t
him, I jest let Wild drop. I reckon it was a good thing for
me ter do, 'cause ther bnllet went high o,er his head. ·w nd
caught him all right. an' used him for a shield. But It seem~
h<> cou ldn "t hold 011 t thnt , Yay ,ery long, an' somehow ther
red,:kins g-ot thei; brst of him. I couldn't see jest how they
done it, 'ca use it was too fa r under the cllfr for me ter look
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down. But they've got him, an' ther chief of ther redskins
says he's goln' ter burn him at ther stak!!; but not until he
glts ther rest of us. H e's anxious ter git a lot of paleface
scalps, it seems, an' I reckon if he waits till he gits ours he
will wait a mighty long while, 'cause I don't intend ter lose
mine."
"Well, Charlie, If Wild had not called out to us to get back,
we would have taken the chance of making a rush at the redskins, and shot them down as fast as we could," Jim retorted, shrugging his shoulders. "I suppose that would have
b~en foolhardy on our part, too, for they could surely mow us
down quite handily from behind the rocks. We would have
been compelled to cross quite an open space."
"Well, there's one thing about Wild; he always knows jest
what ter do, an' I reckon what he said Is ther right thing.
There ain't none of yer hurt, ls there?"
"I guess I come about ther nearest of any of them," spoke
up Rucker. as he touched his left ear and showed a spot of
blood upon his finger. A bullet jest about touched me, an'
that's all."
"Well, you are lucky it wasn't worse," Charlie declared,
smiling grimly. "Now then, Jim, and he again turned to
Dart, "what's ter be done?"
"Well, we don't have to be In any great hurry, since the
redskins will keep watching for us, and Wild Is safe for the
present," was the reply. "I reckon we had better think it
over and hear what all have to say about it. It will be a long
while before darkness comes, and I can't help thinking that it
ls best to .wait until that time. We could keep worrying the
redskins so they would have time to think about putting Wild
to death. and then after it got dark we might creep upon
them and take them by surprise."
" I wish I could offer a suggestion, but I can't think of anything to do," said Leonard. shaking his head sadly.
"Charlie, you say you left the two lariats at the top of the
cllff," Arietta spoke up, after a short pause in the conversation.
"That's right," was the reply. "I thought I might as well
lea ye 'em there, 'cause we might need 'em a little later."
"I think we will need them, all right, Charlie."
"Have you got an idea as to what we oughter do?" the
scout asked, eagerly.
"Yes, but wait until Hop comes."
''Oh, that's so. Ther heathen will come in mighty handy In
this kind of business, I reckon."
"He certainly will, Charlie."
"You mean one of your Chinamen?" Leonard spoke up.
"Yes, the one we call Young Wild West's Clever Chlnee,"
Arietta answered.
"Is he really clever?"
"Very. I am sure we can sa.ve both Wild and your daughter through Hop's help."
"What kin ther heathen do?" Rucker spoke up, looking as
though he doubted that the Chinaman could help in any such
a state of affairs.
·' What can't he do, yer oughter ask," the scout retorted,
quickly. "Why, Hop is ther smartest heathen what ever
sailed from China. He's a regular magician, an' he kin make
more fun In ten minutes than a minstrel show could make
in two hours."
"But we are not looking for anything funny now, " Leonard
put in, as he looked at the scout wonderingly.
"Of course yer ain't. But there's bound ter be somethin'
funny ahout it, if Hop takes a hand in ther game. Most
llkelx Arietta will git him ter shoot off a big firecracker or
two, an' make a whole lot of smoke. That will sartinly surprise ther redskins. an' they won't kn.ow which way ter turn.
Then somethin' kin happen that will help Wild an' , ther gal."
"Oh. I see," and the mine owner brightened up. "How
soon do you think the Chinamen and my two men ought to
arrive?"
" Well, they hadn't oughter be much over an hour behind
us, if they kept on comin', which most likely they clid. They
ain't let ther grass grow under their feet, but have kept ther
pack-horses go!n' putty good. I wouldn't be surprised If Hop
has come on ahead of ther rest. He's always itchin' ter git in
ther first row, yer know."
''Well, I hope he has come on ahead of the others," and
Leonard shook his head and then remained silent.
"Charlie," spoke up Arietta, "I think it would be advisable
for you and Jim to go to the top of the cliff and keep a watch
on what is going on. It might be that the chief will change
his mind noel proceed to put Wild to death. If such a thing
lilboulcl happen, I could neYer forgive myself for not hurrying
to do something to save him ...

A good idea, Arletta," Dart answered, with a nod of his
bead . "Come on, Charlie. "
As soon as Hop gets here I will bring him to the top of the
eliff," Arietta assured them.
Charlie and .Jim were not long In leaving the spot.
'!.'hey had no difficulty in working their way around to the
top of the cliff. and then when they peered over and found
that the conditions were just ahout the same as when the
scout bacl been there before. they felt comparatively i>asy.
They knew they would have to wait quite a long time, so
they settled clown and took turns at peering over the cliff.
They took note of the fact that the redskins never once
relaxed their vigilance, while Radcliffe kept a continual watch
upon 1Yild and the girl captive.
After what seemed to be a very long time to them, a. soft
step was heard behina them.
Instantly both Charlie and Jim turned, and when they saw
the smiling face of Hop Wah, they felt like giving ,ent to a
shout of joy.
"Velly nicee day, so be," Hop said. in his foolish way, as be
bowed to them just as though they were strangers.
Just then Arietta appeared, her rifle r esting upon the hollow of her left arm.
The girl seemed to be as much composed as though she had
merely come up there to try and get a shot at a bear or buck.
"We are very glad you have got here," Jim Dart !'aid, in a
whisper, as he nocldecl to the girl. "It seems as though we
have been waiting for hours."
"Well, it isn't much over an hour since Wild was captured,"
she answered, with a faint smile. "Now then, let's get back
here at a safe distance and talk It over. The question is. how
are we going to get to the foot of the cliff ancl save Wild and
.the girl? Hop can easily rout the Indians temporarily. but it
will be but a few seconds before they recover themselves.
One of you couldn't possibly get down there and arrange to
have Wild and the girl pulled up in a short time."
"But we might get out ther other way, if Hop kin keep up
smoke enough ter hide us," Charlie suggested.
"Yes, that's right, too," and A.rietta·s eyes brightened.
"Well, which of you cares to take the risk of going down
there?"
"I'll go!" Jim Dart exclaimPd . quickly.
"An' of course I'll go," Charlie ha stened to add. I think I
oughter be ther one ter clo it, anyhow, since I was here when
Wild went down."
Arietta thought a moment. Then she looked at them and
suddenly exclaimed:
"Well, I think that neither or you wlll go! I will go myself.
In case I am caught. I will stand a better cliance than either
of you, for neither the redskins nor the white scoundrel with
them would think of killing me. They might shoot you down
if they were to catch you trying to liberate the prisoners."
"But suppose they should catch you, Arietta?" Dart answered.
"Well, It will only be one more captive they will have, and
as I just said, it is not likely they will harm a hair of my
head just now, anyhow. I will take my chances. Get a
lariat ready. Hop, you know what to do."
"Me unclelstand, Miss Alietta," the Celestial answered, with
a nod of his head.
Then he quickly drew from one of the big pockets of his
coat two home-made crackers that would explode with a loud
noise, and at the same time create a dense smoke.
"Me chuckee one down when you go, Missee Alietta," he
explained. as he coolly lighted a cigar, so be would have the
chance to touch the fuse of the cracker to the fire at an instant's notice.
"That's right, and after I am down there you can set off
another and throw it right among the Indians," she retorted.
Between Arietta and Hop they were certainly making
great headway in their preparations to rescue Young W!ld
West and the abducted girl.
Arietta, had already fastened the rope under her arms, and
turning to Charlie, she said:
"Now then, you proceed to lower me down when the proper
time comes. Jim can go on down to the bottom of the cliff,
and be ready to lend all the assistance he can while the smoke
remains there."
Dart gave a nod and promptly started away from the spot.
Hop puffed siway at his cigar until he had it burning a
bright red glow.
Then as Arietta stepped to the edge of the cliff and sat
down, he picked up one of the crackers and waited.
"Let it go, Hop, " the girl said, <;;i lmly.
The Chinaman applied the lighted end of the cigar to the
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The rock behind which the four were crouching was a big
one, so there was no chance of them being seen by the Utes,
unless they moved away from it.
After waiting there a few minutes and finding that the redskins had quieted down considerably, Wild decided that something must be done.
"I reckon we have got to attack them from the top of the
cliff, boys," be said, in a low whisper. "There Is no other
way out of it. I don't want to be compelled to shoot the red
fiends, but it seems it bas got to be done. Arletta and the
abductecl girl must be saYed as soon as possible. It won't
do to Jet them stay there mu<>b longf'r. Jim, if you can manage to get away from here by goiug toward the cliff and then
working your way around among the rocks. you bad better go
and tell Leonard to fetch his men up to the top of the cliff.
Then they can open fire on the Indians as soon as they like.
We will stay right here and be ready to make a dash to rescue
the girls."
"All right, ·wild." Dart answered, with a nod of bis bead.
"I' ll go right away."
up."
Jim lost no time, but quickly began crawling away from the
She slipped the rope about bis body and then gave a tug at rocks.
it, and before Wild could hardly make a reply, be felt himWhen he got there he found the mine owner and his men
self being lifted rapidly toward the top of the cliff.
very much agitated, while Anna and Eloise were in anything
Arietta was a lmost blinded by the smoke.
but an easy state of mind.
But by luck she stumbled into the niche. and then as she
"How did you make out. Jim?" Leonard asked.
fell forward her hand came in contact with the garments she
"Well, we did pretty well." was the reply. "Wild got away
kn ew were worn by a female.
from the redskins, but Arietta was caught by them, and she
"Come." she whispered. lowering her bead close to the girl, is now keeping the company of your daughter."
for she had surely found her. "We must make our escape.
"Is that so? Oh, that Is too bad!"
Are your bands tied?"
"Well, you needn't fear that either of the glrlls will be
"No." was the quick reply.
harmed-just now, anyhow. Rad cliffe, of course intends to
Th n Ariettn caught bold of Mattie Leonard's arm, and take your daughter to Farrel, so that mrans that she will not
fa irly dragged her out of the niche.
be harmed In any way. As for Arlrtla , shf' bas a way of takBang!
care of herself pretty well, and if they ouly allow her to
ing
Just then a third cracker exploded.
her hands free, she will find a way to do something.
have
Blinded and scarcely being able to breathe from the fierce But Wild
sent me over to tell you all to come with me and get
smoke, Arietta dragged the girl from the spot.
the top of the clitl'. He has made up his mind that the
Arietta could see just enough to get turned In the right to
best thing to do Is to attack the redskius from that point. He
way, and she promptly started forward.
is waiting with Charlie and Hop close to the camp over there,
But she bad not gone more thnn ten steps when she ran and
we get the redskins jumping about, they will no
right into the midst of a bunch of redskins who were darting doubtwhen
join In the fight and get the girls rnfely away."
excitedly about, swinging their weapons and yelling in a
"Well, whatever Young Wild West says we're bound to do,"
frenzy.
the mine owner declared. "Boys, you bear what Dart says.
Half blinded as they were, they saw the two girls. and with We are to go with him."
wonderful quickness they pounced upon them and rendered
"Good!" exclaimed Rucker, nodding his hear with pleasure.
them helpless.
The men were not long in getting rea<l.v to accompany Jlm.
and then they all set out, after the lattrr had admonished
Anna and Eloise to stay right where they were with Wing
CHAPTER VII.
and not show themselves so the redskins might be attracted
that way.
oun HERO IS BAFFLED,
They made a rather wide detour and succcedecl in getting
to the high ground without being §een by the enemy.
As they moved along the top of the cliff they all saw Wild,
Cheyenne Charlie had little or no difficulty In following
Charlie and Hop crouching behind the hig rock so close to
Wild to the top of the cliff.
Hop discharged the third cracker just as this was accom- the stronghold of the Utes and their white ally.
They continued on until they reached a spot that was alpllshecl. and as soon as the scout cut him loose and handed
hlm a revolver the young deadshot was ready for business. most directly above the Indians.
"We bave got to get down there, Charlie!" be exclaimed.
From this point Wild, Charlie and Hop could not be seen,
"Where Is Jim?"
but as Jim peered over the cliff'. the Indians we re right below
"He's down there somewhere," was the reply.
him, and spread out in a li11e, their rifles ready to resist an
"All right, come on."
attack, which they no doubt expected would come from the
When they finally got to the comparatively level ground front.
below they saw Jim crouching behind a rock but a sborf dis"Mr. Leonard," said .Tim. In a low ton<' of ,oicr. ::is he
tance from the rocky side of the redskins' stronghold.
looked at the mine owner. "I hate to open fire on the redskins
His rifle was resting upon the rock, showing plainly tha.t in this way. They don't know we are here. and it seems like
he was ready to shoot at an instant's notice.
taking a rather mean advantage, though .I know they are
It was easy for Wild to guess that the girls had failed to well deserving of being shot."
get away, otherwise Jim would not be there In such an atti"You haven't forgotten that my daughter is a prisoner down
tude.
and also that Young Wild ·west's sweetheart is there,
Dropping upon bis bands and knees he crept along, followed there,
too, have you?" and Leonard looked at him in surprise.
by Charlie n.nd Hop.
"No, I haven't forgotten that. But I bate to shoot even a
When they were within a few feet of Jim , Wild called to
redskin in the back."
him in a whisper.
"Well, I will give you a chance to shoot him In the face,
Dart turned around Instantly, and his face lighted up when
then."
he saw Wild was free.
As be said this the mine owner dropped flat upon his stom"How about Arletta and the abducted girl?" our hero asked, ach,
and·pushlng his rifle over the rdge of the cliff. be took
as he crf'pt close to the boy.
at one of the Indians, who seemed to be more eager than
"They didn't get away. The redskins must have caught aim of
the rest to get a shot at bis foes.
them, for I heard them yelling savagely just before the smoke any
Crang! .
cleared," was the reply.
As the report rang out the redskin dropped bis rifle and
"Is that so? Well, that's too bad. It was a daring attempt,
rolled over upon the ground.
anyhow."
Instantly tbe Utes turned their gaze toward the too of the
"Well, It was Arietta who planned oo do It, Wild," Jim reclitr.
torte~

cracker's fuse, and raised It to hurl down among the redskins.
Arietta let herself drop gently over the clifr, and then Hop
got in his work.
Bang!
The cracker exploded before it hardly touched the ground,
and as the smoke went up Arletta was lowered rapidly down
tlle clifl',
Her feet touched the ground before the smoke cleared, and
a s she had selected the spot right near where Wild was lying
upon the ground, she quickly freed herself from the rope,
and dropped upon her knees, holding It with her left hand.
Her hand touched the boy almost instantly, and when she
felt of his face and hair, she knew It was he.
Bang!
Just then another report rang out, and the Indians, who
bad started to yell in terror, set up a louder howl than
before.
"It's all right. Wild," Arietta whispered. "Charlie and
Hop are at the top of the cliff, and you are going to be hauled
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"Give It to them, boys!" the mine owner exclaimed. "Now
then, Dart, I" reckon you can go ahead and shoot."
"Well, we have got to be careful about doing it, too," Dart
replied. "If we show ourselves, a bullet might fetch us right
In the bead in a jilfy. Spread out a little, and we will take a
shot occasionally. That's about the best way out of it now."
The men spread out to a distance of probably a dozen teet
apart along the clllf.
In some places there were boulders, and behind these those
who could do so crept.
When all was st!ll again, for the Indians were strangly
silent now, Jim ventured to peer over.
He saw that there was scarcely a man whose whole body
could be seen below, since they were hiding or crouching behind the big stones and boulders that lay scattered about.
Some had got behind the clilf, too. so it would be necessary
to lean away over and shoot straight down at them.
But Jim soon fired a shot, and dropped his man.
This caused a little commotion, and more showed themselves.
Then four shots rang out from the miners, who could not
resist the temptation to get close enough to the cliff to fire.
From that time on for a period of ten minutes shots were
fired from botli sides.
Then Jim took the risk of having another look.
H<' saw several dead redskins lying upon the ground, and
he knew that at least half the band had been disposed of.
But no1 bing could be seen of f' ither Radcliffe, the chief, or
th<' two girls.
llleanwbile, Wild was waiting patiently with Charlie and
Hop.
Things had not turned out exactly as the young dcadshot
wanted them to, and he did not like the delay.
After the firing ceased be turned to tlle clever Chinee and
said:
"Hop, I reckon you have got to do something to stir the
redskins up. Haven't you got something that will surprise
them even more than a cracker would?"
"Me gottee nicee lillee fireworks here. Misler Wild," was
the reply, and he produced what seemed to be a rough coil
of rope tied so it would llold together.
But it was really nothing more than a series of crackers
fastened together and wound in a double coil.
They would explode one after the other. at the same time
sending forth a shower of different colored sparks.
Without waiting to be told anything further, Hop Ugbted
the fu se of his piece of fireworks, and then rising to his feet,
at the risk of being shot down, be whirled it over bis head
and sent it flying directly into the middle of the redskins'
camp.
It llad barely struck the ground when there was a sharp
hiss, and a stream of red fire shot fortb.
Bang!
Then came some blue fire.
Bang!
A shower of gre.en sparks went sailing through the air,
and then the piece bounded about as though it were alive,
banging away and striking terror to the hearts of the redskins. who ran hurriedly from It, instinctively gathering in a
bunch.
This had no sooner happened when a volley was fired from
the top of the cliff, and the Utes fell right and left.
Crang-crang-crang!
Another volley was fired, and then only three or four were
to be seen on their feet.
They ran wildly out from the cliffs, regardless of the fact
that they might be making straight for others of the enemy.
Charlie did not let this chance go.
His rifle flew to his shoulder, and he fired twice, dropping
two of them.
He would have done the same to the third had not Wild
caught hold of his rifle.
"Let him go, Charlie. There ought to be at least one of
them left to tell the tale," the boy said, in his cool and easy
way.

"All right, Wild," was the reply, "but I don't see no use in
lettln' any of 'em git away. Look what they've done."
"That's all right, Charlie. This is what I call a fierce
slaughter. There may be trouble about it, too."
" But they've got lheir war paint on, ain't they?"
"Yes, that's one point in our favor, too. Well, never mind.
We will have to take things just as they come. Now then, I
am going to ,enture In there and see where the girls are. I
know that R.adcliffe is there, r.:o I will have to be on the
:watch,"

~" Tiler chief must be there, too, 'cause I ain't seen nothin'
of him at all," the scout declared, shaking his bead.
"Well, you come with me. You can take care of the chief,
and I will take care of Radcliffe."
"Me go, too, Misler Wild," Hop called out, cheerfully, just
as though there was no danger at all in doing so. "Maybe me
bettee mak~e lillee more smoke, so be."
"Go ahead, Hop," our hero retorted, thinking it would be
a good idea to do such a thing.
Hop had one more of the big crackers left, and he quickly
lighted the fuse and hurled it over the rocks.
Bang!
There was a loud explosion, and instantly the air was filled
with a dense smoke.
Then the three arose to their feet and ran quickly into the
smoke.
It was at that very moment that the clatter or hoofs
so11nded within a few feet of them, though they could scarcely see anything like an object moving.
But " 'ild guessed what was happening.
Radcliffe and the Ute chief had managed to get hold of a
couple of horses, and no doubt they were carrying away the
two girls.
"Don't shoot down here," be called out, at the top of bis
voice, thinking that those above might fire a volley when
tlley heard the horses' hoofs.
Then he turned and ran out of the smoke, and was just In
time to get a glimpse of two horses carrying double burdens
as th0y disappeared around a bend in the cliff off to the
right.
"Bafl'!C>rl. by jingo!" the boy exclaimed, in disgust. "I'll bet
that was Ta ll Willow's doings, for Radcliffe would never have
thought of making such a daring move. Well, it seems that
there is more trailing yet to be done, Oharlie. 'We may as
well take it easy, because getting excited about It will do no
good. Let's get our horses and take the trail right away."
Swiftly the two ran for the spot wllere the girls were waiting, and scarcely taking time to tell them what had happened .
they mounted their horses and then started away in pursuit.
As they were turning the cliff to follow the trail, Jim Dart
came running down, followed by Leonard and the miners.
"What is the matter, Wild?" Jim called out, in alarm.
"Radcliffe and the chief have gone away on horseback, and
they have got Arietta and the abducted girl with them," was
the reply. "You can follow us as soon as you get your horses.
It seems the trail has not come to an end yet."
It Is doubtful if Jim heard the last word, for the sorrel
stallion was going at a furious pace now, with the scout following close behind.
Young Wild West was just as cool as an iceberg now.
He realized that the end was close at hand, and be meant
to have no mercy for either Radcliffe or the Ute chief.
On he rode until nearly two miles had been covered.
Then just as he was turning a bend among the · rocks a
crash sounded, followed by a jeering shout.
The boy's face paled slightly, for he knew that something
had happened to the advantage of tllose he was pursuing.
.A second later he saw what It was, for right before him
was a yawning chasm of fully twenty feet in width, and
hanging from the other side was a portion of a rude bridge.
"Whoa, Spitfire!" the boy exclaimed, and the sorrel came
to a halt so suddenly that he fairly reared upon his haunches.
There was no chance for the stallion to get a foothold at
the other side even if he could leap the distance, and Wild
knew that it was out of the question to try and get over.
"What's up now', Wild? " Cheyenne Charlie called out, as
he suddenly appeared on the scene.
"'i:Ve're baffled again, Charlie. There was a bridge here,
and after crossing it, Radcliffe and the chief must have destroyed It. I don't see how they did it so qui ckly, unless it
"as a very rickety affair. But they've done it, so that Is all
there is to it. We can't g<'t o,cr the chasm, so we ha,e got to
ride along until we find a place where It is narrower. Come
on."
They chose the left, but were forced to ride more than &
mile before they came to a spot where the chasm narrowed
to nothing more than a crack in the rocks.
Over it they went, and then laying their course In the direction they thought the fugitives must be going, they struck
out.
But it was bard riding at that point, and often they were
forced to bring the horses down to a walk, and sometimes
they had to dismount.
However. they C'Ont~uf'd on doggedly, and at length they
came upon the trail of the two horses again.
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"Now then," said Wild, as he nodded to his partner, "I
reckon we w!ll overhaul them in about an hour, Cllarlie.
Come on."
Away the two dashed, both determined to overtake the
fu gitives as quickly as possible.
*
*
*
•
•
•
Hop \Vah did not follow Wild and Charlie as they ran hurri ed ly from the smoke wllen they heard the hoofbeats.
The Chinaman knew that in all probability the two girls
had been carried away, but he was anxious to find out if any
of the r edsk ins remained alive.
Careful not to be made a target of, if there were any, he
crouched behind a boulder and waited until the smoke cleared
away.
When it had done ilo he found himself looking upon a scene
that was grnesome enough.
The bodies of the Utes lfty where they had fallen, and
there appeared no sign of life there.
But Hop was not satisfied yet. and he remained there fully
five minutes. listening to the shouts of the excited miners,
who had beeo me aware of the fa ct that the two girls had
been earricd off by Radcliffe and the chief.
Just as be was going to get up to take a better look around,
a brave crept out of the niche in which the abducted girl had
been kept by Radcliffe.
Hop gave a star t when he saw him. He could tell that
the l1u1ian was badly frightened, for he acted like a: hunted
animal.
Cnntionsly the brave crept away from the niche, listening
and looking around as though he expected at any moment to
see a white man appear.
Hop waited until he was within half a dozen feet of him,
and then be suddenly stepped from behind the rock and leveled the rifl e at llim..
"Holdee up yo u hands!" he exclaimrd, putting on as stern
a tone of voice as be was capable of.
'l'he Ute was so startled at the sudden appearance of the
Chinaman that he promptly obeyed.
"You allee samee my plisoner, so be," Hop declared. "You
turnee you backee lis way. so me tie your bands."
"Ugh! Chinee no kill lnjun," came the reply, as the brave
did as h e was told.
"Me shoot you velly muchee quickee, if you no lookee
outtee."
Then Hop quickly slipped a stout cord about the wrists of
the redskin, and with a dexterous twist of bis hand he had
him so it was impossible for him to free himself.
But liE> diu not stop until he had made the knot doubly secu re, nnd then satisfied with what he bad accomplished, lie
turned his captive anrnnd ~nd stepped back a few paces, bowIng in mock politeness.
At this juneture two of the miners appeared on the scene.
They bad been left t o accompany the girls and the packhorses.
Anna :rnd Eloise rode up next, followed by Wing with the
two pack-horses.
'l' he two girls were still very much alarmed, for they had
their fears that possibly Arletta might not be rescued very
soon.
But Hop's smiling face reassured them to a certain extent .
It was not an easy task to get the captured horses going
right, but in a little while it was accomplished, and then the
party started along the trail at a rather slow pace.

CHAPTER VIII.
CONCLUSION.

Young Wlld West and Cheyenne Charlie rode on in silence
for fully five minutes.
Then as the path they were following became more clear,
the latter gave n. nod of satisfaction and called out:
" I r eckon we'll soon git 'em now, Wild. Ther travelln' is
better. They sartinly couldn't git over the ground n.s fast as
we've been doln', 'cause each of ther horses Is carry!n' double
burden ."
"That's right, Charll e. Well, we'll keep right on tlll we do
get them if it takes till dark. I told Leonard that Radclitre
would never get the girl to Farrel's camp, and I want to be
true to my word."
Mile after mile was covered, and at length they found the
trnll leading them toward a narrow deflle.
.
Towering cliffs ran up on either side to an almost dizzy
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height, and (llong these ran ledges, where it seemed that the
foot of man had__ never trod.
Wild took a ll this in, and as his eyes roved over the s'c ene
lie snddenly gave a start.
Close to the end of the defil e, which could not have been
more than a hundred ynrds in length, he saw the two v!llains
they were pursuing at a halt on a rather wide ledge that was
something like a hunclreu feet above the level they were then
traver sing.
At the same moment Charlie called out sharply tl;lat the
trail turned to the lef t.
'l'he youn.g cleadshot had not noticed this, for when he
caught sight of the fugitive he had not thought of glancinf
at the ground at all.
He quickly reined in Spit.fl.re, and turning to his companion, said:
" "\Yell, Charlie, I reckon we've almost got-them."
" \Yell, they've turned to tber left, that's snrti•, ... 'IV8S the
reply.
"Yes, I know that; I just saw them."
"What!"
The scout was amazed
"I saw them on a wide ledge at the left side or Li,' gat tnat
runs through here."
·· Well, by thunder! Let's git up after 'em, then, Wilcl. Most
likely they've seen us com in', an' are tryin' ter hide."
""-ell, if they haven't seen us coming, they know for a
certainty that they must have been fo llowed. Probably they
have gone up ther~ for the purpose of biding, thinking that
we might go on and continue the SE>arch further for them."
'.rhe boy tt1rned hls horse and fo llowed the scout up a rather
rugged ascent to the left.
'.rhougb the gl'ound ,rns hard a nd stony, fresh hoofprlnts
showed here and there.
A novice might have fa iled to notice them. but to Young
Wild W est aud Cheyenne Charlie no such marks would have
been missed.
Knowing that they were pretty close to the renegade and
1he rascally Ute chief, Wild let bis horse go at a walk.
It took them some littlr t ime to get to the top of the high
grou nd , and once th ere our hero quickly brought Spitfire to a
halt and dism ounted.
"Now then, Charlie." he said, as the scout slid to the
gronncl, "I reckon we'll go ahead on foot. The ledge must
run right along here. Brlow I notlced something that looked
like the mouth of a cave. Now then, suppose you proceed
strnight a long, while I will go down a li ttle ways and follow
the othE>r ledge."
"iVhat are you goin' ter clo with them, Wild'/"
""'ell. I have an idea that the villains are looking for a
hicliug-plaee. 'l'here certainly ·was none to be seen where I
saw th em last, while below. as I say, there is a cave. Anyhow. if you find they are there, you can simply drop a rope
over and haul me up. "
"All right, Wild," and without another word the scout
started ahead, while the young deadshot scrambled down the
rockR and soon reached the narrow ledge be had spoken of.
He was certain that the ledge went right on without a
break that would stop him from getting und erneath the spot
where he had seen the two men standing.
Their horses and tile two girls were out of sight at the time,
but it was dead certain that they w ere close at hand .
The boy hurried on, treading the rugged path noiselessly.
When he had gon e probably two hundred feet he suddenly
heard tlie sounds of falling dirt and pebbles.
Using all his caution, he crept forward and looked around
a jutting point of rock.
Then greatly to his satisfaction he saw Tall Willow, the
Ute chief, .standing upon the ledge les3 than thirty feet from
him.
A rope was. dangling from this, and while the boy slowly
raised his revolver to cover the Indian, it was pulled upward.
There was no one but the r edskin there, so Wild waited to
see what would happen next.
He did not wait more than a couple of minutes before the
form of Arietta appeared from above.
As she came within reach of him, Tall Willow reached out
and pulled her upon the ledge.
A low chuckle escaped the lips of the young cleadsbot.
He now knew that J ack Radcliffe must be above, and that
the next one to be lowered down would be the abducted girl.
"\\' hen she was safe upon the ledge, be would come clown
next.
The redskin removed the rope from Arietta, and it was
quickly pulled up.
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Then down came the 'fl.bducted maiden.
Wild waited no longer. He leaped fro m behind the rock
and grappled with the Indian.
Bent upon silencing Ta ll Willow, so he could not give the
alarm' to the scoundrel above, Wild gripped him tightly by
the t hroat, chold ng him so hard t hat only a faint gasping cry
came from the surprised rascal's lips.
Once the eyes began to roll and t he tongue to protrude, he
knew he had him.
Then releasing his right hand, he struck him a blow between the eyes that settled him for the time being.
Arietta had got upon h er knees. H er hands were tied behind her back, and she could do nothing.
Mattie Leonar d hung suspended, fo r no doubt the villain
above was waiting for h er · t o be pulled in by his red ally.
The girl's face was as pale as death, and her eyes were
wide and staring at the scene before her.
"Don't scream," said Wild, coolly, for he thought that she
was ready to do so a t any moment.
Then he rea ched and caught her by the dress.
The moment he did this the rope was lowered slightly, and
the abducted girl was safe upon the ledge.
As quick a s a fla sh Wild severed the rope that held Arietta's hands behind her.
Then he did the same for the other girl.
H e motioned t he m t o get back under the ledge, and then
srnod w aiting for Radcliffe to come down.
About fi ve seconds later the legs of the villain were seen.
It was just th·en that a shout sounded from above.
"Whoopee, whoopee ! Wow, wow, wow!"
It was Cheyenne Charlie's voice, and Young Wild West
could not help smiling.
The redskin was aroused at hearing t he cry, but Arietta
quickly stepped over, and, with his own revolver, covered
him.
" Hello, Charlie! " Wild shouted. " I reckon we have got
Radcliffe dead to rights."
"I reckon so, " was the reply. "I've a notion ter cut ther
rope an' let him go on down to ther sharp rocks below."
The white renegade had been taken completely by surprise.
He ceased coming down the rope and hung there, half way
between the ledge above and the one upon which Wild was
standing upon to receive him.
"Come on, Radcliffe," the boy called out, as he leaned out
as far as he dared to look up.
Crack!
Rendered desperate at his predicament, Radcliffe fired a
shot with his revolver.
As luck would have it, the bullet narrowly mi ssed Wild
and buried itself into the breast ·of the prostrate Indian.
Thinking he had shot Wild, Charlie gave a yell and drew
his knife a cross the rope.
With a desperate cry the renegade w ent dow nward, whlrlfng over and over In bis quick descent.
"How is It, Wild?" he called out, rather excitedly.
" Everythin g is all right. T he scoundrel fired a shot at me,
but missed and killed the redskin. Never mind coming down
here, Charlie. Go on back. The girls are safe and sound, and
1 will meet you in a jiffy."
·
Leaving the redskin wher e he lay, but not forgetting to take
his weapons, our h ero turned t o the abduct ed girl and said:
"Do you feel strong enough to walk, Miss Leonard?"
"Oh, yes," was t1:ie reply. " I am so glad it is all over. Several times I came near fainting, but Miss Arletta has kept
cheering me up all the while. If It had not been for her I
know I should have died before this."
"Well, I reckon it wouldn't have been as bad as that, but
I am glad Arietta has been able to help you keep up your
courage. Now then, just come with me. "
He took her by the arm so there would be no danger of
her stepping off the ledge, and Arletta followed.
It was not long before they got back to the starting point,
and when they arrived there stood Charlie, his face beaming
with smiles.
"This is what I call all right, Wild, " Charlie declared, as he
gripped the hand of the boy and shook it heartily. "We sartlnly struck luck after a while. We couldn't be baffled all
ther time, could we?"
"Not much, Charlle."
"Ther gal bas kept up putty well," and the scout gave a
nod of satisfaction as he turned to the rescued girl.
"We had quite an experience, Charlie," Arletta said, with
a smile. "But I was never much frightened at any time.
About the worst of It was when the Indians got us,. aa we

were trying to get away through the smoke. Since that time
I've been waiting expectantly for you to come. The ma n
called Radcliffe was quite a schemer. He thought you w ere
close at hand, so he devised the scheme of getting up here
among the rocks. H e made a mistake and got upon the w ron g
ledge, it seems, and then he let do wn the redskin. I ca me
next, as Wild knows, and I suppose you know it, too."
"Well, I c ~c,n some of it, ' cause I wasn't very fa r away.
I knowed Wi,d must be there, so I waited for Radcliffe t er
go down."
"Well, it was a fine piece of business, anyho w., and I will
say I am glad It has turned out as nice as it has."
They were not long in getting to their horses.
Arietta told them where the two villains had left the steeds
they bad ridden, and Charlie went and got them.
The girls quickly mounted them, and then they turned to
go back and meet the rest of the party.
It was not very far they had to go, for Jim and Leonard
had kept hot on the trail after getting around the chasm.
Leonard uttered a joyous cry when he saw his daughter
safe and sound.
He thanked Wild and Charlle ,ver and over again, and
promised to reward them for what they had done.
"That's all right," our hero said, In his cool and easy way.
"We don't want a dollar from you, Mr. Leonard. This has
been what we call a good time for us, and we are very glad
your daughter has been restored to you. Now then, I suppose
we will go right on to Farrel's camp, because you certai nly
must want to have something to say to him."
"Yes, I certainly do."
"Well, we will wait till the rest of our party comes up, and
then we wlll proceed."
It was not more than twenty minutes before Hop was seen
riding along with his prisoner, while behind him came the
two miners and the girls.
Wing brought up the rear, the horses coming on behind.
Of course It was a pleasant meeting, and when Wild heard
how Hop bad captured the redskin he was not a little surprised.
"Well, we will take him along as a living witness to what
has happened," the boy said.
It is hardly necessary to go into details as to how the party
reached Farrel's camp.
They got there just as it was getting dark, and they were
not long In finding the villain who had hired Radcliffe to abduct Mattie Leonard.
At first he refused to admit that he knew anything of it,
but when he was hard pressed he dropped upon his knees and
begged for mercy, making a clean breast of lt all.
"Well, Farrel," said Leonard, as he tapped the butt of a
revolver, "I feel like putting a bullet through your heart for
this, but since I have got my daughter back, I am going to
give you a chance. I shall expect to hear that you have sold
out here inside of a week and disappeared, and if I ever
meet you again, I will certainly shoot you on sight."
The rascally suit9r for the ha nd of the girl he had ca used
to be abducted gro\reled in the dirt, but said nothing.
Our friends put up at the mining camp over night, and the
next morning they found that Farrel had disappeared.
He had left under the cover of darkness, and no one seemed
to know where he had gone.
"Well, " said our hero, turning to the mine owner, "I r eckon
that will be about all. W e are going to strike out in t he
direction of Santa Fe. I suppose you will go on back to
your own camp, Mr. Leonard. "
"Yes, I want to get back there as quickly as possible, for
my wife is no doubt lil from the worriment she has been
put to."
It was a little after eight in the morning that Young Wild
West and his friends left Farrel's camp, well satisfied with
what they had accompllshed by trailing the redskins and rescuing the abducted girl.
They knew it was hardly llkely that the Gove:r;nment officials would look for them, since Leonard promised to relate
the whole occurrence to the proper authorities, and hold the
captured redskin as a witness.
Just how the mine owner made out in this Young Wild
West did not know, nor did he bother to find out.
He was bent upon looking for something more In the way
of excitement, and with that thought In his mind he was
bound to succeed, as the reader no doubt knows quite well.
;

Next week's issue wlll contain "YOUNG WILD WEST
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CURRENT NEWS
Association or soccer football games are becoming very beginning on October 1. The famous young aviator has anpopular in New York State. and a number of international nounced his intention of participating iu the transcontinental
games will be played this season.
flight contest in spite of any engagement to the contrary.
Of the 4,533 vessels which passed through the Suez Canal
For nearly twenty years past a crime practically as bad as
in 1910, there were only eight vessels flying the American flag, pool for drinks has been permitted to spring and grow up in
and four of these were United States war ,essels. Under the practically all parts of this country In the form and shape of
English flag, 2,778 vessels passed through.
public pool rooms, which are no more nor less than gambling
dives to educate boys and very young men to become ge,mThe football season is near at hand; all the leading college blers and criminals. The result is what now confronts th e
teams are anxiously awaiting the opening games. Among public and the legitimate billiard room keepers of this counthe three leading colleges, Harvard came out ahead last year. try at the present day, aud all owing to the fact that the law,
We hardly think they will be able to repeat their victory this or the authorities of the law, have permitted this more thall
season.
glaring crime to grow up unmolested in all parts of America.
The Department of War and Marine of Mexico will soon
sign a contract with Aviator Roumagnac for the establishment of a school of aviation on the plains of Val Buena. Mr.
rtoumagnac, who has studied aviation in Europe, proposes to
instruct the soldiers.
The Maine Central has just opened war on tramps. Conductors, both passenger and freight, telegraph ahead to stations where there are policemen, calling for officers to be
ready to make arrests, and the tramps are taken Into court
and sent to jail for thirty to ninety days for evading fares.
The Cape Cod Canal is expected to be opened for traffic
next year. It extends from Buzzard's Bay to Sandwich on
Barnstable Bay, and has a total length of twelve miles from
deep water to deep water. The width at viater level Is to
vary from 250 to 300 feet. The width on the bottom is to be
160 feet, and it will have a depth of 30 feet.
Just to show folks that he means business, now that he ls
in full control of the Boston Club. President William Hepburn
Russell has arranged to have his outfit train next spring at
Augusta, Ga., where the local National League club has done
its training for the past three seasons. Recently, Secretary
Jim Farr, of the Augusta Club, submitted terms to President
Russell, which were at once accepted.
When the baseball season ends, infielder Ingerton, of the
Bostons, who is unmarried, fishes or hunts until It Is time to
don the spangles again. His only objection to a career as a
professional baseball player is that it takes him away from
the only surviving members of his family, a mother and
younger sister, who live in Ohio. ·when his baseball days are
over he plans to own an orchard in the Oregon apple country,
an ambition which seems to have become epidemic with major
league players.
Mike Donlin recently told the following: "McGraw got hold
of an outfielder several years ago who came to us with a
great reputation as a batter. He was tried out and was going
very badly. He wasn't worth a copper and he couldn't hit a
balloon. Finally McGraw called him aside and said: 'See
here, Steve, you look all run down. You're not right, my boy.
Now you take a little flyer to Atlanta and spend several weeks
there. Take your time and don't come back until you feel
right and full of thistles.' "
Minor league magnates are now experiencing the poorest
season that has fallen to their lot in years. From every side
are heard cries of distress, and crashes would have been frequent but for financial aid. It has been said the minor league.
clubs that are making money this season can be counted on
the fingers of one hand. In counting the fortunate ones, the
St. Paul Club should not be forgotten. That club got enough
coin of the realm from the Pirates f or O'Toole and Kelly to
tide over several storms.
Harry N. Atwood, who made the record-breaking 1,265-mlle
flight from St. Louis to New York, signed a contract with Wm
L. Lykens, of the Pat Casey Agency, for a twenty-five weeks'
tour of the vaudevllle theaters, for which he wlll receive
$50,000. This ls exactly the sum of the prize offered by W1111am Randolph Hearst for the coast-to-coast aeroplane flight
for which Atwood has announced his intention of competlni ,
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A good movement was started this month by the fathers of
some children attending public schools. It was for the purpose of putting a banking system in the schools. If this
purpose ls carried out it will serve as a good object lesson, as
it will teach the children to properly care for their pennies.
An early education of this kind will make the next generation
more economical and judicious in their expenditures. It wlll
be a refreshing change from the wild extra,agances of the
frenzied financiers of the present decade. At all events. it is
bound to lead to thrift, and that will make some homes happy
in the f uture.
The children of the Brown Memorial School in New York
recently gave a remarkable production of the play "Alias
Jimmy Valentine," at a prominent theater. The leading role,
made famous by H. B. Warner, was assumed by Harry Cllfford, a boy of twelve. It proved to be the most remarkable
exhibition of juvenile acting on record. This really great play
has brought to light the talent of a future great actor.
But it was merely by accident that it occurred. This fact
shows that there are possible geniuses among the young folks
who have not yet developed their natural talents. It is therefore tbe duty of all parents to find out, if possible, what their
children are best adapted to, and then let them follow it up.
People usually make their greatest success in fields which
they like best.
Count Telekl, the African explorer, tells of his pursuit of a
buffalo, which had been wounded the day before. Such animals
are always dangerous, and the natives, well aware of t his
fact, dropped behind, and presently the count found himself
alone. At that moment he saw the buffalo charging upon him,
not a hundred yards away. To take refuge in a thicket would
be fatal. The buffalo would bP invisible, and might charge in
the rear. The only chance was to meet it in the open. So he
stood as steadily as he could, until the beast lowered hi"s horns
for a toss, and then he sprang aside and fired. The bullet
:1truck the buffalo in the neck, and it rolled to his feet, dead.
The natives knew the terrible danger he had been in, and,
hearing only one shot, jumped to the conclusion that the count
had met his end. When they came, in response to his shout s,
they danced around him in their glee, and then fell, with wild
shouts, on the buffalo, and cut it up with their knives and
spears.
The latest in freakish pedestrian stunts was attempted when
Ralph D. Tompkins, a young one-legged chap, set out to hop
from New York to Chicago and back again, with the assistance of crutches. He made his start recently from City Hall
at 7 o'clock and managed to reacb. Yonkers early in t he
afternoon. When he arrived in that city he was tendered
a reception and luncheon at the Y. M. C. A. and given a sendoff to Dobbs Ferry, where he remained over night. He is a
prominent member of the Poughkeepsie Y. M. C. A., and that
organization is taking an interest in him. It has arranged to
provide him with meals and lodgings throughout the trip in
whatever cities and towns it has branches. Tompkins is only
eighteen years of age, yet by the constant use of crutches
since he was four years of age he has developed his arms to
the size and strength of a man of thirty. The physical instructors who examined him previous to his trip say that he
wilJ be able, without doubt, to complete his trip. He e_x pecta
to arrive In Chicago on September 30, and to reach New York
again on November 30._
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CENTERSHOrr _THE SCOUT
OR,

THE SECRET OF THE INDIAN GRAVES
By PAUL BRADDON
(A SERI.AL STORY)
CHAPTER XI (continued)
"Now, then, Misery, we'll explore the camp of the pizen
bipeds, said the scout, and followed by the dog he stealthily
crept into the camp of the mysterious strangers.
To the tent nearest the entrance to the camp the scont
first proceeded.
He cautiously lifted the flap, and glancing inside soon convinced himself that the abducted girl was not th·e re.
Then he went on to the next tent and there repeated his
inspection.
Tlre second tent was occupied only by two men, and the
scout went on to the third tent.
There he found what he sought.
A man was asleep at the entrance of the tent, and, without
arousing him, Centershot loolted inside and beheld Viola,
who seemed to be sleeping on a rude couch against the rear
wall of the shelter.
Centershot crept around to the back of the tent and cut
a slit in it. Then he whispered Viola's name.
She started up.
"It Is I-Centershot," added the scout. In a momeht more
he had enlarged the opening, and the girl crept through it.
The scout enjoined silence, and swiftly conducted Viola
toward the entrance of the defile. But all at · once the
outlines of a man's form appeared, barring: the way.
CHAPTER XII.
LOST IN THE STORM.

·Th·e scout knew at once that the man who confront ed him
and Viola in the pass was the guard whom he had left
bound and gagged in the thicket.
For some time the sky had threatened rain, and Centershot
knew that the _storm would soon be upon them.
He was anx10us to get out of the mountains before the
storm burst, and he had hoped that notlling migllt occur
to delay him-that the escape of Viola might not be discovered by the mysterious mountaineers before he was well
away from their encampment.
The scout h ad, of course, disarmed the guard at the ·e ntrance
of the defile after making him a prisoner, and he now
supposed him to be unarmed.
Acting upon this supposition, and intent upon preventing
the guards sounding an alarm, Centershot put Viola behind
him, and whispered :
"I must overpower and silence yonder man. One shout
from him will alarm the camp "
It seemed that the guard c~uld not yet have discovered
the approach of the scout and the maiden, for he came
sttaight forward in silence.
Viola crouched behind a great rock, and the scout, keeping
In tb:e darkest shadows, braced himself for a leap.
He waited for the approach of the guard.
He came steadily forward, and when he was almost opposite
the scout's hiding-place the latter made a leap.
But at the same moment th·e guard whipped out a revolverwhich must have escaped the discovery of Centershot when
he searched him.
Too late the scout discovered the error into which he had
fallen.
The muzzle of the revolver stared him in the face and
the succeeding instant it exploded with a loud report. '
The aim of the guard was . defective, and to this circumstance alone Centershot was mdebted for the preservation
of his lif·e.
He heard tke bullet whizz by his head in close proximity

thereto, and then he closed with the guard before he could
fire again.
A struggle ensued in the increasing darkn ess, and meanwhile the rain began to fall and the night breeze freshen.
The scout found his adversary to be powerful, and one
who battled determinedly.
They struggled from one side of the path to another, and
the issue of the conflict seemed to be a matter of uncertainty.
Viola in a state of intense suspense and alarm remained behind the bowlder.
Almost immediately after the report of the guard's revolver
rang through the defile a shout from the camp of the mysterious mountaineers was heard.
Centershot and Viola knew then that the guard's shot
had alarmed the ca~p.
They were aware, too, that Viola's escape would at once
be discovered, and that undoubtedly a pursuit of them would
be pr omptly instituted.
E very moment was now of priceless value to the scout
det ective and the girl he wished to rescue.
II' the strange mountain men came upon them now they
woul d surely be captured.
The scout put forth all his strength in vain to overpower
th o guard.
He could not either hurl him down or fr ee himself from the
fellow's grip.
·
Althou gh he possessed an Iron nerve the detective was
excited, and presentl y hearing the men from the camp rapidly
approaching, he called out to Viola:
"Away ! Run on down the defile. Do not pause an instant. I will overtake you."
Viola, with the voices of her pursuers ringing In her
ears, st ar ted up and sped away.
She r an by the struggling men and went on, taking l!ttle
heed as to the dil'ection in which sh·e went.
The frightened girl thought only of distancing h
suers th en.
er pur.
_Momentarily the s~orm in.creased in violence until ~oon the
\\_' llld ~l ; w a gale. fhe ram beat down upon the girl fugit1ve p1t1 lessly- the st?rm raged all about her and then in
th e dark ness she contm~ed h er flight.
.
.
.M:antime, as he contmued the desperate conflict with. the
gua1~, t he detective heard the men from the camp rapidly
drawm_g ~earer.
.
.
.
. He realized all the peril of ~he s1tuat1on fully. Assuredly,
1£ he WI\S taken p~isoner he 1;1ng~t anticipate the worst.
Cent~rs~ot experienced the _msp1ratlon of one who is aware
that hH1 llfe depends upon his own ·e xertions.
Up to th!s stage of the ~onflict his dog had been unable
to serve h1~. _But the faithful animal was striving for a
chance to aid his master.
.
All at once he made a leap and caught the guard by the
throat and dragged him down. Centershot broke away and
dashed down the pass.
But his delay in following the girl was destined to cause
doubt and perplexity.
In a moment the dog came bounding after his master.
• The scout heard the strange men following. He ran on and
on, momentarily expecting to overtake the girl.
But when he was sure that he ought to have come up
with the girl, and yet failed to do so, the scout was alarmed.
Had Viola strayed into one of the side passes of the defile
in the darkness?
This was possible, Centershot presumed, and he shouted
her name again and again.
No answer was returned.
I
Centershot became more and mo.re alarm.ed on account of
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Viola. He shuddered as he thought of her alone in the mountain-lost in the storm.
He wonld have turned back to search the side passe!!, but
the sound of pursuit in the rear informed him that if be
did so he would encounter the men be wished to elude.
The scout was obliged to continue on.
The men of the mountains still follow·ed him. It seemed
that they were resolved that he should not escape, and that
they believed the girl he bad rescu-ed was with him.
Centersbot shaped his course toward the Mormon settleFinally b·e beard the sounds of pursuit growing less and
less distinct, and at last a mile from the settlement they died
out altogether.
And the detective scout soon after arrived at the village.
'".rhe rain will destroy Viola's trail. The dog cannot
track the route she took in the storm. The pizen bipeds
may recapture the gal if by good luck she does not chance
to find her way to the settlement alone," reflected Centershot.
Reaching the settlement he went to the house of the Mormon elder, and made his report in accordance with the facts.
The elder was disappointed.
He declared that in the morning a close search should be
instituted for Viola.
Then he told the scout of the coming of the swarthy man
of the band or ten, and all about his demand that the island
of the Indian Graves should be surrendered to him.
The scout expressed bis surprise, and ha,ing assured Seabolt that be could command his further services in the search
·
for Viola be repaired to the Montgomery cottage.
Jason Montgomery was ph ys ically improved . But he was
mentally deep ly perturbed. The news the scout brought did
not reassure Viola's father, but naturally further increased
his solicitude on bis daughter's account.
Centershot talked hopefully.
Finally the conversation drifted, and Julian Kent became
the subject of it.
That the lovers of Viola was in deadly peril at the bands
of Seabolt, neither the scout nor Mr. Montgomery doubted for
·
a moment.
Centershot said he meant to find Julian.
"I believe the Mormon bas the young man confined in
some secret place. But if the elcler ever visits him he shall
guide me to the hidden prison," said the scout.
The scout remained at Montgomery's cottage until dawn.
Th en he went to the eider's house again. He was now well
in the confidence of the arch plotter.
Centersbot found Mattock and a score of men assembled at
the house of the elder.
This number was augmented until forty men bad assembled
and volunteered to search the mountains for Viola and drive
out the intruders.
The elder divid ~d the party into five bands of eight men
each. They were directed to separate and make a close
search in such a way that every part of the adjacent range
would be gone over.
The searching parties soon left the v!llage.
Centersbot, accompanied by bis dog, went with one of th·e
bands.
He became separated from his companions, and reaching an
elevation looked down upon the settlement be bad left.
Suddenly be saw Elder Seabolt stealing away alone to
the southward.
CHAPTER XIII.
JULIAN KENT AND THE MORMON ELDER.

The suspicion at once enter·ed the mind of the scout that
now the Mormon elder might be on bis way to the place
where he had Julian Kent secured as a secret prisoner.
Cen tershot immediately resolved to follow the Mormon
elder.
He began the task at once and soon found himself close
on the desired trail.
The scout proceeded with the greatest caution. He knew
that be must not be detected, for if once be was suspected
bis usefulness to Viola and her father would come to an end.
Once suspected as a spy Centershot knew he would either
be banished from the colony or slain.
Never had be exercised more skill in the task of shadowing
a human quarry than be now emplo yed.
The detective, however, managed to keep the Mormon elder
1n sight.

Meanwhile, after the departure from the settlement ln the
mountains, Seabolt said to himself:
"Now I will visit Julian Kent."
A menacing look came upon bis features as be mentioned
the young man's name, and bis brows met ln a dark frown.
In the Mormon's heart a deadly hatred of Julian bad arisen
as the outgrowth of the knowledge of the relation in wbict
the young man stood to Viola.
The elder was jealous. He regarded Julian as one who
stood in the way of his overcoming Viola's unwlllingness to
become bis bride.
With a man of Seabolt's character, this was enough to
make him willing and ready to resort to any means, it
mattered littl e how deadly, to remove his rival.
The Mormon's mood presaged evil for Julian Kent.
But Seabolt was crafty and cunning, and as he set out
for Julian's prison cave be reflected:
"I must seek to gain tb·e secret of the Indian Grans from
Julian Kent before I deal him the fatal blow. The secret
must be one of some great treasure, I suspect, and I am
convinced that the young man knows all about it."
But while the Mormon continued on bis way to the cave,
followed by Centershot and bis dog, we will precede him there.
The young man had improved much since we looked in
upon him last, thanks principally to the possession of an
excellent constitution.
'l'be Mormon doctor had been rather neglectful of hil
patient, and to his skill could scarcely be attributed the subsidence of the fever that bad threatened the young man'e
life."
Two men were with Julian at th·e cave.
They were Mormons who bad been intrusted with bis care.
Julian Kent had entirely recovered bis reason.
As we look into tb·e cave we see him sitting on the edge
of bis rude couch, looking pale and worn, but remarkably
handsome and interesting.
Outside, near the entrance of the cavern, the two Mormon!!
are play ing cards.
When Julian Kent regained bis senses, and r eason asserted
its sway once more, be was dazed and confused.
He knew not where be was. In a confused way at firs t the
past came back to him, and he mused:
"We landed on the island of the Indian Graves. Thell
Quetro assaulted me-be dealt me a terrible blow on the
head, and I knew no more. Now I find myself in a cave
with two strangers. How came I here? How long a time
has elapsed? Where is Quetro, and has he gained th e great
secret of the Indian Graves?"
After that the young man had questioned the two Mormons.
He gained the information that be had been found insensible on the island and brought where he now was. That
the man who bad struck him down had escaped, and that
be bad been ill several days.
Julian had asked the two Mormons who they were and
they bad replied that they were two honest settlers who
had befriended him.
"Then you belong ' to the Mormon colony on the lake, I
presume?" Julian had asked.
The men assented.
The young man asked eagerly for his lost map, but ttie
Mormons disclaimed any knowledge of it.
Julian concluded that Quetro bad stolen it.
He consoled himself to some extent for the loss of the
map, saying mentally:
"The scoundrel may have great difficulty in discovering the
secret of the Indian Graves, although be has the m~p, for to
use it successfully he should have the key to its meaning."
Julian was still too weak to leave the cave. He was not
yet informed that be was a prisoner.
He thanked the Mormons gratefully for all they had done
for him.
The Mormon elcler was in sight of the two guards of the
cave, and Centershot. in bis rear, had discovered them when
he beard the report of a rifle in the timber beyond the cave.
The report of the rifle was succeeded by a signal call in
common use among the Mormons, meaning help was needed.
Knowing that Julian Kent was unable to leave the cave
the two guards shouted to the elder and then sprang away
to the assistance of their unseen comrades.
Seabolt darted after them.
As soon as be and the guards were out of sight the scout
I
advanced.
In a moment he discovered the mout h of the ca.ve. and
glided in,
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Then he saw Jullan Kent.
Although they had never met before, the detective recognized the original of the photograph that Viola had exhibited.
So he knew that be had found the maiden's lover.
While the scout had been trailing the Mormon elder the
latter had indulged in a soliloquy, which th·e former had
overbeard.
From what Seabolt said Centershot learned that the Mormon meant, if necessary, to torture Julian Kent until he
revealed the secret of the Indian Graves before he sent the
young man to bis final doom.
Centershot feared the l\lormons would soon return to the
cave.
So he said instantly:
"I am a fri end. You are in the power or enemies. A
Mormon elder-the magnate of th·e colony at the lake---has
a clew to your secret relating to the Indian Graves. If
you refuse to reveal the secret then Seabolt-such is th·e
Mormon's name-means to torture you until you do so.
Are you able to flee!"
All this spoke Centershot in a br·e ath, while Misery, the dog,
crouched in the door ready to warn his masfer or the approach of the ·enemy.
Julian Kent was astounded. But he saw that the scout was
sincere.
"I am scarcely able to stand alon·e. What shall I do?·•
he said.
"I wi!J tell you. You must feign delirium, or. better yet,
that the blow you received on your head has injured your
brain- that you are demented."
"I will do It, " replied the young man.
"Meantime I'll plot for your final escape."
"Thank you. You are a true friend in time or need."
Just then the dog uttered a growl.
" I must away. The l\Iormons are returning," the scout
said.
The succ·e eding moment he glided out of the cave.
The scout gained a cover and in a moment or so he saw
Elder Seabolt and the two Mormons returning.
The latter carried a wounded Mormon between them.
They were talking excitedly.
From what they had said the detective gathered that the
wounded man had been shot from an ambush:'.'.,_presumably by
one of the swarthy band of ten.
The wounded man had sounded the call for help that had
called the other Mormon to his assistanc·e.
The man had shot the Mormon had escaped.
The tormer was a member of one of the searching parties
from the village who had become separated from his companions.
The others had probably been at a considerable distance
when he was shot.
The Mormons all entered the cave carrying the wounded
man.
The Mormons were out of sight and hearing, but the
scout remained on the watch.
Seabolt, meanwhile, after seeing his wounded adherent
madP as comfortable as circumstances would admit, addressed
himself to Julian.
'' Young man," said he, "you are my prisoner. I know you
hold a valuable secret relating to the Indian Graves on the
island. That secret I am resolved to possess. Tell me all
about it and save trouble. I am determined, and It you refuse to speak you shall suffer the horrible torture of the
Danites or destroyers of the Mormon Church.
Julian had braced himself to play his part. His only
answer was an unmeaning laugh. · He stared at the Moro
mon, and finally said:
"Who are you? I think you don't know me. rm the understanding king. Why don't you kneel when you speak
to the king?"
Then he laugh·ed again.
CHAPTER XIV.
THE MEETING OF VIOLA AND JULIAN.

Elder Seabolt was dumb with astonishment.
The Mormon doctor who had paid Julian Kent a visit the
night before bad assured the eld er that Julian had regained
bis senses and his mental faculties.
But now it seemed that this was not so. "Can it really
tie that the physician was deceived and that he Is crazed by
the blow? It must be so," tboua;ht Seabolt.

But h·e was cunning enough to think it might be possible
that Julian was deceiving him.
The elder thought he would further test the question of
Julian Kent's sanity.
He questioned him to some extent.
But the young man played his part w·e u.
The elder could not entrap him.
Finally the elder seemed pretty well convinced that the
young man was really demented, and that he had lost his
memory.
Seabolt was enraged and disappointed.
He had counted with great certitude upon obtaining the
secret of the Indian Graves from Julian that it tried him to
abandon th·e idea.
But he withdrew from th·e caTe.
His thoughts were busy, and seating himself at the entrance of the cavern he continued to reflect.
" It is possible that he may yet regain reason and memdry.
After all in time his great secret must be mine. I must not
allow him to escape. He shall be guarded, and though l
presume he has not sense ·e nough to run away, I'll give
him no opportunity."
Thus considered Seabolt.
He reflected fui;ther.
" I wish I might further test his sanity. Ah, It the girl
Viola were only In my power I would confront her with
Julian Kent. Th·en, I think, It he is shamming he would
betray himself," he thought.
Seabolt hoped that Viola would be found and brought back
to the settlement, and so he presumed that, after all, he
might yet be able to put Julian to the test he had thought
of.

Centershot, after hastily slipping out of the cavern, had not
gone far.
At a short distance was a clump of bushes. The scout
crept into this shelter and continued to observe.
He saw Seabolt come out of the cave, and, observing the
expression of surprise and disappointment which the face
of the Mormon had assumed, he correctly surmised the
cause.
"Good!" said Centershot. "The plzen biped has been fooled
off his mental base, an' he don 't like it a bit."
The scout was gratified, and he added:
"Now jest as soon as Julian is able to travel, I'll git him
out of the Mormon's clutches."
Some moments elapsed, and still the Mormon remained
where he had seated himself, seemingly engaged In deep
meditation.
Centershot continued to watch him.
But presently a crashing sound was heard in the adjacent
timber.
Th·e sound was precisely such as might have been made
by some one dashing rapidl y through the bushes.
Centershot wondered who was approaching now.
He grasped his rifle and was on the alert-Misery stood
erect. and ready for action.
A moment elapsed.
The Mormon heard the sound In the bushes and called
his two followers out of the cave.
Just then Viola Montgomery, closely pursued by two or
the mysterious swarthy men of the band of ten, came
dashing out of the timber.
In spite or her exertions the girl's pursu·e rs were gaining
on her. Suddenly the scout leaped forward and discharged
his rifle. The bullet whistled by one of the dark men. They
instantly halted. The Mormon rushed at them. led by Centershot. Then the two strange men turned and .fled.
They quickly gained th!) shelter of the woods again.
Meantime Viola sank down exhausted.
Seabolt rushed to her side, lifted her up and gave her
a sip from his whisky flask.
Centershot and the two Mormons pursued th·e two men
of the mysterious band.
But after a long chase the men of the company of ten eluded
their pursuers.
Finally, then, Centershot and his Mormon companions returned to the cave.
Meantime Seabolt had revived Viola.
He was delighted at securing her again, and he tried to
play the devoted.
But Viola repulsed him.
Her dislike and abhorrence of th e Mormon was so intense
that she could not endure his attentions.
Seabolt questioned the girl as to her adventures since she
was abducted.
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She truthfully told him all up to the time when she became separated from Centershot, whom she designated by his
assumed name of Parson Peters.
Then she added:
"I strayed from the defile into a side pass. anrl hopelessly
lost my way. How far I wandered I do not know. Finally
I discovered a shelter under a ledge, and rested there until
dawn."
Viola paused, and th·en added:
"In the morning I set out to find my way out of the mountains. A short time since the two strange men you saw
discovered me, and I fled. Then they chased me here."
Thus she concluded.
" While you were in the camp of the mysterious band of
ten did you learn anything regarding their purpose in coming
here?"
The Mormon asked the question eagerly.
Viola promptly replied:
"The men of the strange band were very careful not to
speak of their affairs in my hearing."
The elder looked disappointed.
"Well," he said, "I shall yet find out all about th'em and
they shall be hunted out of the neighborhood."
Viola made no answer, and with a malicious smile the
elder said:
"I have a little surprise for you. Come into the cave."
Viola glanced into the face of the Mormon elder apprehensively. She sought to read his purpose.
"I mean you no harm, of that be fully assured," said the
Mormon.
Viola thought he was sincere.
He led the way into the cave.
She followed him full of doubt and wonder as to what
was coming next.
The cave was illuminated, and as soon as she entered it
Viola beheld Julian.
The Mormon elde-r was watching them keenly.
"Now," thought he, "we shall see if Julian Kent is really
insane. If he is deceiving me let him beware of the future. ,.
Julian's eyes met Viola's.
Then she sprang forward, exclaiming:
"Oh, Julian! My love, my life! At last we are reunited!"
The young girl was about to throw her arms about her affian ced husband's neck, but he recoiled.
He had caught the meaning of the exultant, venomous
glance which the Mormon elder flashed upon him.
In an instant it dawned upon th·e young man that the
Mormon had brought Viola there to test his sanity.
He · longed to press the girl he so devotedly loved to his
heart, but he compelled himselt with a desperate effort to
refrain from so doing.
"Who are you, girl. Don't you know you are speaking to
the underground king. What ho! Where are my servitors"/
Remove the princess. Ha! ha! ha!" said Julian, ~taring
blankly at Viola.
She uttered an agonized cry and staggered back.
Her eyes searched Julian's face.
He assumed a blank, meaningless expression, and regarded
her with a look or unrecognition.
"What does this mean? Oh, Julian! Do you not know me?
I am Viola, your own Viola, your promised bride," she said,
stretching out her arms to him.
He only laughed and said:
"Princess, you should kneel when you address the king."
"My heavens!" exclaimed the girl. "He is mad! He has
lost his mind! "
"Precisely so. You see what a delightful husband he would
make for you now. Some one struck him a blow on the
head and left him for dead on the island of the Indian Graves.
The blow has wrecked his mind," said Seabolt exultantly. '
"This Is your work! scoundrel, monster!" fairly screamed
the well nigh frantic girl, confronting the Mormon fiercely.
Then a wail of misery came from her lips, she staggered
backward and fell in a dead faint at the feet of the man she
loved.
Julian had been thunderstruck by Viola's appearance.
Until that moment he supposed she was safe in her home
in Omaha. How she came there Julian could not understand.
As Viola fell Seabolt bound·ed to her side and raised her
in his arms.
"She will not find it so great a sacrifice now to keep her
word and become my wife," he said.

CHAPTER XV.
DISSATISFIED CONVERTS.

When Viola Montgomery fell in a dead faint at his feet
it was only by the ·e xertion of a supreme effort of will that
Julian Kent restrained himself from an act of self-betrayal.
The impulse to spring to Viola's assistance was with Julian
well-nigh resistless, and when h·e witnessed the mental agony
and intense emotion which the belief that he had lost his
reason caused Viola he came very near throwing aside his
mask and revealing the truth to her.
One can easily imagine what the young man's feelings must
have been when he heard the Mormon coolly say that he
meant to make Viola his wife, and that she had so pledgeq
her word.
Julian could not believe it, could not credit the monstrous
statement. But it enraged ·and astounded him.
How it had come about that Yiola was there, how she came
lo be in the M'ormon's power, what all this startling denouement meant, Julian could not imag ine.
And when he saw his promised bride in the arms of the
Mormon, Julian, who was brave and impulsive, made a forward start.
H e would have attacked the Mormon then and there-would
bave struck him down at his feet, but a sudden realization
of the terrible weakness that was upon him, and which
would render Jlim as a child in the Mormon's powe.r, re,,
strained him. .
To reveal now that his insanity was but a sham was to
imperil his own life, and yet not serve Viola.
Julian restrained himself with the thought that he must
live to save-to protect Viola .
He was certain that his pi omised bride was being made the
Yictim of some terrible and cruel plot conceived by the Mormon elder.
·
How he longed for a return of his wonted strength, that
he might champion the cause of his beloved, and visit punishment upon the villain.
Seabolt conveyed Viola out of the cavern, and there revived
her.
Centershot and the two Mormons, who had gone in pursuit
of the strange men, presently arrived.
Elder Seabolt gave the two guards of the cave orders
to keep a close watch upon Julian, and then he and Centershot set out with Viola to return to the Mormon colony.
No sign of recognition passed between th e scout and the
girl, and of course the Mormon's suspicions were not aroused.
The elder was now more than ever inclined to think that
in Parson Peters he had gained a valuable subject.
Upon arriving at the village, Seabolt led Viola to her .
father's cottage, and at the door he left her and signed to
the scout to follow him.
The two men withdrew, and Viola entered the cottage and
was clasped in the arms of her father, whose joy at their
reunion was marred only by the consideration that they were
yet in the power of their Mormon foe.
Upon leaving the cottage the Mormon alder directed C'entershot to take two or three men and go to Julian's cave and
bring in the Mormon who had been wounded.
The scout obeyed.
Arriving at the cave Centershot had the wounded man
placed on a litter and carried out of the cave. The guards
were outside. The scout made an ·e xcuse to return to the
interior of the cave where Julian was now alone.
He said he had lost his knife in the cave.
As soon as he found himself alone with Centershot Julian
related what had transpired recently.
He told in a few words that Viola was his promised bride,
and related the scene in the cave when Elder Seabolt ha.d
brought Viola there.
Then he caJled upon the scout to explain what it all meant.
"It's a tangled case, young man, but to sum up all I can
tell you in a few words. I reckon it's about this: The
pizen biped, Elder· Seabolt, holds some secret power over
Jason Montgomery, which makes the old man fear to disobey
him. The pizen Mormon biped threatens the old man. with
something terrible. To save him Viola has agreed to marry
Seabolt."
Then the scout added:
"You want to know how the gal an' her father, who fs an
old friend of mine, came here. Wall, that's soon told. They
were with an emigrant train. The Mormon biped found it out.
He went to the train and commanded Jason Montgomery to
become a member o' his Mormon colony."
[TO BE CONTINUED)
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THE BOY R_OUGH RIDERS
OR,

TWO YANKEE LADS IN THE PHILIPPINES
By COL. RALPH FENTON
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER XI (continued)
"Will you swear that nothing shall make you forget your
gratitude?" asked Jack.
"I will. Do what you may, until Taglo has paid the
debt of gratitude he owes you, he will not turn against
you," answered the other.
The native extended his brown right hand and Jack
grasped it.
"These are trying and evil times," said he, "and no man
knoweth what is in another's heart. We met as strangers
and you know nothing about me, save what I told you.
Who knows but the pledge you have given me may yet get
you into trouble?"
The Filipino laughed.
Jack said no more, but he wondered what the evidently
honest-hearted native would have said had he then revealed
to him the secret that he was an American.
The streets of San Isidro were pretty well deserted when
the boy rough rider and his companion entered the
town.
But since the place had become a depot for the military
supplies of the insurgents and a magazine was established
. there, a night patrol or guard had been organized, and a
company of Filipino soldiers occupied rude huts as barracks near the magazine.
On the street through which Jack and the dispatchbearer entered the town they were halted by the guards
ere they had gone many paces.
But Taglo was provided with credentials which enabled
him to pass himself and Jack.
The messenger from the insurgent general asked to be
escorted immediately to the presence of the governor of
the village, and one of the guards escorted him and Jack to
a large native house in the center of the town.
Late as was the hour, the governor was awakened by the
guard, and when he was informed that a messenger from
General Luna was in waiting, he sent word to the antechamber that _he would certainly grant him an audience at
once.
Jack had entered the ante-chamber with the messenger,
4nd presently the governor of San Isidro entered.
He was an intelligent-looking Filipino of the educated
class, and age bad sprinkled his black hair thickly with
silver threads.
Taglo gave him a sealed lelter, and, having read it, the
governor said :
"6-eneral Luna's order, shall be obeyed."

Then he dismissed the messenger, after ordering him to
report again for instructions before ,he set out to leave the
town.
Jack passed out with Taglo, and the lad only regretted
that he had not learned the contents of the dispatch which
the Filipino had delivered.
Had the young American obtained a chance to read
General Luna's dispatch he would have been both astonished and alarmed.
When Jack and the messenger had left the presence of
the governor the latter read the dispatch again. It ran as
follows:
"In Camp Before Manila.
"SENOR DIVOLOS, GOVERNOR OF SAN ISJDRO:

"You are hereby directed to forward all the contents of
the magazine at your town to me with the least possible delay, impressing such natives and vehicles as may be necessary for transporting the munitions.
"You are also ordered to look out for three Americans,
disguised as Filipinos, whom I have reason to presume have
set out for your town. If such persons are arrested, you
are ordered to have them shot as spies without trial.
"GENERAL LUNA.."

From this it seemed there must be a traitor at General
Otis' headquarters in Manila, and we may here state that
later it was discovered that the rascal was a half-breed
servant.
Jack and the messenger sought a native inn after they
leit the governor's house. But the young American did
not sleep well, though he soon retired. He was weary, but
his mind was troubled.
And as he stood before the inn at which he had passed
the night, in company with Taglo, he saw a number oi
Filipino soldiers approaching, followed by a crowd of the
natives of the village.
Among the Filipinos, closely surrounded by the native
soldiers, Jack beheld Tom and Dan.
As he saw that the hands of his comrades were bound
behind their backs and that they were rudely treated by
the soldiers, while the mob taunted and threatened them,
he knew that they were prisoners, who were regarded with
hatred.
But he saw that the stain which his two comrades had
used to make their faces as dark as those of the real natives of Luzon had not been removed.
"Who are the prisoners and do you know what they
have done?"

_,
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asked Jack of one of the crowd, as the prisoners were
marched by the inn.
"They are Americans in disguise. They were caught in
the woods north of the town," answered a Filipino soldier.
Jack's face paled.
"My poor comrades," he thought, "what can I do to save
them?"
The question remained unanswered in his mind.
Indeed, it seemed that he could do little in behalf of his
unfortunate comrades.
He realized this as he reflected that he was alone in a
hostile town many miles from Manila and the American
forces, and that he was himself in danger of being found
out and arrested, to share the fate of his comrades.
What that fate was to be he could not doubt. That Dan
and his cousin would be shot as spies unless he could save
them he was confident.

CHAPTER XII.
THE DOO:M OF TWO BRA.VE .AMERICANS.

The charcoal burner who bad overheard Tom and the
army scout conversing in the American language had lost
no time in going to the town to make known his discovery.
He reported what he bad seen and heard to awaken bis
suspicions to the Filipino officer in command of the insurgent garrison.
The latter commended the cunning native, and he at
once dispatched a squad of soldiers on foot to surprise and
,
capture the suspicious strangers.
Guided by the charcoal burner, this party entered the
forest into which Tom and the scout bad ridden.
The natives proceeded cautiously and in silence. They
make excellent scouts, and this party had been employed on
rnch duty before.
The two Americans were sound asleep when the Filipinos entered the woods.
And they were suddenly awakened by a harsh voice~
that of the Filipino captain of the squad, from the town.
"You are my prisoners I I arrest you as suspects I" he
Ea id.
Tom and Dan sprang to their feet to find themselves surrounded by Filipinos.
A dozen rifles were aimed at them, and it needed not the
admonition of the insurgent captain that they must surrender without resistance to cause them to understand the
utter futility of making a fight against such odds.
"Fools that we were to both sleep at the same time,"
thought Dan.
But mindful of his agreement with bis boy comrades to
pretend to be dumb if they got into trouble, since he could
speak neither Spanish nor Filipino, Dan did not utter a
word.
Tom spoke for both.
In the native language he addressed the captain of the
insurgents.
"Why do you arrest us? We are peaceable travelers."
"We believe you are Americans in disguise," was the
1·eply, which dashed Tom's hopes of getting out of the difficulty to the ground.

ts

But.he forced a laugh.
"It can hardl y be that you mean that. The idea is absurd!" he exclaimed.
"This man heard you and your friend talking in the
American language. He has worked in Manila and often
heai·d Americans talk," said the captain, indicating the
charcoal burner.
'"l'he man is mistaken," answered Tom.
"Enough. We will hear no more from you, now I'' exclaimed the Filipino leader, impatiently, and then while
the two surprised Americans submitted with the best grace
they could, they were disarmed and marched away to the
town.
'l'heir horses had been found where the daring scouts
had picketed them, and a couple of the Filipinos led the
animals to the town, following the captors of our friends.
The two prisoners . were thrust into the guard-house at
the soldiers' barracks for the night.
In the morning, when Jack saw them as they were
marched along the street, they were being conducted to the
governor's house.
Earlier the arrest of the suspicious strangers had been
reported to the governor.
And he had o1rdered them to be brought before him.
When the prisoners had passed the inn, Jack and the
Filipino dispatch-bearer set out after them.
And Taglo said:
"I doubt not that the captives will be taken to the gov.
ernor."
As Jack and his companion proceeded they passed .
large native hou se surrounded by an extensive garden,
which was shut in by a high fence. ,
When the young American and the Filipino were directly in front of it, Jack happened to look up and he saw
a beautiful female of the Spanish type looking from a latticed window at 'l'aglo.
Surprise and recognition were written upon the lovely
countenance of the Spanish lady, and as she changed her
position Jack saw she was attired in the severe black garb
of a nun.
Taglo, as if influenced by the magnetism of the brilliant
dark eyes that were fixed upon him, suddenly looked up
and saw the face at the lattice.
"Senorita Ramond ! The beautiful Inez! My American
master's beloved!" exclaimed Taglo.
. But at that instant the charming face vanished from
the window.
"Heaven grant that Juan Migros may not discover the
lady here. My people hate the monks and the nuns because
they have had to pay such heavy taxes to support them,
and no one here would protect my old master's beloved
from the Spaniard. It must be that the senorita is in
hiding in that house. If the authorities knew she were
there she would be arrested and confined with the other
Spanish prisoners, I am sure," said Taglo, speaking rapidly.
A little later he and Jack arrived at the governor's
house.
They were admitted to the audience chamber when Taglo
had shown the guards at the door the credentials which he
had received from General Luna.
There they saw Tom and Dan
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And they heard the governor question them.
Dan yet pretended to be dumb, and not a word passed
his lips.
Tom denied that they were Americans.
Suddenly there was a sound of confusion at the door,
and the succeeding moment Juan Migros rushed into the
audience chamber.
Saluting the governor, Migros said:
" Pardon me, your excellency, but I knew you would
grant me a hearing, though the doorkeeper did not want
to admit me, for I think I can identify the prisoners, of
whose arrest I have just heard, as I arrived in town but
half an hour ago."
"Very well, Captain Migros. Look at the prisoners,"
said the governor.
And then Tom knew that his denials were of no avail,
and he believed that he and Dan were lost. Stout-hearted
as he was, he experienced a feeling of despair.
Juan Migros strode out before the prisoners, and Jack
only wished that he dare shoot down the renegade before
he could bear witness against his friends.
The Spaniard looked insolently into Tom's face for a
moment. Then he said:
"As I thought. This is a young American named Tom
Hastings, who has been employed by the American, General Otis, as a spy. If you will have the stain that darkens
his face removed you will find that I am right-that he is
not a Filipino."
"One of the spies of which I have received warning,"
said the governor.
And Tom remained silent while Migros strode on and
then stopped before Dan.
The army scout knew that he and Tom were found out,
and his anger against Migros flamed up fiercely.
As the Spaniard thrust his face close to that of Dan, and
an exultant grin appeared upon the renegade's swarthy
·countenance, Dan suddenly dealt the rascal a tremendous
kick ru the stomach.
Migros uttered a yell of pain as he went sprawling half
way across the room and doubled up like a jack-knife with
th e breath driven out of his body.
Jack could not help smiling as he witnessed this episode.
But J nan Migros soon got upon his feet and drew a revolver. Probably he would have taken revenge upon Dan
then and there by shooting him down had not the Filipino
guards promptly interfered.
Indicating Dan, Migros said:
"'.J_'hat man is a regular army scout, employed by the
Americans, and he is no more dumb than I am."
"Enough. I am convinced that the prisoners are American spies, and, acting under orders from General Luna, I
· now order them both to be shot at sunset. Away with
them," then said the governor.
Just then Jack caught Tom's eye.
The cousins exchanged glances and Jack made a covert
sign to Tom which meant that he must not abandon hope
even yet.
Then the prisoners were marched out of the room.
Jack followed, and he then learned that the doomed ones
were conducted to the guard-house at the barracks.
And from the conversation of the guards he learned that

the execution would take place in the open square in front
of the powder magazine.
Jack was on his way to the inn when he saw Taglo issuing from the garden of the house at whose window he hatl
seen the beautiful Spanish lady. 'l' he lady opened a door
in the wall for Taglo. Before she could close it a dark
figure sprang from behind a tree outside the wall, felled
Taglo with a heavy blow and seized the lovely nun in his
arms. The assailant of the lady was Migros. The next
moment the boy rough rider leaped at the Spanish renegade.

CHAPTER XIII.
MIGROS BAFFLED.

Juan Migros was surprised by the sudden onset of the
boy rough rider, whose approach bad been swift and
stealthy.
As the Spanish renegade grasped the black robed lady,
Jack's clubbed revolver descended upon the head of the
villain with great force.
Instantly Migros relinquished his hold upon the beautiful senorita.
At the same instant Taglo regained his feet.
"Quick!" exclaimed Jack. "Migros must not escape to
tell of this, to denounce tl1is lady. Lend me a hand, friend
Taglo, and we'll get him into the garden before any one
comes along."
In the excitement of the moment Jack forgot himself
and spoke in English.
Taglo gave a tremendous start and stared at him wideeyed.
Inez Ramond had reeled back against the garden gate
when she was released by Migros.
And she, too, manifested great surprise when she heard
her rescuer address the Filipino in English.
But Jack had stooped down and grasped the fallen Spaniard, and so he observed nothing of what the faces and the
manner of Taglo and the lady told.
And he did not know that he had spoken in English, of
course.
The dark face of the Filipino wore a strange look, as he
seemed about to speak, but the 1ady caught his eye, and,
pressing her finger upon her lips, shook her head.
So Taglo did not utter the words which were on his
tongue's end.
But as he stooped and laid hold upon Migros, he said in
his native language:
"Yes, the Spaniard must be made a prisoner."
Between them Jack and the Filipino quickly dragged
Migros into the garden.
And the lady closed and secured the door in the wall.
Then she sank down on a rustic bench and seemed about
to faint.
"Have courage, my lady. Migros shall not harm you
while I live. When my American master was cast into
prison by the Spaniards, I vowed to him that I would always do my best to protect you from his enemy. I will be
true to that promise," said Taglo, earnestly.
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"You can rely upon me as a friend also," said Jack in
Spanish .
"I thank you both. But I am ready to despair. I had
hoped that I would never see the hateful face of Juan
Migros again. Like a nemesis, he pursues me," answered
the lady.
Jack and Taglo were busy binding and gagging the
Spaniard.
Having secured the villain to their satisfaction, they saw
that he was regaining his senses.
"Lady," said Jack, then, "I understand that you are in
hiding here, and Taglo has told me something of your
life story, so I know if Migros denounces you to the Filipinos you are lost; hence I ask you if he can be detained
secretly in the house which shelters you?"
"Yes," answered the lady. "This house is the property
of a half-breed widow, who lives here with only two servants, who are so devoted to her that they can be relied
upon to keep her secrets. The lady in question is a relative of mine, and she will oo everything in her power for
me."
"Then we will take Migros to the house and he shall be
kept a prisoner until, God willing, you and I are in a place
of safety inside the American lines," answered Jack.
Then Inez Ramond led the way to the house and the boy
rough rider and Taglo followed, dragging Migros between
them.
The Spa.n iard had now opened his eyes.
And as he realized his situation he fl.ashed murderous
glances upon Jack and Taglo, but the gag between his
jaws prevented the utterance of the vindictive thoughts
which pervaded his evil mind.
A.t the rear door of the house Jack and his companion
found a native couple. The man and woman were the
servants of which the senorita had spoken.
Inez addressed them, saying:
"This Spaniard is my' enemy. I mean that he shall be
kept a prisoner here. Lead the way to the strong room,
Palo."
"Good! I hate the cruel Spaniards-all save you, senorita, for you are kind a.nd good," muttered the native servant.
Then he whispered to his wife and led the way along a
passage.
The other followed. A. little later Migros was left alone
in the "strong room," from which it seemed that he could
not escape.
Every house occupied by a well-to-do person in the country districts in the Philippines is provided with a strong
room, in which the most valued articles of personal property are kept as a precaution against robbers.
As Jack was traversing the passage, through which he
had come to the strong room, Inez Ramond and Taglo
came behind him, and they exchanged a few whispered
word,s.
Jack did not overhear their remarks, but had he done so
he would have known that Taglo now had it in his power
to betray him.
Inez said to the Filipino:
"You suspect that the gallant youth is an American?"
"I know he is an American. He betrayed himself when
he spoke in English. More than that, lady, I now firmly
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believe he is a spy sent here by the enemies of my country,
for I have learned that three spies left Manila, and only
two of them have been captured," answered Taglo.
"Will you betray the brave lad?" asked the lady, anx:...
iously.
"Oh, I implore you not to do so," said the lady.
"Taglo would be a traitor to his country if he did not
betray a spy. But I owe my life to him. I must have time
to think, lady, before I decide," answered the Filipino.
Just then it seemed that the senorita had decided to
warn Jack that Taglo had found him out.
But though she called to him, he did not hear her, for
he had now passed into the garden.
As if he meant that the lady r-hould not inform him that
his disguise was penetrated Tag lo ran swiftly after Jack,
and hurried him out of the garden and along the street.
And now the honest-hearted native found himself between two duties-that o.f patriotism and love of country
and the oath of friendship which he had given Jack.
He led the way to the inn at which they had stopped the
preceding night.
Meanwhile Jack's mind was busy and he was racking his
brain to devise some plan to save his doomed comrades.
The hours were passing, and each one that elapsed
counted against his chances for assisting Tom and Dan.
He saw that the situation was hopeless, unless he could
gain assistance from Taglo.
But though Jack had faith in the native's oath of friendship, he hesitated about telling him the truth,as he thought
that perhaps Taglo, despite his vow, would not lend himself to anything that smacked of traitorous conduct toward
his own people.
Even with the assistance of Taglo the lad did not as yet
divine just how his comrades could be saved, and he feared
that Tom and Dan would have to meet the terrible doom
which had been decreed them.
Jack and Taglo soon arrived at their inn.
Leaving the Filipino engaged in cleaning his revolver in
a room behind the tap-room, Jack sauntered out to :Mflect
and plan.
And he bent his steps toward ' the powder magaz:i.,.,,e in
the open plaza in which Tom and Dan were sentenced to
be executed at sunset.
Jack soon reached the plaza, and he took a good look
at the building in which the powder was stored, noting
that it was a rough wooden structure. A guard "·as pacing
up and down before the building, and some natirns were
engaged in digging in the ground at a distance of some
fifty feet from the wall of the magazine.
Jack shuddered as he saw that the excavation which the
natives were making was shaped like a large grave.
The young American thought the Filipinos were digging a grave for Tom and the old army scout.
He spoke to the diggers and sought to learn if the dread
supposition were true.
The nativr.s told him it was.
And one of them added:
"You gee, the firing party will stand close to the magazine yonder. The prisoners will stand on the edge of their
grave. 'l'hat's the way executions are always conductEd
here."
(To be contiwued)
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We all remember with what frequency in the old narrati ves
of experiences in the South Seas reference is mnde to tile
hen.vy swells of the ocean, which impressed the navigators
with the idea of their remoteness from land. The "g reat size
of the sea waves in high so uth ern latitudes has been explained by the fact that south of the Cape of Good Hope ancl
Cape Horn there is neither windward nor leeward shore, and
the prevailing wind in all longitudes is westerly. Thus when
a west wind springs up it find s a long westerly swell, the
etl'ect of a previous wind, stlll running. The new-born wind
increases the steepness of this swell, and so forms majestic
storm waves, which sometimes attains a length of twel n
hundred feet crest to crest. The average height attained l)y
sea waves In feet is about ha.If the velocity of the wind in
miles per hour.

:.a4 Union Sq., New York

SOME GOOD ARTICLES.
In an address to the Paris Academy ot Science, Pro!. Balthazard contends that when a leaden bullet traverses cloth ,
characteristic marks are left upon it, which are not obllterated
by the subsequent passage of the bullet through flesh, provided that it does not strike a bone. It is even possible, be
claims, to identify the nature of the garment through which
the bullet has passed by a careful examination of the marks
on the lead.
A Bath, Me., man has an Indian medicine stone found on the
Indian carrying-place in Winnegance. It is of stone like flint
black and smooth. On one side is an intaglio cut for the
thumb to rest on and on the reverse, similar neatly carv.ed
intaglios for the four fingers to grasp the stone. On the
tbumb side, or top, a bowl for mixing the medicine Is sunken
and around coiled rattlesnakes are engraYecl . Elsewhere upon
the top ends and sides are engraved tlle rising sun, crowsand more snakes.
The manufacture of candles in China is no new thing.
Years before the advent of the foreigner the natives made
them by crude methods and used them in home and temple.
Even to-day millions of candies are made by the old process
of dipping. at which the Chinese are very expert. A mixture
of tallow and castor on ls first prepared and the operator,
placing a straw t o serve as a wick between each of his ten
fingers, dips them into the prepnration a.s many times as
necessary to give the candies the desired thickness. After
this they are set up on end against a board to harden and
the straw wicks Upped to a proper length. The finished product burns well, gives a fair light, is consumed slowly, and
best of all In native eyes, ls very cheap.
Many persons know that certain armor-piercing shells have
soft metal caps on the point, with the result of greater
effectiveness over those not so provided; but the way In which
the cap acts Is not generally well understood. A needle may
be driven Into a board with a hammer when it is thrust
through a cork, whereas it would break off unsupported.
llfauy have thought that the soft cap supports the hard point
of the projectile in the same way. A British authority, who
bas given much study to the mutual action of projectile and
armor. states that a shell frequ ently fails because of the fact
tlrnt a very small piece of th E' point is fon·E>rl ba<'k into the
mn,;s, tbns splitting it. A lnq!E'r piece is thPn similarly for ced
back, and so on. The main idea is to pr~vent such sphttlng.

GRINS AND CHUCKLES.
"When I wath a little boy," lisped a very stupid society man
to a young lady, "all my !death in life were thentered on being
a clown." "Well, there ls at least one case of gratified
ambition," was the reply.
"How ls your little brother, Johnny?" "Sick a-bed, He
hurt hisself." "O.h, that's too bad. How did he do it?" "We
were playing who could lean the farthest out of the street-car
window, and he won."
Father-if you marry my daughter, are you sure you will
be able to take care of her in the style to which she has always
been accustomed? Suitor (who ls in the wholesale business)
-I'll guarantee, sir, or-or return the goods.
"Steward! How long wlll it be before we get into the harbor?" "About an hour and a half, ma'am. "Oh, dear!
shall die before then!" "Very likely, ma'am; but you'll he al
right again when you've been on sh'Ore ten minutes."
"Father," said a thoughtful little boy, "bow many feet has
n. dog, if we call bis tail a foot?" "Why, five feet, my son.'
"Ko father, that isn't right." "How so, my son?" "Why
he would have only four feet. You see, calling a tail a foo
doesn't make it a foot."
Guest-"Now I'll take some ice cream to top off with, three
flavors." Waiter- "Your bill ls seventy-five cents already
sir.'' Guest-"What of that?" Waiter-"Why, you see, sir
mixed ice cream is twenty cents, and you'll probably give me
a dollar tq pay the check, and that'll leave only five cents
for me."
A Phlladelpbian on his way to Europe was experiencing
seasickness for the first time. Calling bis wife to his bedside
be said, in a weak voice: "Jenny, my will ls in the Commer
clal Trust Company's care. Everything is left to you, dear
My various stocks you will find in my safe-deposit box.'
Then be said fervently: "And, Jenny, bury me on the other
side. I can't stand this trip again, alive or dead."
A real ·e state firm had lots for sa}e in a new surburban addl
tion. The young, enthusiastic member was writing the adver
tisement, eloquenc·e flowing from his pen. He urged intending
purchasers to seize the passing moment. "Napoleon not only
met the opportunity, he created it!" The senior partner read
this line in the advertisement slowly and carefully. "This
fellow Napoleon," he observed, quizzically, " what's the use of
advertising him with our money?"
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BOB'S WORD
By Alexander Armstrong

"You'll do your best, Rob, and rise as high as you can before you come back?"
"I give you my word for it, mother."
"And you won't fight wi th Sam Poole's boy? He's a midshipman on the Kearsarge as well as you. You won 't have
any quarrels with him?"
"That'll be the hardest thing to do, mother, but I give
you my word for that, too. "
"Then good-by, my boy, and H eaven bless you," said the
mother; and Rob hurried away th rough back streets and
na r row lanes to ward the wharf, so that the boys should
not see his tears.
He was a plucky fellow, Rob was, although he felt a lump
in his heart upon parting with his mother- as ·what manly
boy would not ?- and although he had been separated from her
befor e, he never could quite get used to it.
This was to be his second voyage as a midshipman aboard
the Kearsarge, and he was determined to do his best.
The Kea rsarge was a United States man-of-war, as all our
r ea<!ers must of course know, and she was going out looking
!or privateers, the date of our story being at the time of the
la te rebellion and along towards its close.
Rob had been taught never to make any idle boasts and
always to keep his w-0rd; consequently, when he promised to
do anything he generally did it, if it was within the range
of possib!Jity.
He became known all over the to:wn by the expression:
"I give you my word," and when be said that, whether the
promise was to run an errand, write a letter, whip a bully, or
dance a hornpipe, It was always fulfilled.
Sam Poole's boy, as Rob 's mother had called him, was also
a midshipman on the Kearsarge, having been transferred from
another vessel. His father was ri ch and influential; and
Silas, or Si, as he was universally termed, was considerable of
a braggart and bully In consequence.
Rob could not tolerate such a person, and he and SI had
frequent quarrels at home, growing out of the farmer's interference with Si in his bullying of smaller boys th an
himself.
They had never come right down to square fighting, as Rob
was a stout l!ttle fellow, and could give regular sledge-hammer blows with those small fists of his; but Si had been frequently heard to mutter threats of what he Intended to do to
Rob some day when the latter should give him sufficient
excuse.
That did not usually stand In his way when he_wished to
punish a boy smaller than himself, for he had been known
to pitch Into the little fellows many a time when there was
not the least provocations, but It did very well In Rob's case.
When the Kearsarge had been at sea about a week, Rob was
suddenly taken sick one day, and part of his dutlea fell to
Si, who was in the same watch, whereat he irumbled exceedingly, saying that Rob was only shamming-that he was afraid
of getting into an engagement, and was no more sick than the
captain himself.
These mutterings were reported to Rob, but he said nothing,
only smiling quietly, and the other middies wondered what
was the matter with him.
The next day, while Rob was still on the sick list, a privateer
was sighted, and preparations for a chase and fight were
at once made.
Rob did not,walt to be ordered up, but came on deck at
once, and to ok his accustomed p lace, thoujih he looked un-

well, while Si suddenly became terribly sick, and would have
turned in, had not one of the lieutenants, to whose ears had
come, in some way, the t)?.ings he had said about Rob, ordered
him to take his place at once, saying that he could have no
shirking at such a time.
The privateer endeavored to escape, her capta.! n knowlni full
well that she was no match for the frigate; but the latter soon
overhauled her, and poured in a raking broadside.
The enemy th en d etermined to die game, and resisted with
all hel' strength; but before long the Kearsarge had hauled
close alongside, and clung tightly to the doomed ve11sel with
grappling irons.
Rob was in the reserve corps, and, for a sick boy, did wonderful service, not being satisfied to look on while there was
work to be done; and in the smoke and confusion he rushed
ahead where the fight was thickest, belDi unperceived by his
superiors.
Seeing the enemy's colors still fiylng, he scrambled up to the
malntopgallant cross-trees, swinging himself by the enemy's
mizzen rigging out to a yard, slld out to the peak, and tore
the flag down, tucking it in his breast, after which he returned
to his post, saying nothing of what he had done.
The Kearsarge continued to pour in broadside after broadside, and the captain of the cruiser, seeini that his colors
were gone, called out that he had surrendered, and w.anted
to know why they persisted in firing upon him.
Hostilities then ceased, and the privateer gave up his sword,
the men being sent aboard the frigate and put In irons.
The crusier was so badly battered that she had to be abondoned, and after the cargo, a valuable one, had been removed,
she was set on fire and left to her fate.
One of the middies had seen Rob's brave deed, but he said
nothing, knowing that tlie boy had transgressed the strict
bounds of his duty, until Si Poole began bragging of the ireat
things he had done during the engagement.
"I suppose you'll say you pulled down the Polly's colors,
won't you?" asked the middy, Harry Harper by name, the
young gentlemen of the watch being below at the time.
"They weren't pulled down at all, they were shot away,"
blustered SI. "I told one of the gunners, myself, where to
aim."
"Well, If that isn't the coolest Ile I ever heard!" aald Harry.
"Here, Rob, tell this fellow and all the middles what a lie
he's told."
"There's no occasion to do so," answered Rob, quietly,
while the other middles began to take considerable interest In
the proceedings.
"But I say there ls," said Harry, quickly and suddenly unbuttoning Rob's jacket from top to bottom he pulled out the
privateer's flag from its place of concealment, and waved it
over his head_
"There, what do you 11ay to that, boys?" he shouted. "I
saw Rob pull that down myself. Now who ls a liar, I'd llke
to know?"
"Hurrah for Rob Hardie!" shouted all the middles in choru11,
with the exception of SI, who looked dogged. and sullen.
"I don't believe a word of it," he snarled. "It's all humbug!"
"Will you give us your word you did not do It, Rob?" ask ed
Sid Burt, one of the oldest of the midshipmen.
"No, I can't do that, for I did do it, but didn't mean to say
anything about the matter, If Harper hadn't given It away.
What made you do it, Hal, old fellow?" said Rob, quietly.
"Ha-ha, Mr. Si Poole, ho-w do you like that?" asked Harry.
"What do you say now."
"Tak e water, Si, take water," shouted the rest
" Do you mean to say I lie, Rob Hardie?" demanded the
other, advancing threateningly toward the little fellow who
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sat on a chest with his feet on the flag which Harry had
He had suddenly awakened to a sense of his unter worth·
th1own down .
lessness, and Harry's drubbing had been the very best in the
"Why should I?"
world for him, as it set him to thinking; and he came to the
"Nobody tells me I lie for nothing. Do you want to fight?" conclusion that there was something better for him to cl.o in
"No."
the world than to bully and annoy his inferiors.
"You've got to fight."
So he said nothing and bore his punishment with a good
"I won't."
grace, which alone showed that his better nature was trying
"Then you have proved yourself to be a coward!" said Si, to assert itself, and that there was some hopes for him still.
growing brave.
During the first night watch, when he was on deck, he kept
'·Fight him, Rob," whispered Harry, "and stop his mouth aloof from the rest, because he saw none of them would
once for all. You can whip him easy enough."
have anything to say to him, and he began to be thoroughly
"No-no, Hal I can't fight, and I won't."
ashamed of himself.
Si Poole heard this last remark, and it nettled him so much
He knew that unless he apologized to Rob for his ungentlethat he determined to force Rob into a fight, whether he manly conduct, he would be ostracized by all the middies;
wanted to or not.
and yet he felt that it must be done if he ever wanted to be
Stepping up quickly, he struck the lad across the face with of any account.
his open hand, retreating hastily, and then cried out :
If he went elsewhere, he knew the story would follow him,
"There, now! if you don't take that up you're a coward!~
and bis life become a burden to him; and consequently, with
"Jump up and sail Into him, Rob! " said Harry Harper, exa firm resolve, born of his altered way of regarding things,
citedly. "I wouldn't stand any such nonsense as that. If I'd
he determined to apologize to Rob at the first good op·p ora seen what he was about he wouldn't have done it, either."
tunity.
"Pitch into him, Rob! ." added Sid. "Warm him up lively!
It came sooner than he had expected.
Show him you know how to fight!"
Rob had gone to the foretopmast cross-trees, partly on the
"I can't, and I won't." said Rob, while he struggled hard to
lookout and partly for fun, when a sudden dizziness came
keep down his emotion.
upon him, the result of his recent illness and the excitement
"Why not?' asked Harry, Sid, and the rest of Rob's friends.
of the afternoon .
."Because I told my mother that I would not fight him, and
He reeled and fell from his lofty perch, and luckily for
gave her my word for it; and a whole ship's crew couldn't
him, the fri,ate had just heaved to windward, or he would
make me do it! "
"By Jove! do you hear that, you miserable bully?" said have struck upon the deck.
Si Poole saw him strike the water, the moon shining bril·
Harry to Si, who stood apart from the others. "I haven't given
my _word not to fight you, and as Rob can't do the job, I'm liantly at the time, and in an instant he had given the alarm.
He did more than that; for the sight of Rob's pale face, as
going to do it for him, so look out for yourself!"
Hastily throwing olI his jacket, and rolling up his sleeves, he disappeared beneath the wav~, showed him that the lad
he attacked the bully so manfully that he was forced to do was unconscious, and therefore in a bad way to help himself·
and in an instant he had thrown off his jacket and shoes, and
his very best in order to keep from being beaten.
Harry was the smaller of the two, but his wrath made him plunged in after the sinking midshipman.
a perfect little giant, and he pitched into his opponent with
A boat was lowered, and soon reached the spot where Si
such vigor and earnestness, that almost before knew it himself and Rob were floating, and the still unconscious Rob was
he had got the first knock-down, and sending Si sprawling lifted into the boat, Si r emaining in the water untll his comover a chest, the bully received the unwelcome impression that panion haµ been provided for.
he was going to be punished for the first time, for he and Rob
The frigate was soon reached, and Rob became conscious
had never come to blows.
soon after being carried to his berth.
He sprang to his feet and put himself into position, but
Si Poole was the first person he saw when he opened bis
it . was of no use, for Harry was too quick and too impetuous
eyes, and the latter, extending his hand, said, heartily: "Rob,
for him, and in a few minutes he was again sprawled out
old fellow, I want to apologize. I am sorry for what I did
upon the deck.
this afternoon."
"Have you had enough, or do you want another dose?"
"You picked me out of the water, didn't you?" Rob asked,
asked the spunky little middy, squaring off. "I've given myself
seeing
that the other's clothes were dripping.
a surprise party, and I'm not going to stop till you're
"Yes; but don't . say anything about that. It was no more
thoroughly licked. Ready? All right, then," and the second
round was begun, Si being now thoroughly enraged that such than I ought to have done."
"You've got the right stuff in you, anyhow, Si, and I'm glad
a little fellow should whip him; but he might better have
stopped then, for getting in one blow at Harry in an un- you've found out that bullying don't pay. I don't mind what
guarded moment he made the little fello w so mad that he re- you said to me--I never did. It was only when you abused
the other fellows that I kicked."
doubled his exertions, and soon forced Si to cry quits.
"There! You can put that licking down to Rob's credit,
"And you'll help me to do better?"
and by and by I'll give you one on my own account for the
"I give you my word I will."
whack you gave me on the nose," said Harry, as Si slunk
"And so will I," said another Toice, as Harri Harper apaway, utterly cowed.
peared. "I am sorry I struck you so hard this afternoon, Si,
"Hal, you're a trump, but I'm sorry you fought on my ac- and if you're willing to make up and be friends, there's my
count," said Rob. "If I hadn't given my word I'd have knocked hand."
that bully out of time. I felt just like it, and now you've
"How about that other licking?" laughed Si,
shown him that his nonsense has got to be stopped. It seems
"I didn't give you my word you'd get it, so that's olf. Huras it I'd done it myself and broken my word, 'cause I'm glad rah, boys, it's all right! Chuck up your hats!"
he's been punished."
So this is how Rob kept his word, and how, from being a
The middies all laughed at this, and the sound made the miserable tyrant, "Sam Poole's boy" was started in the way
bully feel most contemptible In his own eyes.
of becoming a useful man and 11 credit to the navy.
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IN A TORNADO
By Kit Clyde
"You will take the lower road, Tom."
"And why should we go around that way?" Tom was fixing a strap and did not look up. His father scanned the
horizon.
"If it should come up a blow you'd find it safest. I tell you
now if you get a sweep like I got twenty years ago you'll mind
it tht: remainder of your life."
"Was it so bad?" said Crissy, who was admiring her new
shoes. They were the daintiest Tom could find in the city,
and Crissy had fairly-like feet.
"Bad-bad! Why, it blew the wagon-bed across the creekblew big trees down as thick as I am."
Crissy looked at him. "Why, that must have been awful. "
"Wait till you see one of the big winds we get up out here.
No! I'd rather you'd go back east and not see one. You
mightn 't live to tell on't," said Jim Pringle to himself. Then
he turned to his son Tom again. "You . take my advice, and
go the lower road."
Tom did not answer. He did not see any signs or a storm.
He wanted to show Crissy al! of the places they had been talking about, and they were on the upper road. There were
11tretches on the upper road where one could see miles and
miles.
"Come, Crissy, I'm waiting for you." Tom helped his new
bride into the light wagon, turned to the people in the doorway, and giving his horses the rein, away they started over
the prairie.
It was at dawn. The fingers or the early morn stretched upwards, dissolving the shadowy mist that hung over the prairie,
and the belt of timber that skirted one side of the road all the
way to Wampum Point. The perfumes e:x:aling from the flowers
as they opened their leaves, filled the atmosphere with a
rich odor. Calm, perfect peace enveloped the scene like a
mantle thrown over it by the Mighty Spirit of Eternal Goodwill, as Tom, who did not often "drop into poetry," expressed it.
"How lovely, Tom!" was all Crissy said, as she held up one
hand for the sake of feeling the air on it.
"I always think so," said Tom, briefly, as he lit a segar.
As the red and golden glories stretched above the horizon, a
breeze came up that fanned Crissy's cheeks, caressed her hair
lightly, and sighed through the trees at her left. The god of
day wheeled his chariot aloft, radiating, as only the summer
sun can, the rarest tints of amber and crimson and gold, until
the purple glories rolled aloft like great billows, and arched
themselves into pillars through which Crissy caught, in fancy,
glimpses of the Celestial city. She did not dare speak, but sat
perfectly quiet, drinking in the beauties or one of the most
beautiful mornings ever witnessed in the west.
She was surprised beyond expression when Tom suddenly
pointed ahead, saying: "There is Wampum Point."
"Why, Tom, we surely have not reached Wampum PointIsn't is eight miles from your house?"
"Nearer ten, Crissy. Why, how long do you think we've
been on the road?"
"I don't know-half an hour at most."
"Nearer an hour and a hal!-just one hour and twenty-two
minutes," said Tom, as he looked at his watch.
Sure enough, there was Wampum Point, a small town of
perhaps eight hundred in population, lying a little below them,
and in the distance a river of molten gold, as the sun's slanting rays fel! upon it.
Tom'a businesa did not detain him long 1n the town. He
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derived rare enjoyment from the looks of his friends as be
introduced them to Crissy as "Mrs. Pringle." He never boasted
of bis good luck, but in the matter of mating with beauty and
intelligence, Tom knew there was no one in the country
so fortunate. The bride created a ripple of talk. There was
a something about Tom's wife that made both men and women
turn to look at her.
"Now," said Tom, after they bad bid their friends in Wampum Point good-by, "we will go to Rocky Point, Painted
Rock, and all the rest of the places you've beard and read
about."
Tha.t was a glorious ride. Tom had tossed bis cigar away,
and was talking as fast as the horses ran. The various points
of interest were described tersely, always with an incident
that added to the novelty of first sight, until they finally
reacher Barrett's Peak, when Tom tied the horses, helped
his wife out, and prepared for lunch. Crissy', he said, was
infinitely more graceful than Miss Anderson as Parthenia,
as she persisted in fetching water from the spring at the
·
base of the rock that capped the peak.
they
when
said,
she
Tom,"
it,
of
top
on
"If I only could get
had finished lunch.
Tom surprised her by saying, coolly:
"Now we'll go up and take a look about us from the top,
Crissy."
"Such a view. A sweep of sixty miles at least," Tom said,
as he handed her the glass, after adjusting it.
Tom sat and smoked, and Crissy looked until she thought
she had photographed everything that was to be seen in that
beautiful picture.
"Do you see that bill to the left there?" said Tom, pointing
to one sharp-looking cone. "That's where all the wind comes
from."
"What do you mean, Tom."
"Well, back of that, for forty miles or more, there Is a
valley that reaches up and finally spreads up Inland that is
like our prairie; but it plays the very deuce with things about
Wampum Point, for sometimes it rains, and all the water in
that part of the country sweeps down, fills the neck of that
defile and vomits it out all over Wampum Point. The wind
blows down like mad, and strips the country bare."
"You are joking, Tom."
Tom assured her he was in sober earnest, adding:
"Do you know how long we have been here, Crissy?''
Crissy supposed half an hour-maybe three-quarters.
"Just two, to a minute. Now we'll go. It is three o'clock,
It w111 be near four when we get back to Wampum Point."
"See that cloud away oft there, Tom?"
"About the size of a man's band."
"It's the only speck in the sky," said Crissy.
"It's not like our sky," said Tom, as he kissed her on top
of the rock. Then, giving her his hand, he helped her down
the rough places. When they were at the base of the peak
Crissy was determined to carry away bits of mosses and
flowers to keep. She never wanted to forget that beautiful
day. And Tom helped her. Another hour was consumed;
then they got into the wagon and turned homeward, not on
the lower ro,ad, though.
"We'Te come up the upper, and we'll nturn by the upper
road," said Tom.
" Ob, Tom, what is it?" Crissy was looking back, her hand
clutched her husband's arm. Tom turned. A cloud like a
black wal! was rushing down on them. Nothing like it was
ever seen. It was black as ink. An awful fear possessed him
as he looked. There was a bush, a stillness in the air as
chilling as the terrible cloud behind them. "What 111 it, dear
Tom?" said Crissy.
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"A storm coming up-maybe we may reach Wampum Point
- heaven only knows," he added t o himself.
Then a sound smote their ears that was like the crash
ot worlds. The horses plunged forward, breaking all control, and galloped on to the river. Tom Pringle grasped his
bride with ll_is right arm, and held to his wagon with his left
hand, shutting his teeth like a vise. The earth groaned under
their feet. A sound like the scream of millions of locomotive
whistles gathered in one deafened them. Earth and sky
were obliterated. 'l'om Pringle felt himself lifted bodily up,
and flung like a flake of_ down through the air. When he
recovered his senses he was lying in the river, with Crissy
ueside him. The water was so shoal at the place they were
case into that it scarcely covered them. Tom arose and sat
up. He spoke to his wife, but she did not answer. Then he
put his hand up to his face helplessly, It was bleeding, His
eyes were full of sand. But what was strangest of all he
was coatless, and the few clothes left upon him were rags.
Again he called to Crissy, liftini her up. He felt her hands,
her cheeks, then dragged her upon the shelving sandy beach,
un de r th e bluff bank. It seemed an age to Tom Pringle before
his wife opened her eyes. In reality it could not have been
two seconds, judging from the !ate that befel Wampum Point
that afternoon.
When Crissy opened her eyes and turned them upon Tom,
she shrieked and sprang to her feet.
"You are kllled-you'll die, Tom!"
"I hope not," said Tom, slowly.
''You are dying now-you are awful to look on."
''Help me up the bank, Crissy," was all he said, as he staggered unsteadily, putting his hand to his eyes again.
How t hey got on the bank again they never knew. They
were. nearly naked, bruised, and Tom's left arm was broken
in two places. On th e bank once more, Tom sat down beside
his wife, and looked about them. Not a tree, not a shrub was
to be leen. Uprooted trees, limbs, tufts of grass uprooted,
were strewed over the ground. They looked where Wampum
Point stood. The town had disappeared. Through his grimy
-vision, Torn beheld some walls standing. As !or the rest,
all he could see was a confuse d mass.
" Crissy, my eyes are full of dust and sand. Can you make
out Wampum Point over th ere?"
Crissy only cuddled herself nearer him and sobbed.
"I thought so," said Tom. "I guess there's not much left
of t he town. Who kn ows, maybe we two are the only ones
the tornado has spared. Crissy, it's the first time, but I'll
t ry to pray now."
And they fell 0 11 their knees, turning their faces towards
Wampum Point, where eight y lives were blotted out in an
instant that day, an d three times as many more maimed for
life.

MA.KING WOODEN HEELS
When you speak of shoes you think naturally of leather,
but there are made nowadays great numbers of women's
1llppers, pumps and shoes designed for h ouse and for dress
wear which are made with uppers of silk, satin, velvet and
cloth, as well as of kid, cal! and various fine leathers, and
which have wooden heels.
Th·ese wooden heels cost less to make than leather heels
would, but they are put on the finest as well as the less
expensive shoes because they are lighter than leather heels
of the same size, because in the tall slender shapes, and
especially in the high, narrow necked French heels, they
stand up better under weight, and because being rigid the
covering on them remains smooth and perfect.
These wooden heels are made of hard maple. First a

block is grooved, put in a machine that cuts in that part of
it that faces the sole of the shoe under the instep, the little
incurving sweep that gives the heel grace there, and then
the block goes into a moulding machine that cuts it into its
heel shape and that can be adjusted to cut heels in any
desired shape.
The knives in this machine work very rapidly and very
smoothly, and as the heel now comes out it may seem perfectly smooth and fini sh ed and ready to be covered, as it
is if the material to be used in the covering is comparatively
thick; but if the heel bas an ex tension in front under the
instep it goes to a scouring machine to be further finished on
that extending ,part, and if it is to be covered with silk or
satin, very thin material, the entire h eel is polished on a
buffer to a perfect silky smoothness. Then the h eel is
bored and plugged to re[nforce and strengthen it, and then
the heel, finished in the wood, is ready to be covered.
Many materials are used in covering wooden heels, and
they may be used in an almost endless variety of colors
or shades. Some shoe rnanufactul'ers buy the wooden heels
and cover them in their own factories; some have the wooden
heel manufacturer cover and finish the heels completely,
sen u.ing to him the covering materials, cut or not cut, · as
the case may be, and receiving from him heels ready to go on
the shoes. And wooden heels are commonly made to order,
for they are required of many sizes and of many shapes, with
the fashions always changing; and the heels must fill the
season's requirements perfectly in dimensions and styles.
The coverings for the heels are cut out by h an d, though
they arJ knife cut, many at a time; but each cover must be
stretched or glued onto each heel by hand. Then there ls
glued into the groove of the heel, completely covering that
surface, a piece of split leather of precisely the color and
also of the same style of finish as that of the bottom of the
shoe, which the groove faces; and now there is nailed to the
bottom of th e h eel a thiclrn·ess of leather like a layer of
leather on any heel. The leather protects the wood from
wear, kills the sound that the wood would otherwise make in
walking and also protects the lower edged all around of the
heel's covering.
The trim little semicircle of tiny brass nails that you see
in the heels are really pieces of brass _wire, sections from a
coil of wire carried on a machine which thrusts the end of the
wire through the leather and into the wood and then cuts
it off and drives the next nail in the same manner and so
around.
From this the heel goes to a trimming machine. The leather
may project a trifle beyond the heel's covering and it must
be made so that its edge surface is absolutely smooth and
flush with the covering. This is done in the trimming
machine, and then the edge of the leather is colored as leather
edges commonly are, usually either red, leather colored, or
black, or the edges may be finished In some other color.
Then the heel goes to a buffer on which the bottom of the
leather is smoothed and polished and then it may be colored
artificially, or it it is not to be colored the bottom of the
leatlter may be finished with a velvet finish. The finish,
whatever it may be, is made to be in accordance with the finish
of the sole of the shoe onto which it is to go, and with the
final finishing of the leather the heel ls completed.
Through the latter process the heel has been handled with
its covering on and this may be of some delicate material or
color. So now they are inspected and finally they are packed
in cartons, a dozen pairs of heels to the box, and now they
are ready for shipment to the shoe manufacturer.
Perhaps twenty-five per cent of the women's shoes worn
in this country are now made with wooden heels, of which
there are produced millions of pairs annually,
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IllllTATION GIANT
DiaDIAIIIONDS. mond rings or atuda
or halt Inch and one
inch in diameter are
heard o:! tn stories
only. We have them
Imitated by prodigious epa.rkiing stones
which will deceive the
glance ot. an¥ spectator. Price by mall,
postpaid, small alze, 25c. each; larg-e size, S5c,
each.
44th St .• N. Y.
FRANK ROBINSON, Sll
-
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These handsome little cups are
very bandy In slzo, do not leak
and are Satin finished. When
compressed, ca.n be ca.rrJed: tn the
vest pocket. They hoICI a go0<1

Chain
Watch, Bing andFREE

quu.ntft,y or liquid, and are very
strong, light, yet durable,

Prloe J.4c, each, postpaid.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO.,
~0 W. 26th St., N. Y.

l'ORSELLINOOUIIJ EWELRY.

Th is b&ndsame AMERICAN
IIADE STEM WlND, STEM

SET WATCH,engravodand

6Ri~~!!!1i~.~~lng rtad1

~~i:ry~~

Car 1our

~:;~:! ::1~!,~i~~~!:~f :~ b!~::!!'.,f;~:i:;
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ELECTRIC TOY MOTOR ·

&t lOoe&cb, Bendusnameandaddressand•ewlll
1endjew-olry p011tpald. When 1old lend u1 thel~.4.0
a11d ,re will 1111d the watcb, 1'1ngo, and abaln PRE&
1)£1'T, a,scHICAliO
HENRY Jli:Wt:LRY

co.

WE SHIP 0NAPPROVAL

"

'IIJitlf.out a cent dt)os(t, prepay the helihl
and allow 10 DAYS l'REE TRfAL.
IT ONLY COSTS ooe cent to learn our
tmluard o/ j)ri,:u aod mar-vtlous offtr#
on highest grade 19 12 model bltyclcs.

PRICES f:;1:;:1!':!r
FACTORY
a pair of tires from anyone at any

j)rice.

until you write for our large Art Catalo&
and learn our-wondu-fttl/roJosition on fint
sample bicycle r oing to your town,

RIDER AGENTS :':~!i~~'"gr;

money exhibiting and selling our bicycles.
We Sell cheaper than aoy other facto,r-

TIRES, Coaatcir•Dra'ke rearwheola,

lamps, repairs and all sundries at ha// usual j)ric41.
l)o Not W&it; write today tor our s/ee,·~ off1r.
~HIC:ACO
MEAD CYC:1.1! CO,, Dep~J;'Ztl2'e

Thia machine (Style "H") operatos from one dry
battery, a.nd oan work any meobanical toy. It has
a bea.utl!ully lltbograpbed base, and Is finished tn
wh~te and brown enamel. Size of base ts '¼ Inches
e!1ct~ht, 9 Inches. Price, by exprosa,
g~ly

:~?;':i

L. Sennrens, 347 Winthrop St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

ELECTRIC MOTOR (Style E)

r

One dry battery will
operate this machine.
It. ho.s a cast iron base

and frame and Is fin·

is bed. ln aluminum

and gold bronze. Size
o! base Is a I nob es by
height 6
inches. Price, by express, only '7G c ta .
each. Theae maohlnea develop
more power from one
battery than any motor on the market.
They can also be operated !rom alternating II g b ting
current by
using our Toy
Tran stormers. The motore can be
connected
4 Inches.

YOU CAN BE AN AUTO EXPERT
We teach yon the entlro 1nbJect by matJ in 10 woeks'
spare tlmo, and &Hist you to secure n good pc,-ftton. Demntid for trained men can't be f\Uerl. Simple, practicRl
and pu1onal t natructlon. Free auto model to each student.

Pll~ST LESSON FREE-WRITE FOR IT NOW
OWNERS-We supply competent mon

/?fl!lJJ!le.l!J1l-IIN.C
big game rifle that the
famous hunters use?
The No. 6 single shot has
tapered barrel, c11se-hardened
frame, genuine walnut stock and
fore-end, rifle butt plate, rear and
tang peep sight.
Shoots .22 short, .22 long and
. 22 long rifle cartridges. Also
made to shoot .S2 short rim-fire
cartridges.
You'll actually be surprised at
its moderate price. Ask your
dealer.
FREE-Set of targeb. Write to-Jay

RftmlngtQ.n:-l/MC
-the perfect shootind combination
REMINGTON ARMS-UNION
METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.
BROADWAY
New York City
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(Tke Original Automobita Sckool,)

RISING PENCIL.
-The performer ex-

hibits a.n ordinary
pen cil and shows It
top and bottom. The
pencil Is laid on the
palm, the performer

o'l

calling attention to
his hypnotic power
over

hand.

innate

objects.

The pencil Is seen
slowly to rise, folmovethe
lowing
ments of the other
The witnesses a.re asked to pass their

hand around it to assure themselve s no
Price, 25c.
thread or ha.Ir Is used.
Chas. Unger, 316 Union St., Jersey City, N. J.

,~

as accurate and reliable
as the world-renowned

Empire Auto In•tltntc, 68'7 Empire Bldll',
Rochester, N. Y.

of mechaulcal to s by means of our s;;,1!t ";,~~:~~~
tran1formers or shafts furnl1bed
•hafts. Prices
on application.
L. Senarens, 347 Winthrop St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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"KNOCK-OUT" CARD TRICK.-Flve ca.rd•
are shown, front and back, and there are no
two cards alike. You place some of them In a.
handkerchief and ask any person to hold them
by the corners In full view of the audience.
You now take the remaining cards and reque11t
anyone to name any card shown. Thie done,
you r epeat the name ot. the card and state
that you will co.use It to Invisibly leave )'()Ur
hand and pass Into the handkerchief, where It
will be found among the other cards. At the
word "Go!" you show that the chosen card
has vanished, leaving absolutely only t wo
cards. 'l'ho handkerchief Is unfolded by any
person, and in it Is found the Identical card.
Price, lOc.
Recommendecl vel'Y highly.
WOLFF NOVEJ,TI' CO., 29 W . 26th St., N. Y,

Do You Want a Rifle

THE MULTIPLYING CORKS. - A small
round box Is shown to be empty and one of
the spectators Is allowed to place three corks
In It. The cover Is put on and the box Is
handed to one of the spectators, who, upon
removing the cover, finds six corks in the box.
Three of the corks are now made to vanish as
mysteriously as they came. Very deceptive.
Price, 15c.
Fra.uk Robinson, 311 W. 0th St., N. Y.

'eGGS OF PHARO.AB'S
SERPENTS.
.4 Wonderful and 8torl,
ling Novelt11 I

"Pharoah'e Serpents"
are produced fi:om a nnall
egg, no larger than & pell.
Flace one ot them on a
plate, touch tire to Ii with
a common match, and tn,
1tantly a Zarua Hrpmt, 1
yard or more In length,
slowly nncoile lteelf from
the burning egg. Eacl
' serpent assumesadi1l'erenl
position.- One will appear
to be glfd{n!J O'ffl' Ulo
gronnd, with Juad ,red,
as thongh l!tmlllr danger;
another wilfiollltuV up,
as If preparing for ~ fa,.
tal spring upon Its victim,
whllo another will 1tralcA
out lazily, appareaaly ..,
'loylng lte usual noonday nap.
· lmmed!ately after the egg stops burning, the lef·
r,cnt hl\rdcne, and may afterward be Jtept u &JI
!1111mina curlosfty.
They ·we pui np in wooden boxes, t1.ae!11e ""'' Ill
a box. Price 8 oente, 3 hoxee for 20 cellt/1: l
llc.zen 'l>oxcs GO cellts, sent b7 aiall, p ~
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. i6th St., N. Y.

J

Tne Magic NalI::-A 1 l,INK
common nail ts given

tor examination, and

then Instantly shown
pierced through tha
finger; and yet, when
taken out, the finger
is found to be p~r·

fectly uninjured, and
the nail Is again
given to be examined. Nicely finished,
Price, 10c

CHAS. UMBER, 318 UIIIOK ST.. JERSEY CITY, N. J.

put up in bottles, and one bottle contains
enough to be used from 10 to 15 times.
Price by mall, 10c. each; 3 for 250,
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

Good Luck Puzzle
It consists of three horseshoes fastened together.
Only a very clever person
can take off the closed
horseshoe from the two
Jinked horseshoes. But it
iJ,n be done in a moment
when the secret i s, known.
Price by man, 10 cents ea.eh

FRANK ROBINSON,
Sll W. 44th St., N. Y.

This ls a wicked
pig that died at an
early ai;e, and here
he is m bis coffin
ready for burial.
There will be a
great many mourners at bis funeral ,
for this coflln, pret• ty as it looks, is
very tricky, and the ma~ who gets it open will feel
real grief. The coffin 1s mace of metal, perf~ctly
shaped and beautifully lacquered. The _tr,c_k is to
o:pen it to see the pig. The man that tries 1t gets
bis fingers and feefings hurt, and piggy comes out
~o grunt at bis victims. The tubular end of the
coffin, which every one (in trying to open), p~ess~e
inward, contains a needle which stabs_ tl!e v1ct1m In
bis thumb or finger every time. This 1s the latest
and a very "impressive" triC'k. It can be opened
easily by anyone in the secret, and as a neat catchjoke to save yourself from a bore 1s unsurpass!)d.
Price 10 cents, 3 for 25 cents, postpaid; l
dozen by expreBS 7 5 cents.
Chas. Unger, 316 Union St., Jersey City, N. J.

The sensation of the
day, Pronounced by
all. the most
baffling and
sclentlflcnovelty out. Thousands have worked at It for
hours without masterlt!g It, stlll It can be
cl one In two seconds by giving the links the
proper twist. but unless you know how, the
harder you twist them the tighter they grow.
Price, 6 cents : 3 for 15 cents ; one dozen,
50 cents, by mall, postpaid.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W . 26th St., N, Y.
COllllC MOTTO PENDANT BUTTON. - 50Jlne celluloid button, In
assorted
colors
with
colored ribbon streamers; to the end Is at-

THE JllllIPJNG FROG.-Thls li t tle novelty
creates a world of laughter. Its chief altract1veneas la that it takes a. few seconds
before leaping high In the air so that when
eet, very Innocently along side of an unsuspecting person, he Is suddenly startled by
the wonderful activity of this frog.
Price by mall, postpaid, 15c. each.
FB,L-.;K ROBINSON, 311 W. 44th St., N. Y.

CACHOO
OR SNEEZING POWDER.i'he greatest fun-maker of them alt. A small
amount ot this powder, when blown In a
room, will cauBe everyone to sneeze without
anyone knowing where it comes from. It ta
very light, will float In the air for some time,
and penetrate every nook and corner or a
room. It is perfectly harmless.
Cachoo ta

PIGGY IN A COFFIN,,

THE LINK PUZZLE.

tached a metal or china

novelty appropriate to
the reading of the button.

We

always

THE FIGHTING ROOSTERS

add

new motto buttons with

novelties attached, ac·
cording to what song
or fad ts out. We men·
tlon a few of the latest:
"I Love My Wife, But
0 You Kid," "I Am
Looking for the Merry
Widow," "I'm Afraid
to go Home In the
Dark," etc.
Price, 7c., p ostpaid.

A full blooded pair of Ji,gliting gams cocks fw te-a
eents. These lihpntian fighters have real feathers
yellow legs and fiery red combs, their movemen~

FRANK ROBINSON
811 W, 44th St., N. Y,

BLACK-EYE JOKE.
and
amusing
joker,
The Victim is
told to hold the tube
when figbtin , are perfectly natural and 1.Ife-likc,
close to his eye so as
and the secret of their movements is known only to
to exclude all light
the operator who can cause them to battle with each
from the back, and
other as often and as long as desirc1l. Independe~
then to revolve the
of their fighting proclivities they make very prett1
tube until pi ctures apmantel ori.;,a::nents
pear In the center. In
Price for the pa.Ir In a strong box, 10 cents, 3
trying to locate the • 'l)O.irs
for Z5 cents,oy mail postoaid,
pictures he will receive
the
fl nest
black-eye WOLFF XOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y,
you ever saw. We fur·
nish a small box of I 'IU'1'""""
"11'1
blackening preparation
w -'II.GI
with each tube, so the
joke can be used in·
V .....
liiil
definitely.
Those not
In the trick will be
caught every time. Absolutely h arm 1 es s.
Price by mail,lGc. each,
2 for 25c.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.
A beautiful charm, to ·b e worn on the
watch chain. It consists of a true and perfect compass, to which is attachecl, by a
pivot, a po"·erful magnifying glass. When
not in use the magnifying glass fits closely
ln&ide the compass and Is not seen. The
P1•ice . 10 Cents
compass is protected by a glass crystal, and
Is handsomely sllver-n,ckel plated and burOrnamental as well as nsefnL nished, presenting a very attractive appearMade of highly nickeled brass. ance. Here you have a reli able compass, a
It huld s just One Dollar. powerful magnifying glass, and a handsome
When filled it opens it self. charm, all in one. It is a Parisian novelty,
Remains locked until refilled. entirely new.
Can be used '.lS a watcbcbarm.
Price, 25 cents, by mall, postpaid.
\
Money refunded if not sati&FRA:!1.-X ROBINSON, 311 W. 44th St., N. Y.
ficd.
-New

I
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CltilM.

Good Luck Banks

L, SENA.RENS
34:7 "\VINTHROP ST.,
BROOKLYN, N. T.

A NEW SQt:IR'l' BADGE-Great Fun for
lhe Milllon.-i;\'ear It In your buttonhole and
then press the bulb and watch the other fellow run.
Price, 14c.
~
:.. t:nger, 816 Union St., Jersey City., N. J,

.IMITATION CUT t"INGEB - A cardboard
llnger, carefu IJy bandaged with linen. and the
•lde and end are blood stained. When you
slip it on your finger and show it to your
NAIL PUZZLE.-Made of two metal nail• friends, just give a groan or two, nurse it up,
linked together.
Keep folks guessing: easy and pull a look of pain. You will get nothing
to take them apart when you know how. , but sympathy until you give them the laugh.

•

Directions wHh every one. Price, 6c., postpaid.

ll'OU'J!' NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y,

Then duck!

Price lOc., postpaid.

WOLl<'F NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th 8t., N. Y,

MAGIC ROSE AND CARD.·
An excellent trick. You
$how an ordinary playing
card, holding It at arm's
length, with your sleeves
turned back to show that
you have nothing hidden in
your sleeves : allow the audience to watch the card for a
moment, when you quietly
pass it In to the other hand,
without moving your position, and with this the card
disappears entirely, and In
your hand ls a beautiful
full-blown rose. After a moment's pause you return the
rose to the other hand and
once ,more the card Is seen. .You can perform
the trick, If desired, without removing the
card from the hand, simply by dropping a
handkerchief over your hand for an Instant.
This excellent trick can be performed an:,:
number of times without fear of detection.
Full printed Instructions with each trick.
Prfce, 20 cents ; 3 tor 50 cents, sent b:z

mail, postpaid.

WOLFF NOVELTY

co.,

29

w.

26th St., N. 'I'..

